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Reference to the WageIndicator data
Publications based on the data should acknowledge this by means of bibliographic citations:
“Tijdens, K.G. and P. Osse, WageIndicator continuous web-survey on work and wages. Amsterdam: 
University of Amsterdam/AIAS and Stichting Loonwijzer.”
To ensure that such source attributions are captured for social science bibliographic utilities, citations must 
appear in the footnotes or in the reference section of publications.
Publications based on the data should declare that the WageIndicator data collectors bear no responsibility for 
the further analyses or interpretation of it by using the sentence:
“The WageIndicator data used in this report/paper/publication [which ever applies] have been made 
available by the WageIndicator Foundation, and have been used with their permission. The Foundation 
bears no responsibility for the analyses or interpretation of the data reported here.”
Tables based on the data should include the following citations:
Source: WageIndicator YYYYQQ – YYYYQQ
Selection: [mention the selected countries, employment status groups and other selections if  relevant]
Note
We report on the data-collection of the WageIndicator as thoroughly as possible. Nevertheless, we cannot 
rule out the possibility that problems will be detected in the data. We encourage users to report all errors 
and anomalies that they discover. Most recent information about the dataset can be found on http://www.
wageindicator.org/main/researchlab 
Published articles, books and papers
Please submit published articles, books and papers which use the data to the ﬁ  rst author. A list of all publi-
cations using the data can be found at www.wageindicator.org/main/publications.Page ● 9
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1.  Introducing the code book
This paper details the WageIndicator web-survey, the questionnaire and its dataset. The paper is an up-
date of previous codebooks and explanatory notes.1 In the past years, the WageIndicator web-survey and its 
datacollection has undergone several technological innovations. In 2009, it was decided to include both the 
complete and the incomplete data in the dataset. For this purpose, the data from 2006 on was again tapped 
from the server, leading to a new dataset. It was also decided to derive the computed variables, such as 
hourly wage, instantly during survey completion and to communicate inconsistencies with the respondent at 
the end of the survey. From 2010 on the dataprocessing and the questionnaire management are intrinsically 
intertwined and no longer two separate activities. The current codebook is based on the backward datatap 
and the revised questionnaire.
Graph 1 depicts the countries WageIndicator currently employs a national website. More informa-
tion is provided in this paper. For information about WageIndicator, please visit the project website 
www.WageIndicator.org with information about its websites, its partners and its activities. Information 
about the web-survey and related research can be found in the sections Research Lab, Publications, and 
World Database of Occupations.
Graph 1. Countries with a WageIndicator website and web-survey, September 2010
1  Tijdens, K.G. (2004) The Dataset, Measurement Issues and the Methodology of  the Dutch WageIndicator Internet Survey. Amsterdam, 
University of  Amsterdam, AIAS Working Paper 04/25; Tijdens, K.G. (2007) Explaining the WageIndicator dataset. University of 
Amsterdam, WOLIWEB FP6-2004-506590, Deliverable D22aPage ● 10
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2. Introducing  the  WageIndicator project
2.1. The  WageIndicator web portal and websites
The WageIndicator is a web portal linking to national websites in approximately 50 countries, with plans 
to expand to 75 countries over the coming years. Each country has at least one website with web-tools, 
content, and a web-survey. Multilingual countries employ two or more websites. In addition, many countries 
have websites for particular target groups, such as women, youth or healthcare workers. All websites offer 
country-adapted content and presentation, but the web-tools and web-survey are basically similar across 
countries.
A national WageIndicator website has a free Salary Check providing detailed information about the average 
wages earned in a wide range of occupations, taking into account personal characteristics, such as years of 
service, age, education, supervisory position, region and the like. The Salary Checks are based on the data col-
lected with the web-survey (see hereafter), and are updated annually. The Salary Check departs from a human 
capital approach, assuming that wages can be predicted from an individual’s human capital characteristics, 
such as education and years of service. Yet, the competitive model of the labour market points to interin-
dustry wage differentials, which in some countries are institutionalised in wage setting processes through 
collective bargaining, making human capital characteristics a poorer predictor and the economic strength 
of the industry or the company a better predictor of an individual’s wage. However, many occupations are 
speciﬁ  c to one or a few industries and by providing wage information per occupation the Salary Check tries 
to take into account the impact of competition.
As well as the Salary Check, many national websites have other attractive web-tools, such as Minimum 
Wage Check, DecentWorkCheck, Gross-Net Earnings Check, and VIP Pay Check, which presents wages earned by 
football players, movie stars, heads of state, and other Very Important Persons. In addition, most websites 
have text-based content about wages, working conditions, labour standards and related topics. Emails from 
visitors are answered.
Worldwide, the national WageIndicator websites attract large numbers of web-visitors, primarily because 
of the Salary Check. From visitors´ emails, four main reasons emerge for consulting the websites. They are 
consulted by workers preparing for their annual performance talks or wage negotiations, and by job seekers 
assessing their job mobility. They are consulted by school pupils, students or re-entrant women to detail Page ● 12
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their occupational choices, and by employers in small and medium sized companies when recruiting staff 
or negotiating wages with their employees. In all countries a desire for free wage information is apparent.
In return for all free information provided, the web-visitors are encouraged to complete a web-survey, 
which takes 10 to 20 minutes. The survey has detailed questions about earnings, beneﬁ  ts, working con-
ditions, employment contracts and training, as well as questions about education, occupation, industry, 
and household characteristics. This multilingual web-survey is comparable across all countries, though it is 
adapted to country-speciﬁ  c issues and phrasing, where needed. The survey is continuously posted on all 
WageIndicator websites, and on websites of cooperating web-partners (see hereafter). The data of the web-
survey are used for the calculations underlying the Salary Check, as well as for research.
A globalizing economy requires worldwide comparative data on wages, which are currently available only 
on a very limited basis. The WageIndicator web-survey generates longitudinal, multi-country data on wages, 
which might develop into a worldwide database on wages, beneﬁ  ts, working hours, working conditions, and 
industrial relations. Such a database will deﬁ  nitely increase our understanding of the labour market world-
wide. In many countries the national statistical agencies will of course have better quality wage data than can 
ever be collected by WageIndicator, but unfortunately these data collections are not international comparable.
2.2. The  countries
The project started in 2000 in the Netherlands with a large-scale, paper-based survey in the three largest women’s 
magazines, aiming to collect data on women’s wages. The survey was also posted on several websites. The response 
was overwhelming, and the response was more or less equal for the website and the paper-based survey.2 As the 
survey aimed at collecting wage data for a wide range of occupations, a large response was more important than a 
representative, but small sample. In 2001, a ﬁ  rst WageIndicator website was launched. Its Salary Check showed wage 
information for 45 female-dominated occupations, based on the coefﬁ  cients of occupation-speciﬁ  c wage regres-
sion analyses, using the survey data. The website attracted male web-visitors too, and from 2002 on the Salary Check 
included also wage information for male-dominated occupations. Since 2004, websites have been launched in many 
European countries, in North and South America, in South Africa, and in countries in Asia (see Table 1). From 2008 
on websites have been launched in more African countries, as well as in Indonesia and in a number of post-Soviet 
countries. From 2010 on new websites are scheduled for launches in more European and Asian countries.
2  Tijdens, K.G., A. Dragstra, D. Dragstra, M. van Klaveren, P. Osse, C.M.M.P. Wetzels & A. Zorlu, 2002, Loonwijzers 2001/2002. 
Werk, lonen en beroepen van mannen en vrouwen in Nederland. Amsterdam, University of Amsterdam, AIAS Research Report 
RR02/10Page ● 13
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Table 1. Countries with data-collection by 1/1/2010
Country Website Start data collection Laguage1 Language2
Angola Meusalario.org/Angola Jan-09 pt_AO
Argentina Elsalario.com.ar May-06 es_AR
Armenia Mojazarplata.org/Armenia Mar-08 hy_AM ru_AM
Azerbaijan Qazancim.az Apr-08 az_AZ ru_AZ
Belarus Mojazarplata.org/Belarus Mar-08 be_BY ru_BY
Belgium Votresalaire.be or Loonwijzer.be  Nov-04 nl_BE fr_BE
Botswana Mywage.org/Botswana Jan-09 en_BW tn_BW
Brazil Meusalario.org.br Sep-05 pt_BR
Chile Tusalario.org/Chile Apr-08 es_CL
China WageIndicator.cn Jan-10 zh_CN
Colombia Tusalario.org/Colombia Jun-08 es_CO
Czech Republic MůjPlat.cz Feb-09 cs_CZ
Denmark Lontjek.dk Oct-04 da_DK
El Salvador Tusalario.org/ElSalvador Aug-09 es_SV
Finland Palkkalaskuri.ﬁ    Apr-05 ﬁ  _FI
France Votresalaire.fr Apr-08 fr_FR
Georgia Mojazarplata.org/Georgia Dec-09 ka_GE ru_GE
Germany Lohnspiegel.de Oct-04 de_DE
Guatemala Tusalario.org/Guatemala Jan-09 es_GT
Hungary Berbarometer.hu Jun-06 hu_HU
India Paycheck.in Oct-05 en_IN hi_IN
Indonesia Gajimu.com May-09 ba_ID en_ID
Italy Iltuosalario.it Apr-05 it_IT
Kazakhstan Mojazarplata.org/Kazakhstan Apr-08 kk_KZ ru_KZ
Korea, Rep. Salarycheck.co.kr Jun-06 ko_KR
Kyrgyzstan Mojazarplata.org/Kyrgzstan Dec-09 ky_KG uz_KG
Latvia* Mojazarplata.ru Dec-09 ru_RU
Lithuania* Mojazarplata.ru Dec-09 ru_RU
Malawi Mywage.org/Malawi Jan-09 en_MW
Mexico Misalario.org Jun-06 es_MX
Mozambique Meusalario.org/mocambique Jan-09 pt_MZ
Namibia Mywage.org/Namibia Jan-09 en_NA
Netherlands Loonwijzer.nl Oct-00 nl_NL
Paraguay Tusalario.org/Paraguay Aug-08 es_PY
Poland Twojezarobki.pl Oct-04 pl_PL
Russian Federation Mojazarplata.ru  Nov-07 ru_RU
Slovakia MôjPlat.sk Feb-09 sk_SK
South Africa Mywage.co.za  Sep-05 en_ZA
Spain Tusalario.es Oct-04 es_ES
Sweden se.WageIndicator.org May-08 sv_SE
Tajikistan Mojazarplata.org/Tajikistan Dec-09 tg_TJ ru_TJ
Turkmenistan Mojazarplata.org/Turkmenistan Dec-09 tk_TM ru_TM
Ukraine Mojazarplata.com.ua Mar-08 uk_UA ru_UA
United Kingdom Paywizard.co.uk  Oct-04 en_GB
United States Paywizard.org  Jun-06 en_US es_US
Uzbekistan Mojazarplata.org/Uzbekistan Dec-09 uz_UZ ru_UZ
Zambia Mywage.org/Zambia Jan-09 en_ZM
Zimbabwe Mywage.org/Zimbabwe Jun-09 en_ZW sn_ZW
* These countr/ies will also have a survey in Latvian respectively LithouwanianPage ● 14
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2.3. The  WageIndicator Foundation
The WageIndicator concept is owned by the WageIndicator Foundation, a non-proﬁ  t organisation dedicated 
to improving labour market transparency by providing accurate wage and wage related information. Its mis-
sion statement reads:
‘Share and compare wage information. Contribute to a transparent labour market. Provide free, accurate wage 
data through salary checks on national websites. Collect wage data through web-surveys.’
Thus, researchers provide information from the web-survey free of charge to the public at large, and in 
return, the public contribute to scientiﬁ  c information gathering.
On 17 September 2003, the Foundation was established under Dutch law. Its founders are the Am-
sterdam Institute of Advanced Labour Studies (AIAS) of the University of Amsterdam, the Dutch Con-
federation of Trade Unions (FNV), and the international career website Monster. These parties make up 
the Board of Supervisors. The Foundation itself has a lean management structure. Director Paulien Osse 
supervises the work subcontracted to companies for web programming, web design, data and questionnaire 
management, and web journalism, all based in the Netherlands. Regional teams are located in Argentina, 
South-Africa, Belarus and India. The University of Amsterdam/AIAS (primarily via the ﬁ  rst author), over-
sees the scientiﬁ  c part of the survey and the dataset. Worldwide, administrative and ﬁ  nancial issues are 
managed by the Foundation, which also works to stimulate the development of new tools and applications, 
ensure that the technological back end is state-of-the-art, and seek funding and negotiate commercial deals. 
The WageIndicator websites are hosted on three server hotels in the Netherlands, the USA and China. Its 
Plone open source Content Management System allows for easy website management.
2.4. Web-marketing
The WageIndicator Foundation coordinates web-marketing, which is critical in attracting web-visitors. Its 
marketing policy unfolds along several lines.
  ● First, the information presented in the Salary Check and on the websites must offer high quality.
  ● Second, the website should engender enough trust amongst visitors that they consider the informa-
tion provided to be credible, and are also willing to volunteer their own data in the survey. Trust is 
enhanced by WageIndicator’s cooperation with universities, trade unions and their confederations, and 
career sites.Page ● 15
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  ● Third, cooperation with web-based partners is critical. Current cooperation agreements include ma-
jor web-portals, media groups and publishing houses with a strong Internet presence, newspapers, 
online recruitment channels, and temp agency websites. These partners post the Salary Check and the 
web-survey in their websites. They do so because they ﬁ  nd the Salary Check of interest to their web-
audience and they acknowledge the importance of collecting data through the web-survey.
  ● Fourth, the Foundation aims for free publicity, for example, by disseminating research results based on 
the web-survey data.
  ● Fifth, the Foundation follows a strict policy of Search Engine Optimisation, so that its webpages will 
be placed high in the rankings of search engines for a variety of search terms. For this reason, for a 
number of countries WageIndicator recently3 brought online 433 additional web pages per country, each 
dedicated to one of a list of 433 occupations. Each page includes information about the job content 
and salaries in these occupations, and some pages include feeds for vacancies or training options. The 
introduction of occupation-speciﬁ  c sites should increase the ranking of WageIndicator sites in search 
engine results for searches related to these occupations, and thus also the likelihood that web-users 
searching for information about those occupations will be directed to a WageIndicator site.
3  Late 2009 and 2010.Page ● 16
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3.  Characteristics of the WageIndicator 
web-survey
3.1. Main  characteristics
The main characteristics of the WageIndicator web-survey are as follows
  ● The topics of the web-survey relate to wages and working conditions
  ● The target population is the labour force, including employees, self-employed, informal workers, job 
seekers and the unemployed
  ● The respondents of the web-survey are volunteers recruited through the national WageIndicator web-
sites and a wide range of websites of WageIndicator partners
  ● The web-survey is a non-probability survey and the data therefore biased and not representative to the 
target population
  ● There is a prize incentive for survey completion
  ● Trust, fun and privacy are important for the web-survey
  ● The web-survey is currently posted in more than 50 countries and is expected in 65 countries by 2011
  ● The web-survey is multilingual  and to a very large extent similar across these countries
  ● The web-survey is continuous and generates large sample sizes
  ● The survey regularly includes project-speciﬁ  c survey questions for a limited number of countries and 
a limited period of time
  ● Paper-based surveys supplement web-based surveys in countries with low Internet access rates
These points are discussed in detail in the subsequent sections in this chapter.
3.2.  Target population and topics in the questionnaire
The target population of the WageIndicator questionnaire is the labour force, that is, individuals in paid 
employment as well as job seekers. In addition to workers in formal dependent employment, the survey aims 
to include apprentices, employers, own-account workers, freelancers, workers in family businesses, workers 
in the informal sector, unemployed workers, individuals who have never had a job, job seekers, as well as 
retired workers, housewives, school pupils or students with a job on the side and persons performing vol-Page ● 18
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untary work. Chapter 4.4 details how the respondent’s employment status is determined and the subsequent 
routing through the questionnaire.
The main topics and the related survey questions of the WageIndicator questionnaire are listed in the table 
hereafter, and discussed in detail in Chapter 5. A stylized questionnaire in English is downloadable from 
www.wageindicator.org/main/publications.4
Topic Survey questions about … 
WAGES AND BENEFITS wages, pay period, fringe beneﬁ  ts, bonuses, wage perceptions
WORKING HOURS working hours, overtime, timing of work, shift work, time preferences
EMPLOYMENT STATUS AND 
CONTRACT
employment status, employment contract, collective bargaining coverage
OCCUPATION occupation (ISCO-08), type of occupation, job level, training
INDUSTRY AND PLACE OF 
WORK
industry (NACE2.0), ﬁ  rm size, workplace characteristics, percentage female 
at workplace
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY age, age leaving education, employment record, years of experience, em-
ployment spells
PERSONAL QUESTIONS age, gender, ethnic/racial background, country of birth, region, household 
composition, marital status, children’s age, division of household chores, job 
and life satisfaction
3.3.  Using the Internet for data collection
Low Internet coverage rates in a number of countries constitute a major argument against worldwide 
web-surveys. Table 2 shows coverage rates in a number of selected countries, covered by the WageIndicator. 
In 2008, Internet coverage in these countries ranged from 87 per 100 inhabitants in the Netherlands to 1.6 
per 100 in Mozambique. Particularly in South Asia and sub-Saharan Africa, coverage rates are still low, with 
regional averages of respectively 4.7% and 6.5%. Yet it is interesting to note that within country groups, 
Internet coverage is relatively high in countries governed by authoritarian regimes, such as Belarus, China 
and Zimbabwe.
For at least three reasons, Internet coverage rates can be expected to grow. First, real income growth 
helps, also as it is associated with growing literacy and school enrolment rates.5 In particular, per capita 
incomes in the lower-and upper-middle income country groups continue to increase, in a number of cases 
4   Tijdens, K.G., S. van Zijl (2010) The stylized WageIndicator questionnaire a worldwide, continuous, multilingual web-survey on work and wages 
with paper supplements. Amsterdam, WageIndicator Foundation/University of Amsterdam.
5   Cf. for instance United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)(2007) Human Development Report 2007-2008. New York.Page ● 19
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(Azerbaijan, Brazil, China, India, Kazakhstan) hardly interrupted by the worldwide crisis. Here Internet 
coverage may tend to show more than proportional growth, with saturation points far from being reached.
Second, urbanisation is a key driver of Internet use. Urban economic, demographic and socio-cultural 
conditions serve as catalysts for increasing Internet coverage, notably through the interaction between so-
cial classes and occupations, and the presence of universities.6 As urbanisation nearly universally remains a 
continuous process, it can be expected to continue to fuel Internet use as well.
Third, the recent breakthrough of mobile telephony will provide a huge impetus for the growth of the 
Internet as it is followed by another breakthrough, that of the mass use of mobile devices with Internet 
access. Through the development and use of mobile broadband technologies, many developing countries 
leapfrog the stage of ﬁ  xed telephony – ﬁ  xed broadband, and high-speed Internet is on the verge of becom-
ing available for mass consumption.7 Worldwide, in 2008 mobile telephony had already achieved four billion 
subscribers, over threefold the number of ﬁ  xed lines (1.3 billion).8 By that year, in most of the countries 
included in table 2 mobile telephony had become by far the most affordable mode, with monthly prepaid 
tariffs 40-65% (in India even 25%) of residential ﬁ  xed line tariffs.9 The table illustrates that the gaps between 
countries in various stages of development are much smaller in mobile phone coverage than in Internet cov-
erage. In the upper-middle income country group, mobile phone use on average was only slightly lower than 
in the high-income group, whereas Internet coverage was less than half of the high-income average. The 
outcomes in this respect are particularly striking for upper-middle income countries like Russia, Botswana 
and South Africa. Similarly, evidence from sub-Sahara Africa shows that urban-rural differences in access 
to cellular services are less marked than those in Internet coverage.10 The same holds for India,11 and most 
likely for many other countries too. The table also indicates that the coverage of mobile cellular networks 
can no longer be considered a serious impediment to the spread of mobile telephony, as it was only a few 
years ago. Networks –though often not yet including broadband or third generation (3G) technologies12-- 
cover 90% or more of the population of the BRIC countries (Brazil, Russia, India, China), Indonesia and 
South Africa.
6   Robison, Kristopher K., Edward M. Crenshaw (2010) Reevaluating the Global Digital Divide: Socio-Demographic and Con-
ﬂ  ict Barriers to the Internet Revolution, Sociological Inquiry, 80(1): 34-62.
7   Cf. wikipedia Mobile broadband (accessed June 20, 2010).
8   Adisa Banjanovic (2009) Special Report: Towards universal global mobile phone coverage (http://www.euromonitor.com, accessed June 
20, 2010).
9   World Bank (2010) Data & Statistics. Information and Communication Technologies tables (accessed June 20, 2010).
10   Minges, Michael, Cecilia Briceño-Garmendia, Mark Williams, Mavis Ampah, Daniel Camos, Maria Shkratan (2008) Africa Infra-
structure Country Diagnostic. Information and Communications Technology in Sub-Saharan Africa: A Sector Review. Summary of  Background 
Paper No. 10. Washington D.C.: World Bank
11   Van Klaveren, Maarten, Kea Tijdens, Melanie Hughie-Williams, Nuria Ramos Martin (2010) An Overview of  Women’s Work and 
Employment in India. Decisions for Life MDG3 Project. Country Report No. 13. Amsterdam: WageIndicator / AIAS – University of 
Amsterdam
12   World Bank 2010, Ibid.Page ● 20
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Table 2.   Internet coverage, share of mobile phone subscribers and coverage of mobile cellular networks 
(in % of population), selected countries, 2008
Internet
users
Mobile phone: share of 
subscribers
Coverage of mobile cellular 
network
Europe & Central Asia  28.6 109.9 92
Germany 75.5 128.5 99
Netherlands 87.0 125.4 98
CIS countries
Azerbaijan 28.2 75.4 99
Belarus 32.1 84.0 99
Kazakhstan 10.9 95.1 94
Ukraine 10.5 120.4 100
Sub-Sahara Africa 6.5 33.3 56
Angola 3.1 37.6 40
Botswana 6.2 95.3 99
Malawi 2.1 12.0 93
Mozambique 1.6 19.7 44
South Africa 8.6 92.4 100
Zambia 5.5 28.0 50
Zimbabwe 11.4 13.3 75
Latin America & Caribbean  28.9 80.3 92
Brazil 37.5 78.5 91
Mexico 22.2 70.8 100
South Asia  4.7 32.6 61
India 4.5 30.4 61
East Asia & Paciﬁ  c 19.4 52.9 93
China 22.5 48.4 97
Indonesia 7.9 61.8 90
United States 75.9 89.0 100
Australia 70.8 103.2 99
High-income group 69.1 106.1 99
Upper-middle income group 30.6 95.3 94
Lower-middle income group 13.9 47.0 77
Low-income group 4.6 28.5 56
Source: World Bank (2010) Data & Statistics. Information and Communication Technologies tables (http://go.worldbank.
org/5RZ90VCFH0)(accessed June 20, 2010).Page ● 21
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3.4.  Recruitment of volunteers and bias
When the primary purpose of a survey is to gather information about the general population, the 
information is useless unless it is accurate and representative in this regard. One fundamental element of 
data quality to be considered in this context is sample bias13. To minimise bias, researchers have tradition-
ally attempted to create samples that provide a reliable cross-section of a given population allowing to draw 
random, or probability-based samples which produce representative results for the entire population.
With respect to the representativeness of web-surveys, a ﬁ  rst important clariﬁ  cation is related to the 
type of sampling method. Following Couper (2000) two types of web-surveys can be distinguished: Proba-
bility-based web-surveys have the advantage of a proper sample frame which allows the drawing of a proba-
bility-based random sample from a population in which every individual has the same probability of being 
selected.14 For probability-based web-surveys, such as intercept, e-mail request, mixed-mode surveys, and 
pre-recruited access panels of Internet users15, that means that all members of the target population are 
known (the contact or email addresses). Such data can be analysed using standard inference procedures and 
it allows the generalisation of viewpoints across the target population.
In contrast, non-probability-based web-surveys, like entertainment surveys, self-selected web-surveys, and 
surveys made up of volunteer panels of Internet users, are problematic because not every individual has the 
same probability of being selected. For, instance, in volunteer web-surveys, open invitations on websites are 
used to select respondents. The probability of receiving such an invitation is unknown as well as the prob-
ability of accepting it. The probability of being confronted depends on national or regional Internet access 
rates, and the number of unique visitors of the website. The latter depends on the website’s marketing strat-
egies. Due to the absence of an adequate sampling frame and the application of self-selection recruitment 
methods, data of such surveys form a convenience rather than a probability sample. It is particularly used 
for preliminary research efforts in order to get a gross estimate of the results without incurring the cost or 
time required to select a random sample. It is also used in cases where the target population is a rare group 
as this requires expensive screening questions. However, the degree to which the obtained results can be 
13   Deﬁ  ned as the differences between a statistically calculated value and the true population value of the estimate in the target 
population. 
14   Couper, M. (2000). Web-surveys: a review of issues and approaches. Public Opinion Quarterly, 64(4), 464-481.
15   Web-based access panels are constructed by wide appeals on well-visited sites and Internet portals. At time of registration, basic 
demographic variables are asked. In this way a large database of potential respondents is created for future surveys. Only panel 
members can participate in these web panel surveys. Even though it seems that on this basis a probability-based sample can be 
drawn, it has to be emphasized that, such access panels also face the problem of self-selection. Also here, the target population 
is not well deﬁ  ned, and the ﬁ  nal sample consists of self-selected online- or ofﬂ  ine pre-recruited persons who have agreed to 
be a member of the panel. Page ● 22
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generalised for the whole population can hardly ever be ascertained. Volunteer web-surveys are primarily 
held in marketing and in voting research. Except for the WageIndicator project they are hardly used in the ﬁ  eld 
of work and employment.
In the scientiﬁ  c literature about web-surveys, little attention has been paid so far to the recruitment of 
volunteer surveys. Lee (2006) just notices that the panel recruitment in volunteer web-surveys is done via 
some type of advertisement, such as banner ads, pop-up ads, or e-mails.16 In recent years, however, insights 
in how to reach large masses of web-visitors and a heteogenous public due to web-marketing has increased 
tremendously. For instance, masses of web-visitors may be attracted by a volunteer web-survey placed on 
websites with an attractive content for the public at large. Moreover, through targeting-marketing methods 
tailored to web-surveys, underrepresented groups can be addressed speciﬁ  cally. In conclusion, it seems that 
particularly for volunteer web-surveys the statement holds that ‘Putting a Questionnaire on the Web is not 
Enough’.17 Looking at the fast and tremendous developments in the area of volunteer web-survey recruit-
ment based on web-marketing efforts over the last decades it seems that the distinct between probability and 
non-probability-sampling may become less sharp. Today the major players on the Internet are aware that 
they aim at a large and heterogeneous public and in contrast to a few years ago, they know how to do so.
Apart from its many advantages, the biggest disadvantage of the WageIndicator data is the volunteer re-
cruitment method. As already indicated above, due to the non-probability based nature of the survey and 
its selectivity the obtained results cannot be generalised for the population of interets, i.e. the labour force. 
The selectivity is threefold: ﬁ  rst it is associated with Internet access as this may be related to wages - the 
key variable in the data. Second, although the numbers of visitors of the WageIndicator websites are large 
and growing, it is still a minority of the extremely large and heterogeneous population visiting the Internet. 
In this respect, self-selection into the WageIndicator websites may be related to an higher interest in wages 
which might lead to and under representation of persons which are less interested in wages. Finally, once 
visiting the WageIndicator website the visitor still has to decide whether or not to complete the questionnaire. 
This may be related to time availability, satisfaction with the website or altruism to contribute to the project, 
factors which may itself be related to the key variable. However, the exact nature of these three steps of 
self-selection need to be studied in the years to come.
16   Lee, S. (2006). Propensity Score Adjustment as a weighting scheme for volunteer panel web-surveys. Journal of  Ofﬁ  cial Statistics, 
22(2), 329-349.
17   Faas, T. and H. Schoen (2006) Putting a Questionnaire on the Web is not Enough – A Comparison of Online and Ofﬂ  ine 
Surveys Conducted in the Context of the German Federal Election 2002. Journal of  Ofﬁ  cial Statistics, 22(2): 177–190.Page ● 23
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With respect to the question how selective the WageIndicator data is, recent studies for several coun-
tries have shown the expected deviations regards socio-demographic variables occur.18 A study by Tijdens 
(2006) comparing the Dutch WageIndicator data with national Labour Force between 2000 and 2004 found 
an underrepresentation of, part-timers (particularly for those working less than 20 hours a week), older age 
groups (particularly individuals older than 55) and low educated persons.19 From 2001 to 2004, however, 
this under-representation was reduced. As for gender, the underrepresentation of the male labour force 
was somehow surprising but could be explained by the fact that the survey initially addressed women only. 
Nevertheless, this underrepresentation was also reduced between 2002 and 2004. An actual study of Stein-
metz et al. analysing the selection bias for the 2006 WageIndicator data for the US, Germany, the Netherlands, 
Spain, Argentina and Brazil shows with regard to the distribution of socio-demographic variables similar 
results: in the majority of countries older age groups (35-75), lower educated people and part-timers are 
underrepresented in the samples.20 With respect to gender the underrepresentation could only be observed 
in the Netherlands, Germany and Argentina.
To reduce the bias resulting from the inferential problems outlined above the WageIndicator employs 
several strategies. The ﬁ  rst strategy relates to the web-marketing, whereby a broad target population is de-
ﬁ  ned, including marketing aiming at sub-populations, such as women or youth. The second strategy relates 
to the special routing through the questionnaire, designed to address marginal groups in the labour force, 
as they have a higher likelihood of dropping out during completion, when not addressed properly in the 
questionnaire. The third strategy relates to the development of different weighting schemes (simple weights, 
post-stratiﬁ  cation weights and propensity score adjustment) in order to correct subsequently for selection 
bias. In this regard, simple and post-stratiﬁ  cation weighting has mainly been applied to correct for socio-
demographic differences between the (web) sample and the population under consideration. However, as 
some variables of interest often do not show a sufﬁ  ciently strong relationship with the demographic weight-
ing variables, it has been emphasised that post-stratiﬁ  cation can correct for proportionality but not neces-
sarily for representativeness.21 For example, weighting does not solve the problem that Internet users and 
18   Steinmetz, S., de Pedraza, P., Raess, D., K. Tijdens (forthcoming): Assessing the problem of selection bias and solving it 
through weighting - an analysis of six selected Wage indicator countries. University of Amsterdam, AIAS Working paper; De 
Pedraza, P. (2007) Weights for WageIndicator data. Amsterdam: WageIndicator.
19   Tijdens, K.G. (2006) How biased is the Netherlands WageIndicator dataset? Amsterdam: WageIndicator.
20   Steinmetz, S., K. Tijdens, P. de Pedraza (2009). Comparing different weighting procedures for volunteer online panels - Les-
sons to be learned from German and Dutch WageIndicator data. University of Amsterdam, AIAS Working paper No. 76; 
Steinmetz et al. (forthcoming), Ibid. 
21   Loosveldt, G. & N. Sonck (2008). An evaluation of the weighting procedures for online access panel surveys. Survey Research 
Methods, 2(2), 93-105.Page ● 24
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non-Internet users may differ substantially in some of their attitudes.22 As this weighting technique seems 
to have limited potential for correcting biases in web-surveys another weighting technique called Propensity 
Score Adjustment (PSA) has been suggested as an alternative for statistically surmounting inherent problems 
in web-survey data.23 It aims to correct for differences in socio-demographic and ‘webographic’ (attitudinal 
or behavioural) variables regarding individuals’ decisions to participate in web-surveys. For that purpose, 
however, a probability-based reference survey is needed in which each member of the population has the 
same probability of selection and which, particularly, contains ‘webographic’ questions. The volunteer web 
sample, then, is adjusted to the probability-based reference sample by estimating the probability of each 
respondent to participate in the web-survey.
Although it has been emphasized in literature that for generalizing web-survey results for the whole 
population, post-stratiﬁ  cation and propensity-based weights are necessary,24 the implications of the differ-
ent adjustment procedures are still under discussion. In this respect, studies based on the WageIndicator data 
have conﬁ  rmed that the application of different weights produces rather diverse results, and that there is no 
certainty as to whether the representativeness of web-surveys can be improved.25 However, they could also 
show that the unweighted results of the WageIndicator and reference surveys are quite comparable. This sup-
ports the argument that, even though the applied weighting techniques seem to provide no positive solution 
for generalising volunteer web-survey results for the whole population, the collected unweighted web data 
is not useless.
22   Schonlau, M.; Zapert, K.; Simon L.; Sanstad, K.; Marcus, S.; Adams, J.; Spranca, M.; Kan, H.; Turner, R.; Berry, S. (2004). A 
comparison between a propensity weighted web-survey and an identical RDD survey. Social Science Computer Review, 22(1), 128-
138; Bandilla, W.; Kaczmirek, L.; Blohm, M.; Neubarth, W. (2009). Coverage und Nonresponse-Effekte bei Online-Bevölke-
rungsumfragen. In. N. Jackob; H. Schoen; T. Zerback (eds.), Sozialforschung im Internet. Methodologie und Praxis der Online-Befragung 
(p. 129-143). VS Verlag für Sozialwissenschaften.
23   Lee 2006, Ibid.; Lee, S. & R. Vaillant (2009). Estimation for volunteer panel web-surveys using propensity score adjustment 
and calibration adjustment. Sociological Methods Research, 37(3), 319-343; Rosenbaum, P. & D. Rubin (1983). The central role of 
the propensity score in observational studies for causal effects. Biometrika, 70(1), 41-55; Rosenbaum, P. & D. Rubin (1984). 
Reducing bias in observational studies using sub classiﬁ  cation on the propensity score. Journal of  the American Statistical Associa-
tion, 79(387), 516-524; Schonlau, M.; van Soest, A.; Kapteyn, A.; Couper, M. (2009). Selection bias in web-surveys and the use 
of propensity scores. Sociological Methods Research, 37(3), 291-318; Schonlau, M.; van Soest, A.; Kapteyn, A. (2007). Are ‚We-
bographic’ or attitudinal questions useful for adjusting estimates from web-surveys using propensity scoring? Survey Research 
Methods, 1(3), 155-163; Varedian, M. & G. Forsman (2003). Comparing Propensity Score Weighting with Other Weighting 
Methods: A Case Study on Web Data. Poster presented at the American Association for Public Opinion Research (AAPOR) 
58th Annual Conference, 2003 See: http://www.websm.org/uploadi/editor/Varedian_Forsman_2002_propensity_score.pdf.
24   Duffy, B.; Smith, K.; Terhanian, G.; Bremer, J. (2005): Comparing data from online and face-to-face surveys. International Journal 
of  Market Research, 47(6), 615-639.
25   De Pedraza, P., Tijdens, K. , Muñoz de Bustillo, R., Steinmetz, S. (2010) : A Spanish Continuous Voluntary Web-survey: 
Sample Bias, Weights and Efﬁ  ciency of Weights”, Revista Española de Investigaciones Sociológicas, 131: 109-130; Steinmetz et al, 
2009, Ibid; Steinmetz et al. (forthcoming), Ibid.; Steinmetz, S. & K. Tijdens (2009): Can weighting improve the representativeness of 
volunteer online panels? Insights from the German Wage indicator data. Concepts and Methods (Newsletter of  the IPSA committee 
on concepts and methods), 5(1), 7-11.Page ● 25
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Finally, critiques stressing the impossibility to generalise ﬁ  ndings of non-probability based web-surveys, 
should reﬂ  ect on the fact that even probability-based samples might face the problem of self-selection. 
Persons who are willing to participate in a survey always differ from those who are not participating. In 
comparison to the other surveys, for most of the variable classiﬁ  cations it would be exaggerated to speak 
about a fundamental selection bias in case of the WageIndicator dataset. In this context, it seems worthwhile 
to think about the comment of Couper and Miller to better not treat survey quality as an absolute, but evalu-
ate it relative to other features of the design and the stated goals of the survey.26
3.5.  Paper-based and project questionnaires
In 2000, the ﬁ  rst WageIndicator survey was a paper-based survey, printed in a number of women’s week-
lies in the Netherlands. This survey was also posted on the Internet. In recent years, paper-based personal 
interviews have been held in a number of countries, due to initiatives in the country or to international 
projects. Four paper-based questionnaires have been held, notably in Hungary (four subsequent surveys in 
2006-2007), India (2006), Guatemala (2009) and Paraguay (2009). More paper-based questionnaires will be 
utilised in the coming years to supplement the data of the web-survey, depending on projects. For these sur-
veys, a sheet with meta information will be posted on the data section of the WageIndicator project website.
From 2008 on paper-based questionnaires are drafted from the national WageIndicator web-survey, and 
adapted to the requirements for personal interviews or for distribution by post or otherwise. Data-entry 
occurs online, in a speciﬁ  c part of the Questionnaire Engine. The data of these paper-based surveys is in-
cluded in the WageIndicator dataset. The variable SURVENR speciﬁ  es the paper survey, for example 520.10 
‘wipaper HUNGARY 1st sample, random, 2502 cases by professional interviewers’, which is the ﬁ  rst of 
four subsequent paper based surveys held in Hungary in 2006/2007. All paper-based questionnaires can be 
identiﬁ  ed with the value wipaper in the variable category.
Regularly, the WageIndicator web-survey includes extra survey questions for projects targeting speciﬁ  c 
countries, for speciﬁ  c groups or about speciﬁ  c events (see table). The projects usually address a speciﬁ  c au-
dience, for example the employees of a company, the employees in an industry, the readers of a magazine, 
the members of a trade union or an occupational association, and alike. The data of these project questions 
are included in the dataset (see the list of variables in the Appendix).
26   Couper, M. & P. Miller (2008). Web-survey methods - Introduction. Public Opinion Quarterly, 72(5), 831-835.Page ● 26
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As discussed in section 3.4, it is still an open question whether volunteer web samples can be representa-
tive for the general population. While standard methodological literature doubts representativeness, com-
mercial market research agencies claim to have developed appropriate weighting techniques for their volun-
teer web surveys. Against this background, the project “Improving web survey methodology” was set up to 
examine whether different weighting techniques allow an appropriate adjustment of the survey for selection 
bias. For that purpose, the results from the Netherlands WageIndicator web-survey 2009 are compared with 
data from the parallel collected LISS Panel reference survey in the Netherlands, including approximately 25 
attitudinal items, added for this project. LISS stands for Longitudinal Internet Studies for the Social Scienc-
es. The LISS Panel is a representative web-survey. The advantage of this reference survey is that it provides 
a proper probability sample stemming from exactly the same questionnaire, including the same attitudinal 
questions for measuring the inclination to complete a volunteer web-survey. Moreover, survey mode effects 
can be excluded as both questionnaires are completed individually on the computer.27 The data of the LISS 
WageIndicator reference survey are free available from www.centerdata.nl/nl/TopMenu/Projecten/MESS/. 
Project 
abbreviation
Year start Year end Topic Country Target group
NLD-TIME 2003 2004 Questions concerning 24 hours time 
allocation
NLD All
INP 2006 2006 India paper survey IND OCCUPATIONS: 
Selection
HUP 2006 2007 Hungary paper survey IND All
NLD-IMR 2006 ongoing 
in 2010





USA_rm 2006 ongoing 
in 2010
Survey questions for USA USA All
GBR-UNI 2007 2007 Survey questions for UNISO, GBR GBR Employees only
NLD-UNI  2007 2009 Eight attitudinal questions concerning 
universiy’s female friendly policies
NLD INDUSTRY: Selec-
tion employees in 
universities
NLD-ILC 2007 ongoing 
in 2010
Several attitudinal questions concerning 
retirement
NLD Employees only














NLD-LISS 2009 2009 25 Attitudinal questions for measuring 
webographics
NLD All
GTM-P 2009 2009 Guatemala paper survey GTM OCCUPATIONS: 
Selection
PGY-P 2009 2009 Paraguay paper survey PGY OCCUPATIONS: 
Selection
27   Steinmetz, Stephanie and Kea Tijdens (2010) Volunteer web surveys and weighting – the WageIndicator example. Paper for the 
Second International Workshop on Internet Survey Methods “Use of Internet Survey Methods in Ofﬁ  cial Statistics”, Statisti-
cal Center of Statistics Korea, Daejeon, South Korea, September 08-09Page ● 27
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3.6.  Continuous survey and large sample sizes
Web-survey efforts require relatively high initial investments, but the running costs are relatively low. 
Thus, it takes time before the initial investments become proﬁ  table. Therefore, the national WageIndicator 
websites as well as the web-surveys are continuous. In the ﬁ  eld of work and wages, once-only surveys are 
most common. Continuous surveys are only found among the statistical agencies employing labour force 
surveys, mostly for reasons of estimating seasonal ﬂ  uctuations in labour market participation. 
A continuous survey challenges the traditional perception of web-surveys. Having said that the Internet 
reaches out to billions of people, a major advantage of continuous volunteer web-surveys is also apparent. 
Web-surveys have the potential to generate large sample sizes, unmet in other survey modes. These large 
sample sizes are also not achieved in probability sampled web-surveys, because the sample sizes are limited 
to the size of the access panel.
For several reasons, large sample sizes are advantageous. First, the data from large-scale web-surveys 
allow for exploring rare groups or small-scale units such as occupations or regional intersections, as each 
unit still has a sufﬁ  cient number of observations. Moreover, in many cases these small-scale units either 
lack adequate sampling frames, so the research could not have been undertaken otherwise, or it is simply 
too expensive to use a wider sampling frame with a screening question. When the screened population is 
comparatively small in relation to the sampled population, the costs involved with the screening may well be 
larger than the costs of the survey itself.
Second, beyond the possibilities for analysing small-scale units, large-scale web-surveys also facilitate the 
inclusion of follow-up questions speciﬁ  cally for these small-scale units, once these units have been identi-
ﬁ  ed. For example, the WageIndicator web-survey facilitates self-identiﬁ  cation of occupation from a list of 
1,600 occupations. For one or more occupations of interest, the web-survey could have follow-up questions.Page ● 28
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Third, continuous large-scale web-surveys allow for temporary plug-in modules on speciﬁ  c topics. 
Fourth, they allow for before-and-after analyses of events expected to have a large impact on one or more 
topics in the survey.
Finally, continuous large-scale web-surveys are advantageous as they offer multiple client-side feedback 
systems, such as visitors’ email, respondents’ comments in the questionnaire’s text boxes and survey drop-
out behaviour. For improving web-surveys, client-side feedback is extremely helpful. The traditional way of 
testing the quality of a questionnaire is a pilot study to identify potential problems with the survey’s design 
prior to its launch. Continuous volunteer web-surveys offer two advantages in this respect. The questions 
can be adapted while the survey is running, and the test population is much larger than is commonly used 
in any other survey mode. Nevertheless, WageIndicator applies a sound program of survey testing before the 
web-survey in a new country goes online.
3.7.  Prize incentive for survey completion
WageIndicator websites have a prize incentive for completing and submitting the questionnaire with an 
email address. 28 Completing part 2 of the questionnaire doubles the chance of winning the prize in com-
parison to only completing part 1 (see section 4.5).
The prize incentive is a national minimum monthly or weekly wage. Not all countries are equal and 
therefore, in countries where the minimum wages are relatively high, as in most EU-member states, the 
prize is a minimum weekly wage. In other countries, it is a monthly minimum wage. The minimum wage 
information is updated every year. 
3.8.  Fun and trust
The two basic principles underlying the WageIndicator web-survey are fun and trust. Respondents must 
enjoy completing the survey, so they should recognize themselves in the survey questions, feel proud of 
their job and occupation, and feel they are contributing to society by improving labour market transparency 
once they contribute their data to the Salary Check. The respondent’s contribution to the Salary Check is em-
phasised in the introduction to the survey.
28   Published in English on www.WageIndicator.org. The WageIndicator Foundation declares that it adheres to the code of conduct for 
lotteries issued by the Ministry of Justice in the Netherlands on January 1st 2006. Therefore Dutch law is applicable, including 
regulations regarding lottery tax.Page ● 29
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Self-recognition is a major principle underlying the routing through the questionnaire (see section 4.4). 
In the near future, the WageIndicator web-survey aims for further improvements concerning the personaliza-
tion of the survey questions, because this will reduce drop-out. As for pride, WageIndicator follows a strict 
policy that no respondent should feel offended when completing the survey, however poor their wages or 
working conditions might be. 
Respondents should also trust the survey. In the anonymity of Internet, respondents may express dis-
satisfaction with wages of working conditions which they would otherwise not report openly. These re-
spondents must trust that their individual data will be handled with care. In this respect, WageIndicator’s 
cooperation with trade unions in many countries is helpful.
It is sometimes assumed that a web-survey cannot be taken seriously, because the Internet is frequented 
by one-second-a-page visitors who have neither the time nor the patience to complete a 20-minutes ques-
tionnaire. From the consistency of the data, however, it can be concluded that this hardly applies to the 
WageIndicator survey. Item non-response is mostly below 5 percent. From the respondents’ emails and their 
comments at the end of the questionnaire, we have learned that the vast majority of the respondents answer 
the questions with great care. Many do report that they enjoyed completing the questionnaire. Yet, drop-out 
rates during survey completion are still considerable. Therefore, in the coming years the WageIndicator web-
survey will be further improved with regards to routing, technical page lay-out and other measures.
Some people have pointed to the risk that jobholders in a particular occupational group may collectively 
report higher wages than they earn in reality. By doing so, this group’s Salary Check in their country would 
come up with higher wages, which may in the long run lead to higher real wages for their occupational 
group. Of course this could happen, but WageIndicator judges this to be a fairly remote risk, because such 
a scenario requires a highly organized occupational group to undertake a collective action to report higher 
wages.Page ● 30
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3.9.  Anonymity and privacy of the respondents
The WageIndicator web-survey does not ask for names or addresses of individual participants, or any 
other direct identiﬁ  er. The survey asks for email addresses only to notify the prizewinner or to invite re-
spondents to complete the survey again one year later if indicated.
Privacy of respondents is safeguarded, because the email addresses are separated from the other data 
immediately and are accessible only with rigid access levels. The email addresses will never be made avail-
able to any national WageIndicator team nor to any third party, unless the respondents have explicitly agreed 
that their email addresses can be used for a speciﬁ  c purpose. The email addresses are never included in the 
WageIndicator dataset. This commitment is clearly stated onscreen when respondents are asked to provide 
their email address. Page ● 31
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4.  Characteristics of the WageIndicator 
questionnaire
4.1. Main  characteristics
The main characteristics of the WageIndicator questionnaire are as follows
  ● The source questionnaire is translated into the languages of the counties with a WageIndicator website
  ● The survey consists of core and non-core questions, divided in part 1 and part 2
  ● The main routing through the questionnaire depends on employment status
  ● The questionnaire has a limited set of required survey questions
  ● For the responses, the questionnaire uses radio buttons, check boxes, search trees, drop-down selec-
tion lists, and open ended questions
  ● The questionnaire uses the don’t know option in many survey questions
  ● The questionnaire uses search trees for survey questions with a large range of response options, such 
as occupation or industry and for country-speciﬁ  c survey questions, such as education, region, ethnic 
group, language spoken at home, name of trade union if member.
  ● For a number of search trees, mapping tables are available, for example to the ISCED educational 
levels or to the degree of urbanisation of the region
  ● The web-survey is managed in an Excel database, itself comprised of several related databases
These points are discussed in detail in the subsequent sections in this chapter.
4.2.  The source questionnaire and the national questionnaires
The WageIndicator web-survey is a multilingual, multi-country questionnaire, aiming to collect informa-
tion on wages and working conditions.29 Its source questionnaire includes all questions in English. For each 
country, the questions have been translated. Multilingual countries employ multilingual questionnaires. As 
labour markets and wage setting processes vary across countries, country-speciﬁ  c translations have been 
favoured over literal translations. For example, a wide variety of bonuses are discussed in the survey and for 
these, locally accepted terminology is preferred over literal translations. 
29   Tijdens, K.G., S. van Zijl (2010) The stylized WageIndicator questionnaire a worldwide, continuous, multilingual web-survey on work and wages 
with paper supplements. Amsterdam, WageIndicator Foundation/University of Amsterdam.Page ● 32
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The Questionnaire Engine allows survey questions to be switched on or off per country. For example, 
the question about commuting distance in kilometres is switched off for the UK, whereas the question 
about commuting distance in miles is switched on. The question ‘Do you have a mini-job?’ (contrac6)30 is 
switched on for Germany only, as this phenomenon does not exist in other countries. In the dataset, the 
labels of these variables include a reference to the country.
Variable name Variable label
contrac6 DEU Has a mini-job
4.3.  Starting and testing a new questionnaire and visitors’ feed-
back
Before a new country joins the WageIndicator survey, several steps are taken. The ﬁ  rst step includes an 
interview by the WageIndicator team with a national  expert about peculiarities of the national labour market, 
using the so-called WageIndicator starterspack. This may result in adapting survey questions, where needed. 
In many cases, these experts are foreign social science students or researchers, studying at the University 
of Amsterdam, at the Institute for Social Studies (ISS) in The Hague or at the European University in 
Budapest. Next, the adapted questionnaire and its search trees are translated by a native speaker, who has 
knowledge of the national labour market. Third, the datamanager of LadyQ datamanagement  uploads 
the translations in the Questionnaire Engine. Then, the staff of LadyQ datamanagement tests the internal 
consistency of the survey extensively. Finally, one or more partners in the new country test the test version 
of the survey. If these steps are satisfactory, the survey goes online.
Continuous volunteer web-surveys can use multiple client-side feedback systems for improving the 
questionnaire. In the case of the WageIndicator, visitors’ emails to the national web managers provide feed-
back on the questionnaire, both its content and its technical functioning. These emails are red on a daily 
basis and if needed, action is taken. In addition, the open-ended question at the end of the questionnaire 
‘what did you like about the questionnaire’ allows additional input. Finally, drop-out during completion pro-
vides insight into difﬁ  culties ﬁ  lling out the questionnaire. Over the years, web-visitors’ comments have led 
to several improvements in the questionnaire.
30  Variable names are printed in a bold blue font.Page ● 33
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4.4.  Routing through the questionnaire
The ﬁ  rst survey question, ‘Which description matches best your current employment activity?’, deter-
mines respondents’ employment status. The options are: employees, apprentices, employers, own-account 
workers, freelancers, workers in family businesses, workers in the informal sector, unemployed workers, 
individuals who never had a job, job seekers, retired workers, housewives, school pupils or students with a 
job on the side or persons performing voluntary work (CONTST).
Taking into account the wide variety of employment status groups, any questionnaire with questions 
addressing the main employment group will lead to high drop-out rates of non-core groups. Therefore, all 
survey questions have been reviewed as to whether they address all groups. Where necessary, parallel ques-
tions have been added. The self-employed, for example, have different questions about their earnings, stu-
dents about their current education and trainees about their traineeship, and the unemployed have questions 
about their last job. Individuals who never had a job follow a very short route, skipping all questions related 
to the job. Multiple jobholders receive an alert asking them to complete the questionnaire for their main job.
Thus, the routing through the questionnaire is dependent upon the answer ticked on the employment 
status question. For this reason, the employment status groups have been clustered in 10 groups (CON-
TSTRO). The table hereafter shows the clustering and the routing. 
Employment status groups (CONTST) Routing (CONTSTRO) CONTSTRO 
value
Never had a job Never had a job 0
Employee Employee 1
Civil servant Employee 1
Paid family worker / working for family business Employee 1
In a job creation scheme Employee 1
In military or comparable services Employee 1
Self-employed, own-account worker, freelance Self-employed 2
Self-employed with personnel Self-employed 2
Working without pay (family business or farm) Working without pay 3
Unpaid voluntary worker Working without pay 3
Housework Working without pay 3
Looking for a job / unemployed Unemployed 4
Retired, previously a job Unemployed 4
Sickness beneﬁ  t / incapacity for work Sick, disabled 5
School pupil School pupil 6
Student in full-time education Student 7
Apprentice Apprentice  8
Retired, previously no job Other 9
Other Other 9Page ● 34
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4.5.  Questionnaire length, part 1 and 2, dynamic pageing, and 
testing responses
From 2000 on it took approximately 20 minutes to complete the Netherlands WageIndicator web-survey. 
In 2004, a number of European countries joined. In January 2005, Germany, the UK, Spain and Poland 
expressed their desire to reduce the number of questions, because web-visitors had complained that the 
questionnaire was too long. By the end of 2005, it became apparent that a really short questionnaire was 
needed in India and Brazil due to poor internet speeds. At the same time, an increasing number of WageIn-
dicator’s online partners wanted to build the questionnaire into their websites, also necessitating a shorter 
questionnaire. It was decided to offer the full questionnaire on the national WageIndicator websites and pro-
vide a short version for media and online job vacancy partners and for WageIndicator countries with poor 
telecommunications connections. The short questionnaire was reduced to the survey questions needed for 
the Salary Check, and assumed that the visitor’s employment status is ‘employee’. This short questionnaire 
could be completed in 5 minutes.
In 2008, it was decided to implement four major revisions of the web-survey, with the aim of meeting 
the complaints about the length of the questionnaire, reducing drop-out rates, and improving data quality. 
These revisions were implemented in 2009 and 2010.
First, the questionnaire was split into two parts with a proceed/stop option at the end of the 1st part. 
Each part takes about 10 minutes to complete. Taking part 2 doubles the chances of winning the prize.
Second, dynamic paging was applied. Until then, the WageIndicator survey had used static paging, mean-
ing that several survey questions are posted on one page, but that these questions are not dependent on 
routing within the page. Dynamic paging allows the posting of several questions on one web page, includ-
ing conditional questions, which pop up depending on the response to a previous question on the page. 
Dynamic paging allows for advanced routing and for optimization of survey questions within and across 
pages, although it should be taken into account that dynamic paging generates extra web-trafﬁ  c between the 
respondent’s computer and the server.
Third, it was decided to compute new variables instantly during survey completion, and to report in-
consistencies at the end of the questionnaire, allowing respondents to change their answers. For example, 
the hours input in the hourly wage calculation is based upon the variable HRSWAG1, which is computed 
instantly from the contractual hours for workers in dependent employment with agreed working hours in 
their employment contract and the usual working hours for all other categories. Next the hourly wages are Page ● 35
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computed instantly (WAGEGRHR). If the hourly wage does not pass predeﬁ  ned minimum and maximum 
boundaries, the respondent is asked to change the answers at the end of the questionnaire. These so-called 
‘hidden variables’ are calculated on separate pages. Such pages do not require data-trafﬁ  c between the re-
spondent’s computer and the server.
Fourth, it was decided that respondents could partially complete the survey and ﬁ  nish at a later time, but 
within a week. These respondents receive a reminder email with a link to their session.
In 2009, another technical innovation contributed to improving the web-survey. Question labels and 
option labels could be dependent on relevance rules. For example, the survey question “When is your child 
born” and the question “When is your oldest child born” used to be two questions, leading to two variables 
in the dataset. Now they could be joined into one question with relevance dependent question labels, lead-
ing to one variable. These relevance-dependent substitutions allow for personalization of survey questions, 
and thereby contribute to decreasing drop-out rates. To date, this substitution is not yet fully explored in the 
WageIndicator web-survey, but in the near future this will certainly be the case.
4.6.  Response types and response library
The web-survey uses a limited set of response formats, shown in the table. The search trees are detailed 
in section 4.10.
Unit Description Example of survey question
Radio-buttons only one answer can be ticked employment contract, number of 
children
Matrix items radio-buttons for a list of items two or ﬁ  ve-point response options
Drop-down selection lists radio-buttons for a long list of similar items country of work, hours or work, cal-
endar years, months of the year
Search trees radio-buttons for an extensive list of similar 
items, the choice-set
occupations, industries, education
Check boxes for a multiple response question whereby 
several items can be ticked
the transport mode for commuting 
Amount boxes for amounts, checked for minimum and 
maximum limits
wages, bonuses, postal codes
Text boxes for open-ended questions, inviting the re-
spondent to type the response
comments on the survey
The WageIndicator questionnaire employs a response library for responses that are frequently used, such 
as agree_dkn, yes_no_ na, number_0_10, number_0_6, percentages, and other responses not unique to 
one question. The library also facilitates the translations of these responses, so that the same responses are 
translated similarly across the questionnaire.Page ● 36
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4.7. Required  responses
In a web-based survey, it is easy to make all questions obligatory by ensuring that a visitor cannot 
proceed to the next page unless an answer is ticked. Yet research has shown that this approach increases 
the likelihood of drop-outs and unreliable answers. In the WageIndicator questionnaire, a limited number 
of questions are nevertheless obligatory. First, questions needed for the calculation of hourly wages, thus 
the questions about gross and net wage, payment period, allowances, working hours and working days per 
week. Second, questions needed for the calculations underlying the Salary Check, such as years of service, 
education, gender, ﬁ  rm size, supervisory position or region. Third, questions that are critical in the routing 
of the questionnaire. 
4.8.  Relevance rules, hints, and alerts
The questionnaire includes relevance rules for routing. For example, once respondents have ticked that 
they have no children, no follow-up questions regarding number of children and their age are asked.
The questionnaire includes hints as to how certain survey questions should be answered. For example, 
for the survey question about working hours, the hint says: “If these hours vary, please enter the average”.
The questionnaire includes alerts, which only pop up if a speciﬁ  c response is ticked. For example, when 
respondents try to enter letters in a box meant for amounts, an alert says that only numbers should be used. 
Alerts pop up when respondents state that their youngest child is born before their eldest child.
4.9.   ‘Don’t know’ or ‘Not applicable’
Offering ‘Don’t know’ or ‘Not applicable’ as a response option is much discussed, because high per-
centages of ‘Don’t know’ responses reduce the number of observations for analysis considerably. Some re-
searchers therefore take the standpoint that offering the ‘Don’t know’ or ‘Not applicable’ response options 
should be avoided. Being a volunteer survey, WageIndicator does not support this point of view because it 
increases drop-out rates.Page ● 37
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4.11. Grid questions, two- or ﬁ  ve-point response options and 
randomisation
A grid question presents multiple items to be evaluated along a single set of response categories in the 
header, in the WageIndicator Questionnaire Engine called a matrix. Matrixes can have two response options, 
namely Yes_No or ﬁ  ve-point ordered response levels, as shown in the table. All ﬁ  ve-point response options 
range from low (value 1) to high (value 5). The matrix for both the two and ﬁ  ve-point response options 
always includes an additional option ‘Not applicable’ (-8) or ‘Don’t know’ (-7) for reasons of preventing 
drop-out (see section 4.9). In the dataset, the ﬁ  ve-point ordered response options are interval-level data.
Matrix (grid) Values
creasing_na 1 ‘Strongly decreasing’ 2 ‘2’ 3 ‘3’ 4 ‘4’ 5 ‘Strongly increasing’
satisfaction_na 1 ‘Highly dissatisﬁ  ed’ 2 ‘2’ 3 ‘3’ 4 ‘4’ 5 ‘Highly satisﬁ  ed’
agree_na 1 ‘Fully disagree’ 2 ‘2’ 3 ‘3’ 4 ‘4’ 5 ‘Fully agree’
importance_na 1 ‘Not at all important’ 2 ‘2’ 3 ‘3’ 4 ‘4’ 5 ‘Very important’
frequency_na 1 ‘Never’ 2 ‘2’ 3 ‘3’ 4 ‘4’ 5 ‘Daily’
The responses for the middle categories (values 2, 3, 4) are not presented in the Internet mode of the 
questionnaire due to lay-out constraints, because the words do not ﬁ  t the size of the line above the items. 
The option ‘Not applicable’ is visually distinct from the regular options of a matrix.
Initially, a 4-item grid question was considered optimal for the response, preventing respondents with 
small screens from scrolling. However, reducing the number of ‘Next’ clicks was judged to be more im-
portant. Therefore since 2006, a 8-item grid instead of a 4-item grid is used. More than 8 items in a grid 
is expected to increase drop-out rates. The 8-item grid allowed for standardisation of the web-lay-out and 
thereby speeding up respondents’ understanding of the web-survey. 
The large number of survey respondents offers the opportunity to randomize the items in a grid and 
still have sufﬁ  cient respondents per item. Therefore, up to 8 items can be drawn randomly from a pool of 
8+ items. In this way, the scope for data analyses is enlarged without having a longer questionnaire. The ta-
ble shows the variables subject to randomisation in 2007-2010. Not all items in a pool are necessarily subject 
to randomisation, because items can be excluded from randomisation. Needless to say, items can not have 
a relevance rule in a randomized item pool. Thus, the item ‘… do you use the Internet’ in the pool cannot 
be followed by an item ‘I like using the Internet’, if this item is only asked to respondents who have ticked 
‘yes’ for Internet use.Page ● 39
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From 2007-2010, the randomisation was dependent on the day of survey in order to prevent problems 
caused by the back-and-forth behaviour of web-visitors. The 2007 -2010 dataset does not allow to distin-
guish between variables missing due to user missing or due to randomisation. From late 2010 on the rota-
tion of items is truly randomized. From then on the value -53 will be assigned to items that are not shown 
because of randomisation.
yourjob_agree yourjob_freq workplace_yn workplace_yn Cont’d
jobene61 constr61 jobalone depconf3
spvsup61 conhea61 depteam depwork1
occcho61 condan61 jobnocow depinfo1
jobcha61 traiww61 jobfrien depinfo2
jobint61 conphy61 supvfema supvclo1
conmen61 compjob wagequa3
jobaut61 compequi ﬁ  rmrela
conbor61 compinet ﬁ  rmresp
jobrot62 depdisc ﬁ  rmtrust
jobrou62 depmach1 ﬁ  rmprom
jobsec62 depstaf3
4.12. Questionnaire engine
The web-survey is managed in an Excel database, itself comprised of several related databases.
  ● The central part is called XML-basis, containing the Source questionnaire with all survey questions 
and responses plus the translations for all country surveys. For each country, there is an indication 
as to whether each question and each option is switched on or off. The database generates all XML-
strings, needed for posting the surveys on the internet.
  ● The database has a RESPONSE LIBRARY, including all responses and their translations that are used 
more than once in the survey.
  ● The database has a HINTS AND ALERTS SECTION, including all hints, alerts and web-related 
texts, used in the survey.
  ● The database has a DATA-DICTIONARY, that includes the list of all variables ever used in any 
WageIndicator survey, their variable and value labels, formats and measurement levels. It has columns 
indicating if the variable is outdated and if so, since which month. It has columns indicating which 
variables are used for compiling datasets for WageIndicator partners and for speciﬁ  c projects, the so-
called drop/keep lists.Page ● 40
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  ● The database has a COUNTRY-TABLE with country speciﬁ  c information, such as the languages in 
use, the currency, and the usual length of the working week, used for the default value for the working 
hours drop-down selection lists. It has information about when the survey went online, which server 
it uses, the local time in relation to the sever time, the incidence of paper-surveys and the incidence of 
projects.
  ● The database includes the SEARCH TREES, discussed in section 4.10.
4.13. Panel data, based on reminder emails
From 2010 on, the WageIndicator data holds a volunteer panel, which is based on the survey question if 
respondents are willing to complete the survey next year (PROPERTY_nextyear). If so, and conditional 
of providing a valid email address, after one year they receive an email invitation to complete the question-
naire again. The variable time_null identiﬁ  es the respondent who have started to complete the survey again. 
This feature is not available until 2010.
4.14. Currently not in use in the WageIndicator web-survey
The WageIndicator web-survey currently does not use any of the following response formats, though this may 
change in the future.
  ● Visually anchored response categories or the ability to click the label itself to make a selection rather 
than clicking on the actual response button
  ● Any other visual or auditory features.
  ● A constant sum indicator, for example used for questions asking the respondent to distribute 100 
points to a number of items or hours over a 24 hours day, whereby commonly the total points used 
and the remaining total are displayed
  ● WageIndicator web-survey does not create visitors’ proﬁ  les and will not do so in the coming years.Page ● 41
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5.  Variables in the WageIndicator survey 
dataset
5.1. Main  characteristics
The main characteristics of the WageIndicator data are as follows
  ● From 2006 on, the data is organized in annual releases
  ● The data of the period 2000-2005 is released as one dataset
  ● Each release consists of a dataset with continuous variables and one with project variables 
  ● The continuous variables can be merged across years
  ● The project variables can only be merged across years if the project lasted for more than one year
  ● Appendix 1 identiﬁ  es the continuous and the project variables
  ● All datasets include variable labels and value labels; labels are in English
  ● For the country-speciﬁ  c variables (e.g. education, see section 4.10), the number of values increases 
with the number of countries included in the web-survey
  ● Therefore, merging annual datasets should be started with the most recent annual release
  ● All datasets include META variables for identiﬁ  cation of questionnaire version, case identiﬁ  cation, 
survey completion, and date and duration of survey completion
  ● Apart from the META data, all variables are numerical and on a nominal or a scale measurement level
  ● The dataset does not include the text variables from the open-ended survey questions, these are avail-
able in Excel ﬁ  les on request
  ● The dataset does not include the time stamps (para-data), these are available in Excel ﬁ  les on request
  ● The datasets include the computed variables only, not the source variables; computed variables are 
written with CAPITAL letters
  ● A wide range of missing values is applied for identiﬁ  cation of the reason of missing
  ● Not all survey questions have been switched on for all countries during all years, this is indicated in the 
missing values Page ● 42
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  ● Web-surveys face serious drop-out during survey completion31; the datasets from 2006 on include 
both the complete and incomplete cases; this is indicated with the missing values; the 2000-2005 data-
set includes the complete cases only
  ● See Appendix 2 for the number of valid observations for the continuous variables per survey year and 
per country.
Not all survey questions have been switched on for all countries for all years. Check the Appendix. Before 
starting an analysis, one should always make a crosstable of the variables at stake with COUNTRY, SUR-
VEMM, and SURVNR.
5.2.  Introducing the dataset and the data processing procedure
A continuous web-survey with an increasing number of participating countries results in a complex 
dataset. Technological progress challenges the survey technology and may lead to changes in the survey 
questions, such as the dynamic paging (section 4.5). To some extent, countries vary with regards to their 
labour markets, and survey questions need to be adapted. Countries with poor Internet connections require 
a reduced set of questions. WageIndicator partners may ask for survey questions for speciﬁ  c populations. The 
routing speciﬁ  es which questions are asked to which groups. The drop-out rates challenge which selections 
have to be made for statistical analyses. This chapter discusses the dataset in detail.
The data, generated from survey completion, is stored as delimited text on one of the three servers in 
the USA, the Netherlands and China. The delimited text is converted into Excel ﬁ  les. These Excel ﬁ  les are 
country speciﬁ  c and cover a suitable time period, depending on the number of observations in the data, but 
mostly a month. During the conversion into Excel ﬁ  les, casenumbers and the variables related to the time 
of survey completion are assigned. In the Excel ﬁ  les, the numerical data, the text data and the client-side 
paradata are stored in separate sheets of the ﬁ  le. The sheet with the numerical data is then converted into 
a SPSS ﬁ  le and merged into a quarterly release and ﬁ  nally into an annual release. The text data generated 
in the open-ended survey questions are cleaned in relation to a minimum set of standards. For example, a 
case is only stored if the text variable has at least two characters, of which at least one letter. The sheet with 
31   See also the literature regarding drop-outs, e.g. Galesic, M. (2006) Dropouts on the Web: Effects of Interest and Burden Expe-
rienced During an Online Survey. Journal of  Ofﬁ  cial Statistics, 22(2): 313–328; Vicente, P. and E. Reis (2010) Using Questionnaire 
Design to Fight Nonresponse Bias in Web-surveys. Social Science Computer Review, 28: 251-267.Page ● 43
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the client-side paradata includes the time stamps for each survey question. During the data-processing, the 
information subject to privacy considerations is set apart and assigned stricter access rules (see section 3.9).
The annual data releases, including the continuous and the project variables, are available for scientiﬁ  c 
research through the IZA Data Archive in Bonn, Germany. All annual releases are archived at IZA. Requests 
for research not related to scientiﬁ  c institutes, can be addressed directly to the director of the WageIndicator 
Foundation. The string data and the paradata ﬁ  les are available on request to the director of the WageIndica-
tor Foundation.
5.3.  Complete and incomplete, and continuous and project 
data
In the past years, the WageIndicator web-survey and its datacollection has undergone several technologi-
cal innovations. In 2009, it was decided to include both the complete and the incomplete data in the dataset 
(see section 1.1).  For this purpose, the data from 2006 to 2009 was again collected from the server, leading 
to a revised dataset. From 2010 on the questionnaire management and the dataprocessing are intrinsically 
intertwined and no longer two separate activities. The 2000-2005 dataset  includes the complete data only.
The data of the web-survey is organised in annual releases. However, the 2000-2005 dataset includes 
all years in one ﬁ  le. Furthermore, the data of the web-survey is split into two ﬁ  les, namely the continuous 
variables and the project variables. The continuous variables are variables that have remained the same over 
the years. These variables can be merged into multi-yearquestionnaireee years. The appendix shows in which 
years these project data are available.
5.4.  META data for identifying questionnaire versions
Once a web-visitor starts a questionnaire session, the server registers a range of characteristics.
  ● The variable locale indicates the language and country-speciﬁ  c questionnaire used in the session, for 
example es_MX for Mexico or fr_BE and nl_BE for Belgium. 
  ● The variable COUNTRY is derived from the variable locale. For COUNTRY the ISO 1,- 2- or 
3-digit codes are used, ranging from 8 for Albania to 894 for Zambia.
  ● The variables qId and category identify the questionnaire, e.g. WageIndicator, WageIndicator-short, paper 
questionnaires (wipaper), questionnaires built into cooperating partner’s websites, or questionnaires 
for speciﬁ  c projects.Page ● 44
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  ● The variable SURVENR indicates the version number of the questionnaire, whereby the ﬁ  rst digits 
indicates the year that the particular version started (in 2000 no digits and after 2009 two digits). The 
last two digits indicate a follow-up number. The ﬁ  rst version number is 10 “wipaper NLD v1 VLW 
(2000-11)”. The ﬁ  rst international data has version number 420 “wi-2004 version 2 WW-data (2004-
10-16 / 2005-10-09)”. The latest version number at the time of writing this codebook was 1002 “wi-
2010-01 Master questionnaire”, which started in 2010.
  ● Each paper-based questionnaire can be identiﬁ  ed with SURVENR.
  ● The variable ﬁ  lename is a conjunction of qId, locale and servertime, used in the data processing 
procedure.
Variable name Type Variable label
locale String Language and country
COUNTRY Numerical Country of survey
qId String Questionnaire identiﬁ  cation
category String Questionnaire category
SURVENR Numerical Questionnaire version identiﬁ  cation
ﬁ  lename String Name of data source
5.5.  META data for identifying date and duration of survey 
completion
  ● The servers register the start and the end times of a session: created and stored. A session can last at 
most 90 minutes. In the dataset, a session is a case. Note that the two variables identify the local time 
of the three servers in the USA, the Netherlands and China. 
  ● In the variable SURVHH, the created time is corrected to local GMT Standard Time, depending on 
the country and, for a few countries, on the region identiﬁ  ed by the respondent. 
  ● In the data processing procedure, the variable created is used to derive the variables SURVHH, SUR-
VTIME, SURVEYY, SURVEMM, SURVEDW, SURVEDM, SURVEDY, and SURVEQY.Page ● 45
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Variable name Variable label
created Survey start time - not local time YYYYMMDDHHMMSS
stored Survey end time - not local time YYYYMMDDHHMMSS
SURVHH Hour and minute of start survey (local GMT Standard Time) HHMMSS 
SURVTIME Time needed to complete survey HHMMSS
SURVEYY Year of survey
SURVEMM Month of survey
SURVEWW Week of survey
SURVEDW Week day of the survey
SURVEDM Day of the month
SURVEDY Year day of the survey
SURVEQY Quarter of the survey
5.6.  META data for identifying complete and incomplete cases 
(drop-out)
From 2000 on, the deﬁ  nition of a completed survey was the ‘thank you’ page. Respondents who pro-
gressed to this page were deﬁ  ned as having completed the questionnaire. From November 2005 until De-
cember 2006, the deﬁ  nition of a completed survey changed to a valid response to the last survey question, 
the one about life satisfaction (satlife). After this last survey question now one extra page followed, asking 
respondents if they wanted to complete the survey next year and if so to key in their email address, they 
were offered an open ended question for comments on the questionnaire, and then, the ‘thank you’ page 
appeared. For privacy reasons, the data of this extra page were immediately separated from the survey data. 
The dataset from 2006 on holds all cases with a valid response to the ﬁ  rst survey question about employ-
ment status (CONTST), thus the dataset includes data from both complete and incomplete questionnaires 
from drop-out respondents. 
The string variable storagetype identiﬁ  es if the session was closed or not closed within the predeﬁ  ned 
session time of 90 minutes. For all cases in the 2000-2005 dataset, this variable has the value ‘submit’. For all 
cases from 2006 on the variable has the values ‘submit’ or ‘time out’, as is shown in the table.
The numerical variables SUBMIT and TOTALSUBMIT are generated during data-processing. SUB-
MIT indicates that the respondent has provided a valid answer to the survey question about life satisfaction 
(satlife). TOTALSUBMIT indicates that the respondent has reached the end the questionnaire, including Page ● 46
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the ‘thank you’ page. The two variables have the values 1=yes or 0=no. Thus, apart from their formats, the 
variables storagetype and TOTALSUBMIT are identical.
In 2008, the questionnaire was split into two parts with a proceed/stop option at the end of the 1st 
part (see section 4.5). The one-last question in part 1 is about life satisfaction (satlife) and the last question 
asks if respondents want to participate in part 2 (part_2). If ticked ‘No’, respondents receive the thank you 
message. If ticked ‘Yes’, the ﬁ  rst page of part 2 pops up. As is shown in the table, the variable part_2 has 
the values 1=yes, 0=no, -9=missing (drop out), -99=user missing or -54=not asked (not in country/release). 
Note that this change into two parts took place gradually, country by country, and before starting the value 
-54 was used. Note also that this question is not asked in paper-based surveys (value -54).
Variable name Variable label Origin
Part_2 Participates in part 2 of questionnaire - > 200800 Respondent
storagetype Status: Survey completed or time-out Server-generated
SUBMIT Status: Survey completed – at least satlife  Data manager
TOTALSUBMIT Status: Survey completed - part 1 and part 2  Data manager
Variable name Values in 2000-2005 data Values in 2006-2007 data Values in 2008 on data 
Part_2 -54 -54 1, 0, -9, -54
storagetype ‘submit’ ‘submit’ or ‘time-out’ ‘submit’ or ‘time-out’
SUBMIT 1 0, 1 0, 1
TOTALSUBMIT 1 0, 1 0, 1
5.7.  META data for identifying cases
The numerical variable CASENUM is the main variable for identifying cases. It is a follow-up number, 
assigned during data-processing to each individual observation. During the major data-cleaning operation 
in 2010 (see Section 5.2), all cases from 2000 on were assigned a unique CASENUM. For merging datasets 
(adding variables for the same cases), this variable should be used. 
The numerical variable IDNR is used for identifying cases in the 2000-2005 dataset and in the paper 
questionnaires from Hungary (2006-2007) and India (2006). This follow-up number is no longer in use.
The string variable key is a unique, server-assigned number once a session starts. The variable has 20 
characters, both numerical and alphanumerical. The 2000-2005 dataset and the paper-based questionnaires 
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surveys are also assigned the variable key, because data-entry of these surveys is conducted online in a dedi-
cated part of the WageIndicator web-survey. 
The string variable IDKEY is a unique number, assigned during data processing. It is a combination of 
the variables created, locale and a follow-up number. 
Note that these variables should NOT be used for sorting the dataset chronologically. Here, the vari-
ables created or SURVEMM should be used.
Variable name Variable label
CASENUM Case Identiﬁ  cation number
key Server generated key, not to be used for case identiﬁ  cation
IDKEY Data-processing generated key, not to be used for case identiﬁ  cation
IDNR
ID number < 2006 plus India and Hungary paper survey, not to be used for case 
identiﬁ  cation
5.8. Missing  values
The table shows the full list of user missing values. In all numeric variables in the dataset, the missing values 
range from -999 to -1.  System missings do not occur in the dataset.
Code Label Explanation
-999 Missing (Mapping not 
available)
This missing value is assigned to variables, derived from the mapping tables in 
the search trees, see section 4.10 for the mappings in use
-99 User missing This missing value is assigned when a question has been shown to the respond-
ents but they chose not to answer it. 
-55  Missing (Checkbox not 
ticked)
This missing value is assigned to variables that are shown to the respondents, 
but not ticked (from 1/1/2011 on).
-54  Not asked (Not in coun-
try / Release)
This missing value is assigned to variables that at the day of survey completion 
were not switched on for the country of survey. 
-53 Not asked 
(Random item)
This missing value is assigned to all questions that have not been shown to the 
respondent because it was not chosen from the pool of random items in the 
grid question (from 1/1/2011 on, see section 4.11).
-12 Not  asked 
(Contst routing)
This missing value is assigned when a question was not shown to the respond-
ent because of the CONTST routing (see section 4.3). For example, employees 
do not respond to the questions for self-employed.
-11 Not  asked 
(Skipped)
This missing value is assigned when a question was not shown to the respond-
ent because of routing instructions other than CONTST. For example, if a 
respondent ticks ‘no’ to the question about children, the questions about the 
number and age of children are skipped and assigned -11.
-9 Missing 
(Drop out)
This missing value is assigned to all questions following the page where the 
respondent dropped out of the questionnaire 
-8 Missing 
(Not applicable)




This missing value is ticked by respondents when they don’t know the answer 
to a certain question.
-4 Not asked 
(No part 2)
This missing value is assigned to all questions in part 2, if the respondent has 
decided to quit the survey at the end of part 1.Page ● 48
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-3 Out of range Out-of-range values are coded –3. This particularly applies to data on wages 
and bonusses, which are set to minimum and maximum boundaries. Note that 
alerts for out-of-range amounts have been applied only recently. Before, data 
has been classiﬁ  ed out-of-range during data-processing. 
-2 Missing 
(Reason unknown)
This missing value is assigned to cases with missing values when all reasons 
mentioned above were not applicable. 
-1 Missing – Not asked 
(skipped) 
This missing value was assigned in the 2000-2005 dataset. From 2006 on this 
missing value was replaced by the values -11 and -12.
5.9.  Computed variable names in CAPITAL letters
In the dataset, several new variables are computed during data-processing. From 2010 on these variables 
are calculated instantly during survey completion (see section 4.4). For identifying these variables, capital 
letters are used. For example AGE is a variable derived from SURVEYY – yybirth. Here, AGE and SUR-
VEYY are computed and  yybirth is a response to the question ‘In which year were you born?’. Parallel 
questions aiming at speciﬁ  c target groups are computed into one variable in order to minimize the number 
of variables. Similarly, the original click data from the two or three level search trees are computed into one 
variable. The dataset does include the computed variables, not the original ones, unless otherwise agreed. 
The table shows the CAPS variables currently computed in the during survey completion. It does not show 
the CAPITAL variables used for the search trees (see section 4.10).
Variable name Variable label
AGE Year of birth – survey year
BREAK How often without a job - if > 1 job
BREAKPER Duration of break - longest break if  > 1 break
CAOCATE Occupational category - combined caocateg and caocate3
CAOFIRM Covered by collective agreement
CONTR7 Has permanent employment contract
CONTST Current employment status
CONTSTRO Current employment status - used for routing
FIRMPRI Public or private sector
GENDER Gender
HHSTAT Current marital status
HRSWAG1 Calculated weekly hours for calculation hourly wage
JOBHIST Promoted with current employer
MEMTRAD Matrix: Member of a trade union
SUPV Number of persons supervised
SUPVDICH Has supervisory position
SUPVWOM Number of women supervised
WASUM Sum of beneﬁ  ts in last wage
YYCUEMPL Year joining current employer - if > 1 employer
YYCUPOSI Year starting current position - if > 1 position with current employer
YYEDUCA Year ﬁ  nishing full-time education - estimated if student 
YYFSTJO Year starting ﬁ  rst jobPage ● 49
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5.10. Identifying checkbox data
Six clusters of variables are asked in Checkbox mode: Tick all that apply. These variables have a value 1 
(ticked), but NOT a value 0 (not ticked). This applies to data from 2006 on. These variables are assigned a 
missing  value, in case they are shown to the respondents, but not ticked. The variable labels indicate if it is 
derived from a checkbox survey question. The six clusters are:
  ● How do you travel to work? with the variables combike, combus, comcar, comcomt, comfoot, 
comhome, commoped, comother, comtrain
  ● When you are at work, who takes care of your child(ren)? with the variables lccafter, lccdayca, lc-
cexcha, lccfamil, lccgrndp, lccguest, lccminde, lccna, lccnone, lccnurse, lccother, lccpartn, 
lccplayg, lccschoo, lccsiste
  ● Why do you work part-time? with the variables hrsptchl, hrsptdem, hrsptedu, hrspthea, hrspthou, 
hrsptnof, hrsptret, hrsptsec, hrspttim
  ● Why have you worked less hours or not at all? (for those who worked less hours than according to 
contract) with the variables ddwordis, ddworedu, ddworfam, ddworill, ddworlea, ddworloo, 
ddworoth, ddworsea, ddworsen, ddworsho, ddworvac, ddworvar, ddworwea
  ● Why were you without a job? and Did you have job protection during this period? (for those with an 
employment spell) with the variables break1 to break26.
  ● Do you do voluntary work? with the variables volchur2, volcultu, volpolit, volprofo, volscole, vol-
sport, voltrad1, volyouth, volothe1. (Note that this is a project variable, currently not switched on for 
any country).Page ● 50
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5.11. Identifying clusters of variables
The ﬁ  rst letters of the variable names refer to clusters of questions, so that they can easily be recognized.
First letters 
in var name
Variable names refer to First letters 
in var name
Variable names refer to
break break/s from the labour market lcc child care arrangements
cao collective bargaining agreement mem member of ….
chld child occ occupation
cob country of birth pa participation in ﬁ  rms’ schemes
comm commuting pref preferences
comp computer regi region
con working conditions (health and safety) sat satisfaction
cont contract sea search behavior when looking for jobs
dep department seek items important when looking for jobs
ddwor last work day, last work week surv survey
edu education supv supervising/supervisor
ﬁ  rm ﬁ  rm ti timing of work
fr fringe beneﬁ  ts vol voluntary work
hh household characteristics wa bonusses and beneﬁ  ts
hrs hours of work wage wage
job job characteristics yy calendar year
5.12. Variable formats, measurement levels and text data
The dataset employs two variable formats: numeric and string. String variables are only used for the 
META-data (see sections 5.3-5.6). All other data has a numeric format. The formats of the numerical vari-
ables range from 2 to 24 digits and from 0 to 4 decimals. The numerical data is assigned a nominal or a scale 
measurement level.
The web-survey has a number of open-ended questions (see table). The data of the open-ended ques-
tions are not included in the dataset. They are saved as Excel ﬁ  les per month and per country and these are 
available on request. 
Variable name Variable label Open-ended questions
occtext If you want to specify your occupation more accurately, please do so here
wagetext If you want to specify your payment period more accurately, please do so here
memtrtxt If you want to specify your trade union, please do so here
mnsubtxt If you want to specify your organisation, please do so here
caotext If you want to specify your collective agreement, please do so here
survetxt If you have any comments on the questionnaire, please do so here
Note that the EDUCATION, OCCUPATION and INDUSTRY search trees do not include an option 
“Other, please write in here”. The main reason is that recoding requires huge efforts and would likely result 
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search tree does include an option “Other, please write in here” (memtrtxt). The main reason is that 
WageIndicator is not able to maintain an accurate and up-to-date list of all trade unions worldwide. In some 
countries, other open-ended questions ask for the name of the company (mnsubtxt) or the name of the 
collective agreement covering the respondent (caotext). Note that after ticking an occupational title using 
the OCCUPATION search tree, respondents can specify the ticked occupation in greater detail (occtext). 
In the past years, the data from these open-ended questions have been used for improvements in the search 
trees.
5.13. Variables not publicly available
For privacy reasons, respondents’ email addresses are never included in the dataset (see section 3.9). 
From 2010 on the respondent-side IP numbers are registered (remoteAddress), but these are not 
available for data analyses. IP numbers are used to control the data for respondents who have intentionally 
completed the questionnaire multiple times, for example because they want to increase the likelihood of 
winning a prize. The dataset does not include IP numbers.
The variables referer and userAgent indicate the name of the website from which the visitor ac-
cessed the questionnaire and the browser type used. Note that a majority of cases have a ‘REFERER_UN-
KNOWN’ identiﬁ  cation, because the survey technology did not allow to register all referers or because the 
website owner blocked registration.  The dataset does not include these two variables.
In addition, the table lists a number of variables not publicly available, but might be so on request to 
the WageIndicator Foundation. In the Netherlands, the 4-digit postal code is asked, but not made available 
for privacy reasons. Yet, the 2-digit postal code is included (POSTCOD2). The variable ISCO0813 is not 
included in the public dataset, because this variable is core to WageIndicator’s business model, but of course 
the ISCO-08 variables for 4-, 3-, 2- and 1-digits are standard included (ISCO0804, ISCO0803, ISCO0802, 
ISCO0801). The MNE variables with the names of companies are also only available on request, because 
WageIndicator Foundation does not want other actors than itself to publish names of companies in relation 
to the dataset.Page ● 52
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Variable name Variable label
ISCO0813 ISCO 2008 further digits > 4 (Note that ISCO0804, ISCO0803, ISCO0802, ISCO0801 are 
included in the dataset)
postcode NLD 4-digit Postal code (Note that the 2-digit code is included in the dataset)
MNE Name of MNE 
MNECOMPA Name of MNE subsidiary
MNSUBS_091 Name of MNE subsidiary within industry
referer Source URL
userAgent Browser type and version
remoteAddress IP numberPage ● 53
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6.  Main concepts in the WageIndicator 
survey dataset
6.1. Main  concepts
The main concepts underlying the WageIndicator web-survey are discussed in this chapter:
  ● Calendar years, work and family history, and job future
  ● The time frame of events and perceptions
  ● Employment status, contract and informal labour
  ● Working hours
  ● Wages and the calculation of hourly wages
  ● Bonuses
  ● Education
  ● Occupations, using ISCO occupation classiﬁ  cation
  ● Job level
  ● Blue and white collar workers
  ● Supervisory position
  ● Employees’ workplace representation
  ● Collective bargaining coverage
  ● Industry, using NACE industry classiﬁ  cation
  ● Region
  ● Migration and ethnic background
  ● Household characteristics
6.2.  Calendar years, work and family history, and job future
Questions relating to the dates of previous events are asked in calendar years displayed in a drop-down 
selection list (see table). Year of birth ranges from 1930 to (survey year – 10), and all other years range from 
1950 to the survey year. Note that the starting years 1930 and 1950 have not changed over time, but that Page ● 54
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the current years in the drop-down selection list are of course updated each year. So, don’t expect the value 
2005 for the variable yycuempl when looking at the 2002 data!
The questionnaire addresses in great detail respondents’ work and family history. In each completed 
questionnaire a minimum of four and a maximum of nine calendar years are collected. As regards family 
history, in case of children, the years of birth of the eldest and youngest child are asked. In case of migra-
tion, the year of arrival in the country of survey is asked. As regards work history, all respondents indicate 
the year of labour market entrance, namely starting ﬁ  rst job or starting apprenticeship if apprentice (YYF-
STJO). In case of job mobility, respondents in dependent employment are asked in which year they joined 
their current employer and self-employed respondents are asked when they started their own business. In 
case respondents have occupied more than one position with their current employer, they are asked when 
they attained their current job. 
In case of an employment spell, the starting and ending year are asked, provided the longest break was 
more than one year. Note that until 2009, the question regarding the employment spell varied across coun-
tries, asking for a break of at least 6 months (USA), a break of at least one year (DEU, NLD), or a break of 
at least 3 months (all other countries). In 2009, this question was harmonised across countries. The question 
now asks “Since your ﬁ  rst job, have you ever been without a job?” and if so “How many times have you 
been without a job?”(BREAK). A next question asks respondents with one employment spell “How long 
have you been without a job?” and those with two or more “How long have you been without a job on the 
LONGEST break? (BREAKPE). Response categories run from “0 - 3 months” to “1 year or more”. Re-
spondents with an employment spell for more than one year are asked what year this spell began (yybreak) 
and ended (yyrenter).
As regards future work status, a question addresses whether the respondents in dependent employment 
expect to be with their current employer in a year’s time. If yes, will it be in the same position or in another 
position? Unemployed respondents are asked whether they expect to have a job in a year’s time. Self-em-
ployed are asked whether they expect to still have their own businesses in a year’s time. If no, all groups are 
asked what their situation will be: do they expect to be unemployed, without their business, in education, 
retired, performing housework or otherwise?Page ● 55
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Variable name Variable label
yybirth Year of birth
YYEDUCA Year ﬁ  nishing full-time education - estimated if student
yyedust Year estimated ﬁ  nishing full-time education - if student
YYFSTJO Year starting ﬁ  rst job
yyfstjo1 Year starting apprenticeship – if apprentice
yyfstjo2 Year starting ﬁ  rst job - if student
yycuempl Year joining current employer - if > 1 employer
yycuemp1 Year starting own business - if previously in waged employment
yycuposi Year starting current position - if > 1 position with current employer
yynojob Year stopped working in last job – if unemployed
BREAK3MO How often career break > 3 months < 2010
BREAK6MO USA How often career break > 6 months < 2010
BREAK1YR DEU NLD How often career break > 1 year < 2010
BREAK How often career break - if > 1 job > 200900
BREAKPER Duration of break - longest break if > 1 break > 200900
yybreak Year starting employment spell
yyrenter Year ending employment spell
yyarriva Year of arrival in country of survey
yyfullti Year start working full-time - if change part-time > full-time
yypartti Year start working part-time - if change full-time > part-time
yyolchld Year eldest / only child born
yyyochld Year youngest child born - if > 1 child
jobfutu1 Expects being with current employer next year
jobfutu2 Expects having a job next year - if unemployed
jobfutu3 Expects still being in own business next year - if self-employed
jobfutu4 Job expectations next year - if with same employer
jobfutu5 Job expectations next year - if not with same employer/same business
6.3.  The time frame of events and perceptions
In work and employment surveys, it is tempting to ask about changes over time or expectations of fu-
ture events. Yet if, for example, the survey asked about changes at the workplace over a period of ﬁ  ve years, 
probably one out of ﬁ  ve respondents would not have a work experience of longer than ﬁ  ve years and would 
not be able to respond reliably. Therefore, for all questions asking about the past or the future, WageIndicator 
speciﬁ  es a time frame of the past year or the next year. By doing so, the past and the future time frames are 
of an equal length. Longer periods increase the likelihood that the respondent’s memory or predictions of 
the future will be inaccurate.Page ● 56
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6.4.  Employment status, contract and informal labour
As stated in section 4.3, the ﬁ  rst survey question asks for employment status (CONTST). In many 
labour force surveys, employment status refers to the reference week. In the web-survey, the employment 
status refers to the time of completing the questionnaire. Then, a question asks if the respondents’ work-
place is located in an organisation other than the one paying their salary, aiming to identify individuals on 
secondment, posted workers, temporary agency workers, workers working for a labour contractor or work-
ers working in a labour pool (controth). Such respondents are alerted to complete the survey for their place 
of work. Multiple jobholders are identiﬁ  ed (nrofjobs) and asked for the employment status in their second 
job (contrac4). Respondents without a job, but who previously had a job, are asked for the employment 
status in their last job (contstla). Workers in dependent employment are asked if they have a permanent 
contract (CONTR7). If not, they are asked what kind of employment contract they have, and a list of non-
permanent contracts in use in the country of survey is shown (contract). 
Workers in the informal labour market are also identiﬁ  ed by the employment status questions (CON-
TST). Here, country-speciﬁ  c additions have been made. For example, for Brazil, salaried employees with 
and without a signed work card are differentiated. In some countries, the survey asks respondents with an 
employment contract “Is this contract formally agreed with your employer?” (conttyp). In addition, re-
spondents in dependent employment are asked if they receive their payment in a bank account/bank draft, 
cash, in kind, or a combination (wageregu), and whether they contribute to social security (wagetax1). 
WageIndicator has scheduled to improve the identiﬁ  cation of informal workers.
Variable name Variable label
CONTST Current employment status
controth Workplace in other company than one paying salary
nrofjobs Has second or third job
contstla Employment contract last job - if currently no job
CONTR7 Has permanent employment contract
contract Employment contract type - if not permanent
contrac4 Employment status in second job
hrscont3 Employment contract with agreed working hours
contrac4 Employment status in second job
conttyp Is this contract formally agreed with your employer?
wageregu Received last wage by bank or cash in hand
wagetax1 Contributes to social securityPage ● 57
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6.5. Working  hours
The routing for working hours is based on an overview study of questions about working hours in 
a wide variety of surveys.32 The WageIndicator questionnaire starts by asking the respondents in depend-
ent employment whether they have agreed their working hours with their employer, either in writing or 
verbally (hrscont3). If yes, they are asked how many hours per week they work under the terms of their 
contract (hrscontr). A next question asks ‘Do you usually work the number of hours laid down in your 
contract’(hrsreal0). If yes, the usual hours are asked, if no, the question is skipped and the contractual 
hours are assigned to the variable hrsreal. the question about usual hours is also asked for all respondents 
in dependent employment with no agreed working hours and for all respondents not in dependent employ-
ment. One question asks respondents how many days a week they work. This question is used for checking 
the reliability of the reported hours (hrsdayp2). The computed variable HRSWAG1 is the hours-input for 
the calculations of the hourly wages. It is derived from the contractual hours for respondents in depend-
ent employment with agreed working hours (hrscontr) and for all other respondents from the usual hours 
(hrsreal). Finally, a question asks about working full-time or part-time, whereby this is self-deﬁ  ned (hrsh-
isto). In case both variables hrscontr and hrsreal are missing but the wage data is not missing, HRSWAG1 is 
assigned the usual standard working week in the country for full-time working respondents and half of the 
standard working week for part-time working respondents, in order to be able to calculate an hourly wage. 
Moonlighting workers are asked for the number of hours in their second job (hrssecon).
In case of agreed hours, the respondents are asked if these are  annualized, ﬂ  exible, on call, opt-out 
or other (hrscont4). The respondents with annualized hours are asked about their working hours per year 
(hrscont5). All respondents with annualized, ﬂ  exible or on call hours are asked whether they have agreed a 
minimum and maximum number of hours per week (hrscont6). If so, the minimum and/or the maximum 
number of hours per week are asked (hrscont7 and hrscont8). 
In case of agreed hours, the respondents are asked how their overtime hours, deﬁ  ned as ‘more hours 
than laid down in your contract’, are compensated (wageotim). The response categories are: paid as nor-
mal hours with premium, paid as normal hours, time-off in lieu for overtime hours, partly paid and partly 
compensated with time-off in lieu, not compensated, don’t know or not applicable. Note that this question 
is asked to all respondents with contractually agreed hours, regardless of having indicated overtime hours 
or not. 
32   Tijdens, Kea and Anna Dragstra (2007), How many hours do you usually work?” An analysis of the working hours questions 
in 26 large-scale surveys in 6 countries and the European Union. Time&Society, 16(1): 119–130Page ● 58
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Following the question on working full-time or part-time, it is asked as to whether the respondent has 
always worked full-time or part-time, and if not, in what year this changed. Part-time workers have a matrix 
with follow-up questions about their reasons for working part-time.  One question asks if the respondent 
would prefer more or less working hours (hrspref).
Working hours are asked using drop-down selection lists with hours, ranging from 1 to 80. The defaults 
value of the selection list reﬂ  ects the standard working week in the country.  From 1/1/2011, the maximum 
number of working hours will be set to 100 for countries in Latin America and Asia. The remaining coun-
tries keep a maximum of 80. From 1/1/2011, in addition to the hours, a drop-down selection lists asks for 
quarters of hours with a default value of 0.  In the datasets, quarters of hours are coded into decimals (15   
min= 0.25, 30 min  = 0.50, 45 min = 0.75). 
Variable name Variable label
hrscont3 Employment contract with agreed working hours
hrscont4 Employment contract sort of working hours agreed
hrscont5 Working hours a year: annualised contract
hrscont6 Minimum or maximum working hours agreed
hrscont7 Minimum working hours - if ﬂ  exible or annualised hours
hrscont8 Maximum working hours - if ﬂ  exible or annualised hours
hrscontr Working hours per week according to contract
hrsdayp2 How many working days in a usual week 
hrsﬁ  rm Standard fulltime working week in organisation
hrsreal0 Usually works hours agreed in contract
hrsreal Usual working hours per week
hrspref Prefers more or less hours a week
HRSWAG1 Calculated weekly hours for hourly wage calculation
hrssecon Working hours per week in second job
hrshisto Has full-time working hours - self-deﬁ  ned
hrshist1 Has always worked full-time
hrshist2 Has always worked part-time
hrsptchl Checkbox: Part-time because looking after children
hrsptdem Checkbox: Part-time because full-time job too stressful
hrsptedu Checkbox: Part-time because of education
hrspthea Checkbox: Part-time because of health problems
hrspthou Checkbox: Part-time because of housekeeping
hrsptnof Checkbox: Part-time because cannot ﬁ  nd full-time job
hrsptret Checkbox: Part-time because of retirement
hrsptsec Checkbox: Part-time because of second job
hrspttim Checkbox: Part-time because time needed for selfPage ● 59
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6.6.  Wages and the calculation of hourly wages
In the survey, the employees and the self-employed are routed differently through the pages with ques-
tions on wages. The employees are asked if they are paid per month or per week, whichever is most com-
mon in the country of survey. If the answer is ‘no’, the next question asks them to tick the pay period. In 
countries where it is deemed necessary, a question asks about the currency in which the wage is paid, 33 and 
since 1/1/2011 it is also asked to respondents working abroad. All other countries are assigned the currency 
of the country of survey (WAGECUR). Then, the employees are asked ‘Do you know your GROSS and 
your NET wage?’ (wageboth). Depending on the answer, questions follow for the last gross and/or net 
wage (WAGEGR0, WAGENE0). Here, a hint suggests to include bonuses, if these were received in the 
last wage. 
The next page presents a list of bonuses and beneﬁ  ts that may have been included in the last wage, rang-
ing from shift and commuting allowances to tips and performance bonuses. These questions are default set 
to no. If ticked yes, a question pops up asking for the amount of the bonus.
The self-employed receive a question about their gross annual income (wagegr3), followed by a ques-
tion whether this income was earned in 12 months or less, and if less, in how many months (wagemon6).
The hourly wages in the dataset are computed as follows. The hours input is based upon the variable 
HRSWAG1, which is computed from the contractual hours for workers in dependent employment with 
agreed working hours in their employment contract, and the usual working hours for all other categories. 
The pay period input is derived from the survey question on monthly/weekly wages, whichever applies in 
a country, or the response to the survey question about the period covered by the payment (WAGPER3). 
The wages input is taken from the survey question about gross wage or net wage, which have been tested 
against the minimum and maximum values, applicable for the country and for the reported pay period 
(WAGEGR1, WAGENE1). Then the total of reported bonuses (WASUM) is deducted from the reported 
wages. Next, the hourly wages WAGEGRHR are computed from the weekly hours, the wage period and 
the gross wages minus the bonuses. For the cases with information about net hourly wages only, the gross 
hourly wages are computed based on the annual country average between gross and net wages. Then the 
hourly wages are converted into a standardised hourly wage in US dollars (WAGEHRPP), using purchasing 
power parities on an annual basis (PPP).34
33  In recent times, this question has been asked only in Zimbabwe.
34   The PPP’s from 2006 on are based on the PENN WORLD TABLES. The PPP’s for 2000-2005 are based on the OECD sheet   
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The following cleaning rules are applied:
  ● Indexed hourly wages lower than 1 US dollar or over 400 US dollars are considered outliers (-3). From 
1/1/2011 on this is checked during survey completion, using a WAGEMIN and a WAGEMAX table 
for each country. The data before 2011 was checked similarly during data cleaning.
  ● Waged working hours > 80.75 hours per week are set to missing (-3).
  ● If the reported net wage is larger than the reported gross wage, this is reversed during data-processing.
  ● Odd values in the reported gross and/or net wages are set to missing (-3), for example values such as 
9999999999 or 123456789 .
  ● If the sum of bonuses WASUM is > 2/3 of the reported gross wage, the sum is set to missing (-3).
  ● If the reported gross wages are > 100* the reported net wage, both are set to missing (-3).
Variable name Variable label
wageboth Knows gross and net wage
WAGECUR Currency for wage - combined currency and umbrella search tree
WAGEPER3 Wage period latest wage
wagegr0 Gross wage in nat. currency, not cleaned, not controlled for pay period and hours
wagene0 Net wage in nat. currency, not cleaned, not controlled for pay period and hours
wagegr1 Gross wage in nat. currency, not controlled for pay period and hours
wagene1 Net wage in nat. currency, not controlled for pay period and hours
WASUM Sum of beneﬁ  ts in last wage
WAGEGRHR Gross HOURLY wage in nat. currency
WAGENEHR Net HOURLY wage in nat. currency
PPP PPP Index (USD=1.00)
WAGEHRPP Wage per hour (gross), controlled for PPP
6.7. Education
Education is measured with the question: ‘What is the highest level of education you have attained 
(with certiﬁ  cate)?’. For school pupils or students, the question is: ‘At what stage of education are you at the 
moment?’, using the EDUCATION search tree. Most countries have a one-level search tree, but for some 
countries two levels are needed. The variable is called EDUCAT1.  A 3rd and 4th level in the EDUCA-
TION search tree identiﬁ  es in great detail the nationally accredited educational categories (EDUCAT2). 
Currently, this is only in use for the Netherlands.Page ● 61
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The codes in the EDUCAT1 variables indicate the country  (32 for Argentina, 528 for the Netherlands) 
and the latter 3 digits are a follow-up number for the national educational categories. The value 380024 
refers to the Diploma di istruzione secondaria superiore in Italy (country code 380). For a number of coun-
tries, the EDUCAT1 value labels are translated into English, but for others they are in the national language.
To facilitate cross-country comparisons, for all countries the national educational categories identiﬁ  ed 
by WageIndicator are recoded into the worldwide International Standard Classiﬁ  cation of Education classiﬁ  -
cation 1997, as designed by UNESCO.35 The variable EDUISCED ranges from 0 (No education), 10 (Basic 
education) to 61 (6A Second stage of tertiary education, leading to an advanced research qualiﬁ  cation). 
While all efforts are made to locate ofﬁ  cial assessments of ISCED levels for each educational category, in 
instances where these determinations are not available, an estimate is made by applying the classiﬁ  cation 
criteria set down by UNESCO to what is known about the educational category in question, drawing upon 
reference sources and interviews with local experts where possible. The variable EDUCALMH  classiﬁ  es 
the ISCED levels into three groups (0-29=low, 30-49=medium, 50-61=high). If for a country no ISCED 
levels could be determined, the three groups were assigned intuitively, based on the English labels of the 
educational categories in the country at stake. If for a country no educational categories could be identiﬁ  ed 
before the start of the web-survey in that country, respondents were asked to self-assess their educational 
catgory into low, medium and high. When the educational categories became available, these were of course 
included in the questionnaire.
Variable name Variable label
EDUCAT1 Highest level of education, current level for students
EDUCAT2 Education type
EDUISCED Mapping: ISCED eduation level
EDUCALMH Mapping: Education level low-middle-high
EDUCAORI Mapping: Orientation of education
EDUCATY3 Mapping: Age ﬁ  nishing ft education in 3 groups
EDUCATYR Mapping: Length of education in years (excluding pre-school)
35   For details about ISCED, see www.unesco.org/education/information/nfsunesco/doc/isced_1997.htmPage ● 62
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6.8.  Occupations, using ISCO occupation classiﬁ  cation
In telephone or face-to-face interviews, the presence of an interviewer is advantageous when it comes 
to the question “What is your occupation”. The interviewer can ask for additional information in case the 
provided occupational title cannot be recoded into an Occupational Classiﬁ  cation. In paper or web-based 
surveys, due to the absence of an interviewer, the question about occupation is most commonly asked as ei-
ther an open-ended question or a short aggregated choice-set of occupational groups. Both methods could 
not be used in the WageIndicator web-survey, because the open-ended questions require coding indexes for all 
countries and languages in the survey, which are not available for many cases. The short aggregated choice-
set asking respondents to tick the category that comes closest is also potentially problematic, as respondents 
may not know how their occupations ﬁ  t into any of the aggregated categories, introducing aggregation bias.
Taking into account these disadvantages, WageIndicator has developed its own three-level OCCUPA-
TION search tree, which has been improved several times. In 2000, for the original paper survey distributed 
in Dutch women’s magazines, a choice-set of 25 female dominated occupations and an open-ended item 
was presented. In the ﬁ  rst web-survey, this choice-set was converted into a two-level search tree. In 2002, 
this two-level search tree was extended to a choice-set of 199 occupations, grouped into 12 ﬁ  rst-level items. 
Respondents who could not ﬁ  nd an appropriate title were asked to tick an occupational title that came clos-
est and to use an open-ended item for speciﬁ  cation of the occupational title. The 199 occupational titles 
were coded according to the National Occupational Classiﬁ  cation (SBC) of Statistics Netherlands. This 
national classiﬁ  cation is not derived from an international classiﬁ  cation. A cross-over table to the ILO’s 
International Standard Classiﬁ  cation of Occupations (ISCO-88) is available, but is problematic for some 
occupations. In 2004, the choice-set of occupations was extended to cover almost all of the 1,200 occupa-
tional titles in the SBC and to cover the occupational titles frequently mentioned in the open-ended ques-
tion, using the 5-digit SBC code plus two follow-up digits (OCCUPA_N). A cross-over table into ISCO-88 
was made available (ISCO8809).
From the open-ended responses, it became clear that respondents to a large extent wished to indicate 
hierarchical aspects of their occupation - being a senior or a junior, supervising a team, and similar. There-
fore, a question was designed to measure the hierarchy within an occupation (occtype).
In 2004, when the web-survey was launched in other countries, it became apparent that the Nether-
lands choice-set was not suitable for use in an international web-survey, because of some peculiarities not 
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own national classiﬁ  cations. The international classiﬁ  cation ISCO-88 could have been used, but based on 
the Dutch experience, its 390 four-digit occupational units included too few occupational titles to meet re-
spondents’ preferences for self-identiﬁ  cation of their occupations. Longer choice-sets of occupations were 
required, preferably coded within the framework of ISCO-88. Many countries had lists of occupational 
titles, mostly coded in ISCO-08, but they could not provide English translations. This resulted in a list of 
more than 5,000 occupational titles, but many of these were only available in one or two languages. Across 
countries the number of occupations varied from less than 300 to more than 2,000. All occupational titles 
in this huge choice-set were coded according to ISCO-88. The variable ISCO8809 consists of 9 digits, 
whereby the ﬁ  rst 4 digits specify the ISCO-88 code and the last ﬁ  ve digits are follow-up numbers.
In 2007, the OCCUPATIONS search tree was extensively revised, thanks to the EUROCCUPATIONS 
project.36 The project aimed at developing a detailed 8-country occupations database for comparative so-
cio-economic research in the European Union. In 2007, the ILO published a draft revision of ISCO-88, 
which would result in ISCO-08. In 2008, ILO published the ﬁ  nal ISCO-08 classiﬁ  cation of occupations and 
a cross-over table from ISCO-88 into ISCO-08. As part of the EUROCCUPATIONS project a choice-set 
with the 1,700 most common occupational titles was drafted, all nested into the 4-digit ISCO-08 codeset. 
Where needed, the paths in the search tree were adapted. These 1,700 occupational titles were translated 
into all languages of the WageIndicator countries, resulting in the World Database of Occupations.37 From 
late 2007 on WageIndicator used this new choice-set in its web-survey. Where needed, the choice-set was 
revised when the ﬁ  nal ISCO-08 classiﬁ  cation was published. Using the cross-over table all previous data 
collected with the ISCO8809 choice-set was recoded into ISCO0813. Thus, the 2000-2008 data includes 
the variables ISCO8809 and ISCO0813 and the data from 2008 on includes only the variable ISCO0813.
From 2008 on, the Netherlands web-survey no longer used its own choice-set, but the ISCO0813 
OCCUPATION search tree, although the variable OCCUPA_N with its SBC-1992 codes continues to be 
included in the dataset, based on a mapping table from ISCO0813 into OCCUPA_N. In 2007, the Ger-
man web-survey prefered to stick to its initial choice-set of some 700 occupational titles (OCCUPA_D). 
The division of work, and therefore the occupational structure of the labour force, is in Germany not as 
strict as in most other countries, most likely because of the country’s extensive vocational training system. 
Therefore, the full choice-set of 1,700 occupational titles did not ﬁ  t the German occupational structure. In 
36   The project was funded under the 6th Framework Program of the European Commission (FP6-028987) and ran from 
05/2006 to 04/2009.
37   For details about the principles underlying this database, see Tijdens, K.G., 2010, Measuring occupations in web-surveys the WISCO 
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2010, nevertheless, the number of occupational titles could be extended, but still does not exceed a 1,000 
occupational titles. The German web-survey kept its own OCCUPATION search tree with the ISCO8809 
variable. The cross-over table provides the data for the ISCO0813 variable.
Search trees demand cognitive efforts of respondents. To prevent drop-out, user-friendliness is aimed 
for in multiple ways. Web-visitors can go easily back-and-forth between the levels of the search trees. In 
each tier and each language the list of items is sorted alphabetically, allowing for an easy search. In category 
questionnaires targeting speciﬁ  c branches of industry or speciﬁ  c occupational groups, such as the IT-ques-
tionnaire in India, a reduced one-level list is used, thus reducing the time respondents need to identify their 
occupational title. The WageIndicator’s long-term plans include text recognition for occupational titles.
The WageIndicator dataset includes variables with information for the 3-, 2- and 1-digit aggregates of 
ISCO8809 and ISCO0813 (see table). In addition, it aggregates the ISCO job levels into four major cat-
egories, notably (1) Unskilled, (2) Semi-skilled, (3) Skilled, (4) Highly skilled (ISCO08lv). Note that the vari-
able ISCO0813 is only available on request. It is not included in the dataset, because this variable is core to 
WageIndicator’s business model.
Variable name Variable label
OCCUPA_N NLD Occupation SBC-1992 (with 2 follow-up codes) 
OCCUPA_D DEU Occupation (ISCO88) 
ISCO8809 ISCO 1988 further digits>4
ISCO8804 ISCO 1988 digit-4
ISCO8803 ISCO 1988 digit-3
ISCO8802 ISCO 1988 digit-2
ISCO8801 ISCO 1988 digit-1
ISCO88lv ISCO 1988 skill levels 1 - 4
ISCO0813 ISCO 2008 further digits>4
ISCO0804 ISCO 2008 digit-4
ISCO0803 ISCO 2008 digit-3
ISCO0802 ISCO 2008 digit-2
ISCO0801 ISCO 2008 digit-1
ISCO08lv ISCO 2008 skill levels 1 - 4
ISCOISEI Mapping: ISEI International Socio-Economic Index of occupational status for 
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6.9. Job  level
The variable edujobtr indicates the learning time required in the respondent’s occupation: ‘How much 
time is needed to become fully effective in your job for someone with your qualiﬁ  cations?’. The answers 
range from no training period at all to more than 1 year, including eight categories in total. The variable 
EDUCAPPR indicates if the respondent has been on a apprenticeship or is currently doing one. The vari-
able educlevl indicates that the respondents’ job levels match their education levels, and where this is not 
the case, the variable eduexpe indicates whether their experience compensates for their underqualiﬁ  cation.
Training efforts are measured with the questions ‘How much training have you received, paid for or 
provided by your EMPLOYER, over the past year in order to improve your skills?’ (training), and ‘How 
much training have you paid for YOURSELF over the past year in order to improve your skills?’ (trainin1), 
using the same eight response categories.
The self-perceived importance of training for a respondent’s labour market mobility is measured by the 
question “If you were looking for another job, how important would be ….. Suitable training opportunities” 
(seektrai). The response options range from 1 = Not at all to 5 = Very important. 
Variable name Variable label
EDUJOBT Time needed to become fully effective in job
EDUCAPPR Has ever been on/currently doing an apprenticeship
educlevl Job level matches education level
eduexpe Experience compensates - if underqualiﬁ  ed
training How much training received from employer last year
trainin1 How much training self paid last year
seektrai When looking for a job: Training opportunities important
6.10. Blue and white collar workers
In some countries, blue-collar workers are clearly distinct from white-collar workers and from profes-
sional or managerial employees or technical staff. In other countries, the distinction is not relevant. Re-
spondents from countries where the distinction has been deemed important have a question asking about 
blue or white collar, including an option civil servants for the public sector (CAOCATE).Page ● 66
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6.11. Supervisory position
In 2000, the Netherlands survey had a question “How many people work directly under your supervi-
sion?”, offering respondents an open-ended response where they could type in a number. In 2004, when 
other countries joined the web-survey, the question was changed due to multiple interpretations. In Ger-
many, with its large vocational training system, many workers supervise trainees. In Spain with its large share 
of small enterprises, supervision is primarily understood as referring to a foreman’s role. Therefore, two 
questions were made. The ﬁ  rst question asks “Do you have a supervisory position?” (Y/N) followed by the 
hint, “This applies to people working directly under your supervision” (SUPVDICH). If ticked ‘yes’, the 
second question asks “How many people work directly under your supervision?”, whereby the respondent 
is offered a choice-set ranging from ‘1’ to ’10 or more’, and for the latter a number can be entered (SUPV). 
A hint states that if the numbers tend to vary, respondents should enter the average. To investigate gender 
segregation at the workplace, a third question asks how many of those people are women (SUPVWOM). 
The values for the number of women supervised are checked against the total number of persons super-
vised. The maximum number of supervisees is set to 10,000 persons.
Variable name Variable label
SUPVDICH Has supervisory position
SUPV Number of persons supervised
SUPVWOM Number of women supervised - if supervisees
6.12. Employees’ workplace representation
The survey asks respondents about the presence of an HR ofﬁ  cer in their workplace (ﬁ  rmre10) and the 
incidence of workplace representation (ﬁ  rmcou1). The answers are Yes/No/Not applicable. As countries 
vary with regard to their industrial relations systems, the translations of the survey questions are adapted to 
the phrasing applicable to the country. 
The survey has questions asking whether the respondent is a member of a trade union, a staff as-
sociation or a professional organisation. Once ticked ‘yes’ for trade union membership, in some countries 
a follow-up question is posted: “Of which trade union are you a member?” (MEMTRAD4). Here, the 
country-speciﬁ  c trade union search tree is used. Page ● 67
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Variable name Variable label
ﬁ  rmre10 Matrix: In organisation HR ofﬁ  cer
ﬁ  rmcou1 Matrix: In organisation workplace representation
MEMTRAD Member of a trade union
memproff Matrix: Member of a professional organisation
memstaff Matrix: Member of a staff association
MEMTRAD4 Member of which trade union
6.13. Collective bargaining coverage
Collective bargaining systems vary greatly across countries. Here too, the translations of the survey 
question “Are you covered by a collective agreement” are adapted to the country (CAOFIRM). The answers 
are Yes/No/I don’t know/Not applicable. If covered, some countries also have one, two or even three 
follow-up questions These questions ask whether the agreement is a company, industry-wide or national 
agreement (caoﬁ  rm8), whether working conditions as well as wages are negotiated in the agreement (POL, 
HUN: caoﬁ  rm9), and the name of the collective agreement (BEL, NLD: CAONAME), using the CAO 
search tree (section 4.10). One question asks the respondent’s opinion as to whether it is important to be 
covered by a collective bargaining agreement, regardless of whether they personally are covered or not 
(computed into one variable CAOIMPO). The translated phrasings vary from ‘Important that my wage is 
covered by a collective agreement’ to ‘Important that my pay and conditions are negotiated between em-
ployer and trade union’.
Variable name Variable label
CAOFIRM Covered by collective agreement
caoﬁ  rm8 Speciﬁ  cation type of collective agreement - if covered
caoﬁ  rm9 Are work conditions negotiated in collective agreement - if covered
CAONAME Name CAO (NL) / PARCOM (BE)
caoimpo1 Matrix: Important wages are covered by a collective agreement
6.14. Industry, using NACE industry classiﬁ  cation
The questionnaire has a question “Please select the main business activity of the organisation where 
you work”. Here, the respondents are offered the two-level INDUSTRY search tree for measuring the 
NACE classiﬁ  cation of industries, standardized by Eurostat and in use by all national statistical agencies in 
Europe.38 WageIndicator does not use the North American Industry Classiﬁ  cation System (NAICS), which 
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is used by statistical agencies in the US, Canada and Mexico.39 WageIndicator has not prepared a cross-over 
table from NACE2.0 into NAICS.
In 2008, NACE was thoroughly revised, changing versions from NACE1.2 into NACE2.0. Until 2009, 
the search tree included the NACE1.1 codes (NACE1104). Germany and the Netherlands employed their 
own search trees. For Germany this included 81 branches (SECTOR_D) and for the Netherlands over 500 
branches  (SECTOR_N). For both variables a cross-over table to NACE1104 was applied. 
From 2009 on the search tree used the NACE2.0 classiﬁ  cation (NACE2004). All 4-digit NACE2.0 
codes are included in this choice-set, except for the manufacturing industry, where the 3-digit NACE codes 
are used. This is done for two reasons. First, NACE details the manufacturing industry to a much larger 
extent than other branches of industry. Second, due to mergers and new technologies, some detailed 4-digit 
industries do not exist anymore as separate enterprises, making the 3-digit a better approximation of reality. 
In the search tree, a few branches of industry are detailed to a larger extent, such as the municipalities and 
the activities of private households. 
A cross-over table has been applied for a forward conversion from NACE1.1 into NACE2.0. Thus, 
the 2000-2009 data includes the variables NACE1104 and NACE2004 and the data from 2010 on includes 
only the variable NACE2004. For Germany, however, a cross-over table is also applied for NACE2004 
into SECTOR_D. The WageIndicator dataset includes variables with information for the 2-digit and 1-digit 
aggregates of NACE2.0 and NACE1.1 (see table). In addition, it aggregates industries into four major cat-
egories, notably (1) agriculture, manufacturing, construction, (2) trade, transport, hospitality, (3) commercial 
services, and (4) public sector, health care, education. 
Variable name Variable label
SECTOR_N NLD Main business activity SBI-coding < 2010
SECTOR_D DEU Main business activity < 2010
NACE1104 NACE-rev1.1 industries 4 digit < 2010
NACE1103 NACE-rev1.1 industries 3 digit < 2010
NACE1102 NACE-rev1.1 industries 2 digit < 2010
NACE1101 NACE-rev1.1 industries 1 digit < 2010
NACE1100 NACE-rev1.1 industries four groups < 2010
NACE2004 NACE-rev2.0 industries 3-4 digit
NACE2002 NACE-rev2.0 industries 2 digit
NACE2001 NACE-rev2.0 industries 1 digit
NACE2000 NACE-rev2.0 industries four groups
39   For more information see http://ec.europa.eu/environment/emas/documents/nace_en.htmPage ● 69
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6.15.   Region
Since the start of WageIndicator in 2000, the REGION search tree was based on NUTS regional clas-
siﬁ  cations (REGIHOME).40 When the number of countries increased, this raised several problems. The 
NUTS codes are not used outside Europe, and in case, are based on administrative areas and are therefore 
not very suitable for self-identiﬁ  cation. Also, the NUTS codes sometimes do not allow identiﬁ  cation of cit-
ies, whereas data related to cities was considered more informative. Finally, instead of a separate question 
on the degree of urbanisation, it seemed reasonable to incorporate both the city and the urbanisation degree 
in the REGION search tree.
In 2008, the REGION search tree was revised. The current two-level REGION search tree facilitates 
the questions in the survey that address domiciliary region, region of birth and region of work. To answer 
these questions, respondents are presented with a radio button list of options tailored to the country of 
survey. These lists are presented over two levels: respondents ﬁ  rst select an option from a list of regions 
(REGIHOM1), then a more speciﬁ  c option within that region (REGIHOM2). At the second level, the 
larger or more signiﬁ  cant population settlements for each region are listed by name, along with a series of 
generic options for people who don’t live in one of the places speciﬁ  cally listed. Usually these are: ‘A town 
(100,000 - 1 million)’ ‘A small city (10,000 - 100,000)’; ‘A village (less than 10,000)’; and ‘Rural area’, though 
the descriptions relating to the different degrees of urbanisation are often adapted for local suitability – a 
settlement of 100,000 people might be considered a town in one country but a city in another. The survey 
questions for the region of work and the region of birth are only asked if the respondent indicates that they 
work or were born in a region other than that where they currently live. For region of work or region of 
birth, only the ﬁ  rst level list of REGION search tree is used.
The REGION codes consist of 8, 9 or 10 digits, comprising 1, 2 or 3 digits for COUNTRY (ISO coun-
try codes), 2 digits for REGION, 3 digits for CITY, and 2 digits for urbanisation. The latter two codes com-
prise seven options for the degree of urbanisation, ranging from ‘A metropolitan city (2 million or more)’ to 
‘Rural area’ (regicity). For example, in Russia, the code 6431000000 is used for the region ‘Altai Kray’: 643 is 
the ISO code for Russia, and 10 is the follow-up number for the region. The last ﬁ  ve digits are left as 00000 
since the codes for city and degree of urbanisation are not applicable, as only the region is described. For 
the city of Barnaul, one of the speciﬁ  c options listed for Altai Kray region, the code 6431000131 is used. 
This number incorporates the codes for Russia and for Altai Kray, in which the city of Barnaul is located 
40   http://www.statcan.gc.ca/subjects-sujets/standard-norme/concordances/revision11-eng.htmPage ● 70
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(follow-up number 001), and two digits for the urbanisation code: 31 indicates that this city has a population 
of between 100,000 and 1 million people.
The REGION search tree also has a cross-over table which relates each location included in a search 
tree to a list of up to seven broader regions in each country (usually not the same as the detailed regions 
presented in the ﬁ  rst level of the search tree) so that general regional trends can be discerned (REGI_SAL).
In addition to the national regions, the ﬁ  rst level of the REGION search tree includes an option 
‘Abroad’, followed in the second tier by a list of neighbouring countries, in order to capture border work. 
For codes used to identify countries bordering the country of the survey, the digits for REGION are re-
placed with 99, the digits for CITY are replaced with the ISO code for the neighbouring country, and the 
digits for regicity are 00. For example, the option for ‘Abroad, Ukraine’ in the Russian survey is given the 
code 6439980400: 643 is the ISO code for Russia, 99 is the replaced value for REGION, 804 is the ISO 
code for Ukraine, and 00 is the non-existent regicity code. In 2010, a separate question asks for working 
abroad or at sea (COUNTRYW). In the dataset, the abroad categories of the REGION search tree have 
been recoded into this variable.
All data of the initial search tree, based on NUTS (REGIHOME) has been recoded into the variable 
REGIHOM1 and thus all data since 2000 is comparable across years. However, the initial search tree had 
some additional information, because the NUTS regions provide greater detail than the current 1st level 
of the REGION search tree. Therefore, the REGIHOME variable is included in the dataset. It has valid 
data until 2009 for 11 countries, namely BEL, BRA, DEU, DNK, ESP, FRA, GBR, ITA, NLD, POL, RUS.
Variable name Variable label
REGIHOM1 Region home address - aggregate geo info
REGIHOM2 Region home address - detailed geo info
REGIHOME Region home address - geo info < 200903
REGI_SAL Mapping: Broad regions home address
regicity Urbanisation level
REGIWORK Region workplace - aggregate geo info
REGIBIRT Region birth address - aggregate geo info
COUNTRYW Country of work
6.16. Migration and ethnic background
When studying labour market outcomes, both migration and ethnic background are important variables. 
These two variables are in some countries intertwined, but in others they are not. Worldwide, the deﬁ  ni-Page ● 71
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tions of migration and ethnic groups vary, and are therefore measured differently in different surveys. In 
large countries, such as India or China, migration within the country may be important for labour market 
outcomes. Migration may be only important to the ﬁ  rst generation, but most likely also to the second gen-
eration. The holding of formal citizenship rights may be signiﬁ  cant. In some countries migration is not of 
primary interest, with ethnic background or language spoken at home being better variables to be used in 
studies on labour market outcomes. The WageIndicator survey therefore includes a considerable diversity of 
questions related to migration and ethnic background.
Regarding country of origin, respondents are asked if they are born in the country of survey (Y/N). 
If not, a choice can be made from the country list (COBSELF). The next questions ask “Is your mother 
born in the same country as you” (Y/N) and “Is your father born in the same country as you” (Y/N). If 
not, the country list is offered (COBMOTHE, COBFATHE). In a number of countries, respondents who 
are not born in the country of survey are asked about the year of entering the country as well as the reason 
for coming to the country, namely family reasons, reasons of work, as a refugee or other reasons (yyarriva 
and cobreaso).
In a number of countries, a question asks “To which   ethnic group do you belong?”, followed by a coun-
try-speciﬁ  c list of the most common ethnic groups, based on the ETHNICITY search tree (COBETHG). 
The translation of this question differs across countries, varying from ‘ethnic groups’ or ‘racial groups’, to 
‘religious groups’, or ‘minority groups’. In some countries, the latter is a Y/N question “Do you belong to 
a minority group”, followed by a list of minorities, if ticked ‘yes’.
In an effort to measure ethnic background and migration as precisely as possible, information is also 
requested about the language the respondent mostly speaks at home. The answer consists of a country-spe-
ciﬁ  c list of the languages most commonly spoken in the country of survey, including the native language(s), 
the item ‘other’ and if applicable an item ‘local dialect’ (coblang1).
In some countries, it is also important whether the respondent is a citizen of the country (cobindia). 
To date, this question is only asked in India, but it may well be the case that in future WageIndicator countries 
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Variable name Variable label
COBSELF Country of birth self
COBMOTHE Country of birth mother
COBFATHE Country of birth father
yyarriva Year of arrival in country of survey
cobreaso Reason for coming to country of survey
coblang1 Language spoken at home
cobindia Citizen of country of survey
COBETHG Ethnic / social / minority group
6.17. Household characteristics
Household characteristics are measured in several ways. First, a question asks the respondents to indi-
cate their marital status (HHSTAT). The question is not asked to school pupils, who are instead asked if 
they have a girlfriend or boyfriend (hhstat11). Second, respondents are asked if they have children, includ-
ing step and foster children, and if so, how many children are living at home and how many are not (chld, 
chldhome, chldout). If the respondent has children up to the age of 14, a set of items asks where the 
children are when the respondent is at work. Respondents of fertile age are asked if they expect to become 
a parent or wish to do so within the coming years (hhbaby, hhbaby1). This might seem an intrusive survey 
question, but it is not, as we have concluded from the volunteer comments in the textboxes. Respondents 
are proud to be expecting a child! Third, household composition is determined by asking about the number 
of household members (hhnrmemb) and if more than the respondent only, a matrix box follows where re-
spondents can tick with whom they live in their household. Fourth, the respondents are asked if their house 
is rented or owned (hhownho2). Fifth, respondents with a partner are asked if their partner has a job and 
if so, how many hours this job takes (hhparact, hhhrspa). Sixth, a few questions ask how household tasks 
are divided in the respondent’s home. These questions are partly similar to the ones asked in the Dublin 
Foundation’s working conditions survey. 
Variable name Variable label
HHSTAT Current marital status (never married, married, widowed, divorced)
hhmarry Expects to marry - if student, school pupil
hhstat11 Has girlfriend or boyfriend - if school pupil
chld Has children
chldhome Children living at home max_6 - if children
chldout Children not living at home max_6 - if children
hhbaby Expecting a child - if man or woman in fertile years with partner
hhbaby1 Expects to have children in future - if hhbaby = 0Page ● 73
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hhnrmemb How many household members
hhpartn1 Matrix: Living with partner - if > 1 household member
hhchild Matrix: Living with one or more children - if > 1 household member
hhchildp Matrix: Living with children part of the week - if > 1 household member
hhgchild Matrix: Living with grandchildren - if > 1 household member
hhstate7 Matrix: Living with parents (in-law) - if > 1 household member
hhstat10 Matrix: Living with grandparents (in-law) - if > 1 household member
hhstat21 Matrix: Living with brothers or sisters - if > 1 household member
hhstat20 Matrix: Living with other relatives - if > 1 household member
hhstat13 Matrix: Living in joint family - if > 1 household member
hhstat12 Matrix: Living with house help - if > 1 household member
hhstat22 Matrix: Living with other house personnel - if > 1 household member
hhlivein Matrix: Living with live-in friend - if > 1 household member
hhstate8 Matrix: Living with non-family members - if > 1 household member
HHOWNHOU House owner
hhparact Partners principal activity
hhhrspa Working hours partner
hhgrowfo Matrix: Family grows own food
hhrespin Matrix: Contributes most to household income – if not single
hhresphh Matrix: Contributes most to household tasks – if not single
hhhomehe Matrix: Has paid domestic help
hhshoti1 Matrix: Has sufﬁ  cient time for household duties
hhargume Matrix: Has often arguments division housh tasks – if partner
hhtimere Matrix: Tries to reduce time spend on household tasks
hhwofato Matrix: Finds combining work and family toughPage ● 74
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Appendix 1. The variables in the dataset 
List of all META variables in the 2000-2009 dataset (sorted by theme)
Variable name Variable label
CASENUM Case Identiﬁ  cation Number
IDNR ID number (<2010, previous data releases), not to be used for case identiﬁ  cation
key Server generated key, not to be used for case identiﬁ  cation
IDKEY Data-processing generated key, not to be used for case identiﬁ  cation
locale Language and country
COUNTRY Country of survey
qId Questionnaire identiﬁ  cation
SURVENR Questionnaire version identiﬁ  cation
category Questionnaire category
storagetype Status: Survey submitted or time-out
SUBMIT Status: Survey completed – at least satlife -> 200600
TOTALSUBMIT Status: Survey completed - part 1 and part 2 -> 200600
created Survey start time - not local time YYYYMMDDHHMMSS
stored Survey end time - not local time YYYYMMDDHHMMSS
time_null Reminder in case < created
SURVEYY Year of survey
SURVEMM Month of survey
SURVEWW Week of survey
SURVEDW Week day of the survey
SURVEDM Day of the month
SURVEDY Year day of the survey
SURVEQY Quarter of the survey
SERVERTIME Servertime
SURVEHH Hour and minute of start survey (local GMT Standard Time) HH.MMSS
SURVTIME Time needed to complete survey HH.MMSS
survintv Paper survey: Initials interviewer
survloca Paper survey: Locality where interview was held
surventr Paper survey: Initials data entry typist
survcoop Paper survey: Cooperation of intervieweePage ● 76
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List of all continuous variables in the 2000-2009 dataset (sorted by alfabet)
Variable name Variable label Continuous
AGE Age CONT
bgsatjob Matrix: Satisfaction with Your work - if selfemployed CONT>2009
bgwagesa Matrix: Satisfaction with Your income / proﬁ  t - if selfemployed CONT>2009
BREAK How often without a job - if > 1 job CONT>2005
break1 Checkbox: Break due to family reasons CONT
break11 Checkbox: Break due to housekeeping CONT
break12 Checkbox: Break due to caring for household members CONT
break13 Checkbox: Break due to could not continue own business CONT
break14 Checkbox: Income during break: unemployment beneﬁ  t CONT
break15 Checkbox: Income during break: leave coverage CONT
break16 Checkbox: Income during break: partner / family CONT
break17 Checkbox: Income during break: disability beneﬁ  t CONT
break18 Checkbox: Income during break: other sources CONT
break19 During break: job protection CONT
BREAK1YR DEU NLD How often career break > 1 year < 200903 CONT<2010
break2 Checkbox: Break due to illness, handicaps CONT
break20 Checkbox: Income during break: past savings CONT>2005
break21 Checkbox: Income during break: lay off pay CONT>2005
break22 Checkbox: Income during break: voluntary retirement payment CONT>2005
break23 Checkbox: Income during break: insurance CONT>2005
break24 Checkbox: Income during break: Terminal beneﬁ  ts. - < 200701 CONT>2009
break25 Checkbox: BRA Income during break: FGTS – Fundo de Garantia por 
Tempo de Serviço - < 200801
CONT>2005
break26 Checkbox: BRA Income during break: Free work - < 200801 CONT>2005
break3 Checkbox: Break due to unemployment CONT
BREAK3MO How often career break > 3 months < 200903 CONT>2005<2010
break4 Checkbox: Break due to education / training CONT
break5 Checkbox: Break due to other reasons CONT
break6 Checkbox: Break due to military service CONT
BREAK6MO USA How often career break > 6 months < 200903 CONT>2005<2010
break7 Checkbox: Break due to care for other persons CONT
break8 Checkbox: Break due to pregnancy / giving birth / caring for children 
under 1 year
CONT
breaknon Checkbox: Income during break: no income CONT>2005
BREAKPER Duration of break - longest break if > 1 break CONT>2005
CAOCATE Occupational category - combined caocateg and caocate3 CONT>2005
caocate4 Area of work CONT>2005
caoﬁ  r13 Trade union bargains conditions of work CONT>2005
caoﬁ  r14 Level collective agreement - if caoﬁ  r13 = 1 CONT>2005
caoﬁ  r91 Wages predominantly determined by collective agreement - > 201006 CONT>2009
caoﬁ  r92 How are  wages determined - if not in collective agreement - > 201006 CONT>2009
CAOFIRM Covered by collective agreement CONT
caoﬁ  rm8 Speciﬁ  cation type of collective agreement CONT>2005
caoimpo1 Matrix: Important wages are covered by a collective agreement CONT
CAONAME Name CAO (NL) / PARCOM (BE) CONT
chld Has children CONT
chldambi Matrix: How often feels career get in the way of proper caring for 
children
CONT>2005Page ● 77
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Variable name Variable label Continuous
chldcarr Matrix: How often feels care for children obstructs career possibilities CONT>2005
chldcomb Matrix: How often feels not being able to combine work and children  CONT>2005
chldhome Children living at home max_6 - if children CONT
chldout Children not living at home max_6 - if children CONT
COBETHG Ethnic / social / minority group CONT>2005
cobfath1 Father born in same country as self CONT
cobfathe Country of birth father CONT
cobindia Citizen of [COUNTRY OF SURVEY] CONT>2005
coblang1 Language spoken at home CONT
cobmoth1 Mother born in same country as self CONT
cobmothe Country of birth mother CONT
cobreaso Reason for coming to country of survey CONT
cobself Country of birth self CONT
cobself1 Born in country of survey CONT
combike Checkbox: Commutes by bike CONT
combus Checkbox: Commutes by bus, tram, metro CONT
comcar Checkbox: Commutes by car CONT
comcomt Checkbox: Commutes by company transport CONT
comfoot Checkbox: Commutes by foot CONT
comhome Checkbox: Works from home CONT
commdis2 Commuting distance in miles one way CONT>2005
commdist Commuting distance in kilometers one way CONT
commoped Checkbox: Commutes by scooter CONT
commsat Matrix: Satisfaction with commuting time CONT
commtime Commuting time in minutes one way CONT
comother Checkbox: Commutes otherwise CONT
compequi Matrix randomizer: Uses other automated equipment at work CONT
compinet Matrix randomizer: Uses internet at work CONT
compjob Matrix randomizer: Uses computers or comp equipment at work CONT
comptrai Matrix: Computer training needed for job CONT
comtrain Checkbox: Commutes by train CONT
conbor61 Matrix frequency randomizer: Finds job boring CONT>2005
condan61 Matrix frequency randomizer: Works in dangerous conditions CONT>2005
conﬁ  chi Matrix: Fixed-term contract forces me to postpone having children CONT
conﬁ  emp Matrix: Fixed-term contract gives me opportunity to look for the best 
employer
CONT
conﬁ  exp Matrix: Fixed-term contract gives me opportunity to build up work 
experience
CONT
conﬁ  hou Matrix: Fixed-term contract hinders buying a house CONT
conﬁ  par Matrix: Fixed-term contract forces me to stay with my parents CONT
conﬁ  pen Matrix: Fixed-term contract restricts my capacity to build up a pension CONT
conﬁ  per Matrix: Fixed-term contract: no permanent jobs available CONT
conﬁ  ski Matrix: Fixed-term contract gives me opportunity to increase my skills CONT
conﬁ  xe1 Prospects with current employer – ﬁ  xed term contract CONT
conﬁ  xed Duration of ﬁ  xed-term contract CONT
conhea61 Matrix randomizer: Works in unhealthy conditions CONT>2005
conmen61 Matrix frequency randomizer: Job mentally exhausting CONT>2005
conphy61 Matrix frequency randomizer: Job physically exhausting CONT>2005
conspeed Matrix: How often works at very high speed CONTPage ● 78
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Variable name Variable label Continuous
constr61 Matrix frequency randomizer: Finds your job stressful CONT>2005
CONTR7 Has permanent employment contract CONT
contrac4 Employment status in second job CONT
contrac6 DEU Has a mini-job CONT>2005
contract Employment contract type - if not permanent CONT
controth Workplace in other company than one paying salary CONT
CONTST Current employment status CONT
contstla Employment status in last job - if currently no job CONT>2005
contstno Currently no job, but has ever had a paid job - < 200701 CONT>2005
CONTSTRO Current employment status - used for routing CONT
conttyp Is this contract formally agreed with your employer? CONT>2009
COUNTRYW Country of work CONT
daycall1 Employer partner compensates daycare expenses CONT>2005
daycall2 Part of expense compensation by employer on daycare CONT>2005
daycbill Due to new child daycare bill, has arranged daycare in a different way CONT>2005
daychrs How many day parts childcare per week CONT>2005
ddrun15 Matrix: How often unexpected overtime CONT
ddrun16 Matrix: How often not able to take lunch break CONT
ddrun17 Matrix: How often supervisor changes working hours CONT
ddrun18 Matrix: How often there is no work for you CONT
ddworawa Checkbox: Did not work usual hours due to award leave  CONT>2009
ddwordis Checkbox: Did not work usual hours due to labour dispute CONT
ddworedu Checkbox: Did not work usual hours due to education CONT
ddworfam Checkbox: Did not work usual hours due to family reasons CONT
ddworill Checkbox: Did not work usual hours due to illness CONT
ddwork1 Worked usual working hours last 7 days CONT
ddworlea Checkbox: Did not work usual hours due to parental leave CONT
ddworloo Checkbox: Did not work usual hours, was looking for a job CONT
ddworoth Checkbox: Did not work usual hours due to other reasons CONT
ddworsea Checkbox: Did not work usual hours due to seasonal work CONT
ddworsen Checkbox: Did not work usual hours due to seniority leave CONT
ddworsho Checkbox: Did not work usual hours due to short-time working CONT
ddworvac Checkbox: Did not work usual hours due to vacation/days off CONT
ddworvar Checkbox: Did not work usual hours due to variable hours CONT
ddworwea Checkbox: Did not work usual hours due to weather conditions CONT
depconf3 Matrix randomizer: Conﬂ  icts regularly occur at workplace CONT>2005
depdisc Matrix randomizer: In workplace changes are discussed with manage-
ment
CONT
dephisto Has worked in different departments in organisation CONT
depinfo1 Matrix randomizer: Is informed about the work to be done CONT>2005
depinfo2 Matrix randomizer: Is informed about whats going on in workplace CONT>2005
depmach1 Matrix randomizer: In workplace machines/equipment are in a good 
state of repair
CONT>2005
depmale Co-workers in similar positions are mostly men CONT
depstaf3 Matrix randomizer: In workplace stafﬁ  ng levels are sufﬁ  cient CONT>2005
depteam Matrix randomizer: In workplace most of work in teams CONT
depwork1 Matrix randomizer: In workplace work is well-organised CONT>2005
EDUCALMH Mapping: Education level low-middle-high CONT
EDUCAORI Mapping: Orientation of education CONTPage ● 79
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Variable name Variable label Continuous
EDUCAPPR Has ever been on/currently doing an apprenticeship CONT
EDUCAT1 Highest level of education, current level for students CONT
EDUCAT2 Education type CONT>2005
EDUCATY3 Mapping: Age ﬁ  nishing ft education in 3 groups CONT
EDUCATYR Mapping: Length of education in years (excluding pre-school) CONT
educhanc Qualiﬁ  cations improved chances on labour market CONT
educlevl Job level matches education level CONT
eduexpe Experience compensates - if underqualiﬁ  ed CONT
EDUISCED Mapping: ISCED eduation level CONT
EDUJOBT Time needed to become fully effective in job CONT
edumore Has gained further qualiﬁ  cations after full-time education CONT
edumore1 Type of studies this year – if gained further qualiﬁ  cations CONT>2005
EDUOUTDA Mapping: Educational category outdated CONT
EDUOUTDY Mapping: Educational category - year outdated - if outdated CONT
ﬁ  rmbro1 Matrix: In organisation threat of bankruptcy in past 12 months CONT
ﬁ  rmbro2 Matrix: In organisation threat of bankruptcy in next 12 months CONT
ﬁ  rmcom1 Matrix: In organisation computer equipment was renewed in past 12 
months
CONT
ﬁ  rmcom3 Matrix: In organisation new machinery in next 12 months CONT
ﬁ  rmcou1 Matrix: In organisation workplace representation CONT
ﬁ  rmcou2 Matrix: In organisation works/staff council present CONT>2005
ﬁ  rmdiftu Matrix: BRA In workplace organisation creates difﬁ  culty workers to 
afﬁ  liate trade union
CONT>2005
ﬁ  rmdis1 Matrix: In organisation redundancies announced in past 12 months CONT
ﬁ  rmdis2 Matrix: In organisation lay off/voluntary retirement expected in 12 
months
CONT>2005
ﬁ  rmdism Matrix: In organisation dismissals expected in next 12 months CONT
ﬁ  rmequ1 Matrix: In organisation equal opportunity committee present CONT
ﬁ  rmfem1 Percentage women in company - if >1 location CONT
ﬁ  rmfema Percentage women in workplace CONT
ﬁ  rmgro1 Matrix: In workplace workforce changed in past 12 months CONT
ﬁ  rmgro2 Matrix: In workplace workforce will change in next 12 months CONT
ﬁ  rmhie1 Matrix: In workplace nr of managers changed in past 12 months CONT
ﬁ  rmhie2 Matrix: In workplace nr of managers will change in next 12 months CONT
ﬁ  rminﬂ   Matrix: In organisation trade unions inﬂ  uence management CONT>2005
ﬁ  rmini2 Matrix: In organisation new strategic initiatives expected in 12 months CONT>2005
ﬁ  rminit Matrix: Organisation took new strategic initiatives CONT>2005
ﬁ  rmloca Organisation has more than one worklace - if ﬁ  rmsize > 0 CONT
ﬁ  rmmer2 Matrix: In organisation merger expected in next 12 months CONT
ﬁ  rmmerg Matrix: In organisation merger took place in past 12 months CONT
FIRMMNE_MDN Employed in multinational company CONT>2005
ﬁ  rmow01 Home country - if company foreign-owned CONT
ﬁ  rmowne Organisation is domestic or foreign-owned CONT
FIRMPRI Public or private sector CONT
ﬁ  rmpri2 Matrix: In organisation privatisation took place in past 12 months CONT
ﬁ  rmpri3 Matrix: In organisation privatisation expected in next 12 months CONT
ﬁ  rmprom Matrix randomizer: In organisation promotions are handled fairly CONT>2005
ﬁ  rmprot Matrix: Organisation faced employee protest/strike CONT>2005
ﬁ  rmre10 Matrix: In organisation HR ofﬁ  cer CONT>2005Page ● 80
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Variable name Variable label Continuous
ﬁ  rmre13 Matrix: In workplace open door policy to report problems with super-
visors to senior management
CONT>2005
ﬁ  rmrecr Matrix: In organisation mass manpower recruitment expected in 12 
months
CONT>2005
ﬁ  rmrela Matrix randomizer: Relations between management and employees are 
good
CONT>2005
ﬁ  rmreo1 Matrix: In organisation reorganisations affected workplace in past 12 
months
CONT
ﬁ  rmreo2 Matrix: In organisation reorganisations expected in next 12 months CONT
ﬁ  rmrep1 Matrix: In organisation shop steward present CONT>2005
ﬁ  rmrep4 Matrix: In workplace ofﬁ  cer/employee association CONT>2005
ﬁ  rmrep8 Matrix: In workplace allowed to join trade union or association CONT>2005
ﬁ  rmresp Matrix randomizer: In organisation you are treated with respect CONT>2005
ﬁ  rmreti Matrix: Organisation announced voluntary retirement CONT>2005
ﬁ  rmsiz2 Company size in country of survey - if >1 location CONT
ﬁ  rmsize Firm size workplace CONT
ﬁ  rmstr2 Matrix: In organisation competent management strategy in next 12 
months
CONT
ﬁ  rmstra Matrix: In organisation competent strategy in past 12 months CONT
ﬁ  rmtra2 Matrix: In organisation training opportities expected in next 12 months CONT
ﬁ  rmtrai Matrix: In organisation training opportunities were offered in past 12 
months
CONT
ﬁ  rmtrus Matrix randomizer: In organisation you trust the management CONT>2005
ﬁ  rmtrust Matrix randomizer: In organisation you trust the management CONT>2005
frcar61 Schemes in past 12 months YN: Transport arrangements (lease car, 
company car, commuting costs)
CONT
frcar65 Arrangement regarding transportation expenses CONT>2005
frcar66 Amount gas expenses private car use compensated by employer CONT>2005
frdayc61 Schemes in past 12 months YN: Childrens day-care arrangements CONT
frdayc65 How much does your employer contribute to Childrens day-care costs? 
- if participation in  costs
CONT>2005
frexpe61 Schemes in past 12 months YN: Arrangements regarding expences CONT
frexpe65 Amount ﬁ  xed compensation of expenses - if schemes CONT>2005
frfree61 Schemes in past 12 months YN: Additional free days - if participation 
in other schemes
CONT>2005
frgdik61 Schemes in past 12 months YN: Beneﬁ  ts in kind (vouchers and dis-
counted goods and services)
CONT
frhous61 Schemes in past 12 months YN: Contribution to lodging / costs related 
housing
CONT>2005
frhous65 Amount Contribution to lodgings  CONT>2005
frhous66 Amount Contribution to costs related to housing  CONT>2005
frlapt61 Schemes in past 12 months YN: PC at home / laptop CONT
frmedi61 Schemes in past 12 months YN: Health insurance arrangements CONT
frmedi65 Employers contribution to Private health insurance CONT>2005
frmedi66 Employers contribution to Medical insurance CONT>2005
frmobi65 Arrangement regarding your mobile phone - if schemes CONT>2005
frmobi66 Amount Compensation limit for use of company mobile phone - if 
arrangement regarding phone
CONT>2005
frmort61 Schemes in past 12 months YN: Lower rate of interest on mortgage CONT>2005
frn12m61 Received annual bonus YN:  12.5th month CONT
frn12m65 Percentage: 12.5th month - if bonus CONT>2005Page ● 81
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Variable name Variable label Continuous
frn12m66 Amount: 12.5th month - if bonus CONT>2005
frn13m61 Received annual bonus YN:  13th month CONT>2005
frn13m65 Percentage: 13th month - if bonus CONT>2005
frn13m66 Amount: 13th month - if bonus CONT>2005
frncoo61 Received annual bonus YN:  Payments from balance surplus in co-
operatives
CONT>2005
frncoo65 Percentage payments from balance surplus in co-operatives - if bonus CONT>2005
frncoo66 Amount of payments from balance surplus in co-operatives - if bonus CONT>2005
frnend61 Received annual bonus YN:  End-of-year bonus CONT
frnend65 Percentage End-of-year-bonus - if bonus CONT>2005
frnend66 Amount of End-of-year-bonus - if bonus CONT>2005
frnfes61 Received annual bonus YN:  Festival bonus CONT>2005
frnfes65 Percentage festival bonus - if bonus CONT>2005
frnfes66 Amount of festival bonus - if bonus CONT>2005
frnhol61 Received annual bonus YN:  Holiday allowance CONT
frnhol65 Percentage holiday allowance - if bonus CONT>2005
frnhol66 Amount of holiday allowance - if bonus CONT>2005
frnoth61 Received annual bonus YN:  Other annual bonus CONT
frnoth65 Percentage: other annual bonuses - if bonus CONT>2005
frnoth66 Amount: other annual bonuses - if bonus CONT>2005
frnper61 Received annual bonus YN:  Performance bonus CONT>2005
frnper65 Percentage performance bonus - if bonus CONT>2005
frnper66 Amount of performance bonus - if bonus CONT>2005
frnpro61 Received annual bonus YN:  Proﬁ  t share CONT
frnpro65 Percentage proﬁ  t share - if bonus CONT>2005
frnpro66 Amount of proﬁ  t share - if bonus CONT>2005
frnxma61 Received annual bonus YN:  Christmas bonus CONT
frnxma65 Percentage Christmas bonus - if bonus CONT>2005
frnxma66 Amount of Christmas bonus - if bonus CONT>2005
frothe61 Schemes in past 12 months YN: Other additions to pay from your 
employer over the past 12 months
CONT>2005
frpare65 Amount ﬁ  xed compensation of expenses - if schemes CONT>2005
frpen651 Checkbox: Contribution to company pension scheme - if participation 
in pension scheme
CONT>2005
frpen652 Checkbox: Contribution to private pension scheme - if participation in 
pension scheme
CONT>2005
frpen653 Checkbox: Contribution to other type of pension scheme - if participa-
tion in pension scheme
CONT>2005
frpen656 Checkbox: No pension scheme CONT>2005
frpens61 Schemes in past 12 months YN: Pension schemes CONT
frpens66 Level of employer contribution to pension scheme CONT>2005
frputr65 Amount compensation public transport CONT>2005
frruha 0 CONT>2005
frsavs61 Schemes in past 12 months YN: Savings schemes CONT
frsavs65 Schemes in past 12 months YN: Employers contribute to Savings 
scheme premium - if participation in savings scheme
CONT>2005
frshar61 Schemes in past 12 months YN: Share options arrangements CONT
frshar65 In what way have you participated in a share options arrangement? - if 
participation in share options
CONT>2005
frspor61 Schemes in past 12 months YN: Sports facilities CONT>2005Page ● 82
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Variable name Variable label Continuous
frstud65 Amount Contribution to cost related to study, education (e.g. foreign 
languages courses) - if schemes
CONT>2005
frstud66 Schemes in past 12 months YN: How much does your employer con-
tribute to Childrens school or study costs? - if participation in costs
CONT>2005
frtele65 Amount compensation expenses telephone use at home - if schemes CONT>2005
frunem61 Schemes in past 12 months YN: Unemployment schemes CONT
frunem65 Schemes in past 12 months YN: Employers contribution to unemploy-
ment scheme
CONT>2005




hhargume Matrix: Has often arguments division housh tasks – if partner CONT
hhbaby Expecting a child or hoping so in 3 years - if woman in fertile years 
with partner
CONT
hhbaby1 Expects to have children in future - if hhbaby = 0 CONT
hhchild Matrix: Living with one or more children - if > 1 household member CONT
hhchildp Matrix: Living with children part of the week - if > 1 household mem-
ber
CONT
hhﬁ  nsup Paper survey: GTM received ﬁ  nancial support from abroad CONT>2005
hhgchild Matrix: Living with grandchildren - if > 1 household member CONT
hhgrowfo Matrix: Family grows own food CONT
hhhomehe Matrix: Has paid domestic help CONT
hhhrspa Working hours partner CONT
hhincom1 Monthly net household income in euro in categories - if euro country CONT
hhincome Monthly net household income in euro CONT
hhinconr How many people in your household have an income from work, ben-
eﬁ  ts or other sources?
CONT>2009
hhlivein Matrix: Living with live-in friend - if > 1 household member CONT>2005
hhmarry Expects to marry - if student, school pupil CONT
hhmutual Matrix: Has developed mutual understanding about sharing tasks CONT>2005
hhnrmemb How many household members CONT>2005
hhownho2 House owner or renter CONT
HHOWNHOU House owner CONT
hhparact Partners principal activity CONT
hhpartn1 Matrix: Living with partner - if > 1 household member CONT
hhresphh Matrix: Contributes most to household tasks – if not single CONT
hhrespin Matrix: Contributes most to household income – if not single CONT
hhshoti1 Matrix: Has sufﬁ  cient time for household duties CONT
HHSTAT Current marital status CONT
hhstat10 Matrix: Living with grandparents (in-law) - if > 1 household member CONT
hhstat11 Has girlfriend or boyfriend - if school pupil CONT
hhstat12 Matrix: Living with house help - if > 1 household member CONT>2005
hhstat13 Matrix: Living in joint family - if > 1 household member CONT>2005
hhstat20 Matrix: Living with other relatives - if > 1 household member CONT>2005
hhstat21 Matrix: Living with brothers or sisters - if > 1 household member CONT>2005
hhstat22 Matrix: Living with other house personnel - if > 1 household member CONT>2005
hhstate4 Matrix: Living single CONT
hhstate7 Matrix: Living with parents (in-law) - if > 1 household member CONT
hhstate8 Matrix: Living with non-family members - if > 1 household member CONT
hhtimere Matrix: Tries to reduce time spend on household tasks CONTPage ● 83
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Variable name Variable label Continuous
hhwofato Matrix: Finds combining work and family tough CONT
hrscare Number of hours unpaid care for others CONT
hrschan1 Reasons for changing to fewer hours CONT
hrschan2 Reasons for changing to more hours CONT
hrschan3 Reasons for changing to ﬂ  exible hours CONT
hrschang Agreed hours changed last year CONT
hrscont3 Employment contract with agreed working hours CONT
hrscont4 Employment contract - sort of working hours agreed CONT
hrscont5 Working hours a year: annualised contract CONT
hrscont6 Minimum or maximum working hours agreed CONT
hrscont7 Minimum working hours - if ﬂ  exible or annualised hours CONT
hrscont8 Maximum working hours - if ﬂ  exible or annualised hours CONT
hrscontr Working hours per week according to contract CONT
hrsdayc2 For how many days a week do you use these arrangements? CONT>2005
hrsdayp2 How many working days in a usual week  CONT
hrsﬁ  rm Standard fulltime working week in organisation CONT
hrshelp Hours of paid domestic help per week CONT
hrshist1 Has always worked full-time CONT
hrshist2 Has always worked part-time CONT
HRSHISTO Has full-time working hours (self-deﬁ  ned) CONT
hrshkeep Hours of housekeeping per week CONT
hrslunch Lunchtime included in agreed working hours CONT>2005
hrsovert Matrix: Works overtime despite laws and/or collective agreements 
forbidding this
CONT>2005
hrsppolt Checkbox: Politic issues CONT>2005
hrspref Prefers more or less hours a week CONT
hrsptchl Checkbox: Part-time because looking after children CONT
hrsptdem Checkbox: Part-time because full-time job too stressful CONT
hrsptedu Checkbox: Part-time because of education CONT
hrspthea Checkbox: Part-time because of health problems CONT
hrspthou Checkbox: Part-time because of housekeeping CONT
hrsptnof Checkbox: Part-time because cannot ﬁ  nd full-time job CONT
hrsptret Checkbox: Part-time because of retirement CONT
hrsptsec Checkbox: Part-time because of second job CONT
hrspttim Checkbox: Part-time because time needed for self CONT
hrsreal Usual working hours per week CONT
hrsreal0 Usually works hours agreed in contract CONT
hrssecon Working hours per week in second job CONT
HRSWAG1 Calculated weekly hours for wage CONT
hrswage Waged hours per week CONT>2005
ILC013a Age distribution workplace: Under age 25 - if ﬁ  rmsize > 9 CONT>2005
ILC013b Age distribution workplace: Between 25 and 50 - if ﬁ  rmsize > 9 CONT>2005
ILC013c Age distribution workplace: Over 50 - if ﬁ  rmsize > 9 CONT>2005
ILC019 Has been absent due to illness, accident or health reasons in last 12 
months
CONT>2005
ILC020 How often were you absent during the last 12 months? CONT>2005
ILC021 How many DAYS were you absent during the last 12 months? CONT>2005
infoblog Checkbox: Found WageIndicator through: A blog CONT>2005
infocwor Checkbox: Found WageIndicator through: A co-worker CONT>2005Page ● 84
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infofrie Checkbox: Found WageIndicator through: A friend CONT>2005
infoothe Checkbox: Found WageIndicator through: Other way CONT>2005
infosear Checkbox: Found WageIndicator through: A search engine CONT>2005
infounio Checkbox: Found WageIndicator through: A trade union website CONT>2005
ISCO0801 ISCO 2008 digit-1 CONT
ISCO0802 ISCO 2008 digit-2 CONT
ISCO0803 ISCO 2008 digit-3 CONT
ISCO0804 ISCO 2008 digit-4 CONT
ISCO0813 ISCO 2008 further digits > 4 CONT
ISCO08lv ISCO 2008 skill levels 1 - 4 CONT
ISCO8801 ISCO 1988 digit-1 CONT<2010
ISCO8802 ISCO 1988 digit-2 CONT<2010
ISCO8803 ISCO 1988 digit-3 CONT<2010
ISCO8804 ISCO 1988 digit-4 CONT<2010
ISCO8809 ISCO 1988 further digits > 4 CONT<2010
ISCO88lv ISCO 1988 skill levels 1 - 4 CONT<2010
ISCOISEI ISEI International Socio-Economic Index of occupational status for 
ISCO-08
CONT
jobalone Matrix randomizer: In workplace works alone CONT
jobaut61 Matrix frequency randomizer: Organises own tasks CONT>2005
jobcha61 Matrix agree randomizer: Job is sufﬁ  ciently varied CONT>2005
jobene61 Matrix agree randomizer: Has sufﬁ  cient energy to do the job CONT>2005
jobfamil Matrix: In organisation some co-workers are family members CONT
jobfrien Matrix randomizer: In workplace some coworkers are friends CONT
jobfutu1 Expects being with current employer next year CONT
jobfutu2 Expects having a job next year - if unemployed CONT
jobfutu3 Expects still being in own business next year - if self-employed CONT
jobfutu4 Job expectations next year - if with same employer CONT
jobfutu5 Job expectations next year - if not with same employer/same business CONT
JOBHIST Promoted with current employer CONT
jobhist2 How many positions with current employer CONT
jobhist6 Employment status before current job - if selfemployed or no pay CONT>2009
jobint61 Matrix agree randomizer: Job has become more interesting in past year CONT>2005
jobloss Matrix: Job will become redundant next year CONT
jobnocow Matrix randomizer: In workplace deals with non-coworkers CONT
jobpersp Matrix: Has good career opportunities in organisation CONT
jobprom3 Matrix: Is eager to get promoted CONT
jobpromo Has been promoted in current ﬁ  rm CONT
jobrot61 Matrix agree randomizer: Takes over tasks assigned to co-workers CONT>2005
jobrot62 Matrix frequency randomizer: How often take over tasks assigned to 
co-workers
CONT>2005
jobrou61 Matrix agree randomizer: Job envolves monotonous tasks CONT>2005
jobrou62 Matrix frequency randomizer: How often ﬁ  nd job involves monoto-
nous tasks
CONT>2005
jobsec61 Matrix agree randomizer: Worries about job security CONT>2005
jobsec62 Matrix frequency randomizer: How often worries about job security CONT>2005
jobtasks Matrix: Job content will change next year CONT
LASTVAR CONT
lccafter Checkbox: When at work, care for child: outschool service CONTPage ● 85
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lccchmin Checkbox: When at work, care for child: childminder CONT>2005
lccdayca Checkbox: When at work, care for child: daycare centre CONT
lccexcha Checkbox: When at work, care for child: exchange with other parents CONT
lccfamil Checkbox: When at work, care for child: other family member, neigh-
bour
CONT
lccgrndp Checkbox: When at work, care for child: grandparent CONT
lccguest Checkbox: When at work, care for child: host family CONT
lccminde Checkbox: When at work, care for child: paid childminder at home 
(nanny, au-pair)
CONT
lccna Checkbox: When at work, care for child: not aplicable CONT>2005
lccnanny Checkbox: When at work, care for child: nanny, au-pair CONT>2005
lccnone Checkbox: When at work, care for child: no-one CONT
lccnurse Checkbox: When at work, care for child: nursery CONT
lccother Checkbox: When at work, care for child: other person CONT
lccpartn Checkbox: When at work, care for child: partner CONT
lccplayg Checkbox: When at work, care for child: play ground CONT
lccschoo Checkbox: When at work, care for child: school CONT
lccsiste Checkbox: When at work, care for child: sister, brother CONT
LISS_internet_int1 NLD-LISS - Best description of internet at home over the past month CONT>2005
memdele1 MATRIX: Member of a workplace representation committee CONT
memnone MATRIX: No member of an organisation listed CONT
memproff MATRIX: Member of a professional organisation (CHECKBOX 2006-
08)
CONT
memstaff MATRIX: Member of a staff association (CHECKBOX 2006-08) CONT
MEMTRAD MATRIX: Member of a trade union CONT
memtrad2 MATRIX: Trade union representative CONT
MEMTRAD4 Member of which trade union CONT
memtrad6 Type of trade union - if member CONT>2005
MMFSTJO Month starting ﬁ  rst job - if student, school pupil, apprentice CONT>2005
mofstjob Month starting ﬁ  rst job CONT
monojob Month stopped working in last job - if unemployed CONT
NACE1100 NACE-rev11 industries four groups CONT<2010
NACE1101 NACE-rev11 industries 1 digit CONT<2010
NACE1102 NACE-rev11 industries 2 digit CONT<2010
NACE1103 NACE-rev11 industries 3 digit CONT<2010
NACE1104 NACE-rev11 industries 4 digit CONT<2010
NACE2000 NACE-rev20 industries four groups CONT
NACE2001 NACE-rev20 industries 1 digit CONT
NACE2002 NACE-rev20 industries 2 digit CONT
NACE2004 NACE-rev20 industries 3-4 digit CONT
nrofjob1 Has a paid job - if student or school pupil CONT
nrofjobs Has second or third job CONT
occcho61 Matrix agree randomizer: Happy to work in this occupation CONT>2005
occhist1 Still working in the same occupation as in ﬁ  rst job CONT
occhist2 Still working in the same business activity / industry as in ﬁ  rst job CONT
occhist3 How many different positions since ﬁ  rst job - < 200801 CONT>2005
occlevel What educational level is required in your job? CONT>2005
occtype Position in occupational hierarchy CONT
occtype2 Job level current job CONT>2005Page ● 86
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OCCUPA_D DEU Occupation (ISCO88) -< 201100 CONT>2005
OCCUPA_N NLD Occupation SBC-1992 (with 2 follow-up codes) CONT<2010
opcarmal Matrix: Men in our organisation make their careers more easily. CONT>2005
opdresc1 Matrix: I ﬁ  nd sexy clothing on the working ﬂ  oor inappropriate CONT>2005
opintim2 Matrix: Intimate relationships between collegues bother me. CONT>2005
oppresol Matrix: Older employees have problems keeping up with the working 
speed
CONT>2005
oprelig1 Matrix: I think wearing of relegious sybols on the working ﬂ  oor is inap-
propriate
CONT>2005
oprelig2 Matrix: I do not think it is nescecary to take relgious festivals into ac-
count at work.
CONT>2005
overtime Matrix: Overtime is quite normal at my workplace CONT
pacante Checkbox: Receives canteen/food voucher CONT>2005
pachoice Checkbox: Participates in ﬂ  exible beneﬁ  t plan CONT
padaycre Checkbox: Participates in daycare scheme CONT
paearlyr Checkbox: Participates in early retirement scheme CONT
pahrsre1 Checkbox: In workplace statutory entitlement to shorter working hours CONT
paleasav Checkbox: Participates in leave accumulation scheme / time-banking CONT
papensic Checkbox: Participates in pension scheme at company level CONT>2005
papensio Checkbox: Participates in pension scheme CONT
papleave Checkbox: Participates in parental leave scheme CONT
paretire Checkbox: Participates in scheme to support work when getting old CONT>2005
part_2 Participates in part 2 of questionnaire -> 200800 CONT>2005
pastudys Checkbox: Participates in training scheme CONT
patelewo Checkbox: Participates in telework scheme CONT
pawotime Checkbox: Participates in working time experiment CONT
paycost Conﬁ  dent wage keeps up cost of living CONT
paydiscu Matrix: Had frank discussion about pay with supervisor last year CONT
payhilow Wage distribution large at workplace CONT
payitime Conﬁ  dent that I will be paid on time CONT
paymore Should earn more given performance CONT
paypolic Satisfaction with employers approach to pay CONT
payrise Matrix: Expects a pay rise next year CONT
payunsta Matrix: Expects income will be unstable and uncertain CONT
pensworr Worries about pension CONT
POSTCOD2 NLD 2-digit Postal code CONT
PPP Index (USA=1.00) CONT
prefjob Matrix: Is eager to ﬁ  nd a new job CONT
preﬂ  ott Matrix: Hopes to win the lottery CONT
preftel1 Matrix: How often prefers to telework CONT
PROPERTY_gazette Checkbox: Wants to receive free monthly Gazette CONT>2005
PROPERTY_nex-
tyear
Checkbox: Wants to complete next years questionnaire CONT
PROPERTY_union Checkbox: Wants trade union industry info CONT>2005
REGI_SAL Mapping: Broad regions for Salary Check CONT>2005
regibir0 Born in same region as current region - if born in country of survey CONT
REGIBIRT Region birth address - aggregate geo info CONT
regicity Mapping: Urbanisation level (few countries survey question) CONT
REGIHOM1 Region home address - aggregate geo info CONTPage ● 87
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REGIHOM2 Region home address - detailed geo info CONT>2005
REGIHOME Region home address - geo info -< 200903 CONT<2010
regiwor0 Workplace in same region as region home address CONT
REGIWORK Region work address - aggregate geo info CONT
satbonus Satisfaction with allowances CONT
satcoll Matrix: Satisfaction with relationship with your colleagues at work CONT>2005
satcombi Matrix: Satisfaction with combi work - family CONT
satcontr Satisfaction with contract CONT
satenvir Matrix: Satisfaction with work environment CONT>2005
sathealt Satisfaction with health CONT
sathhdiv Satisfaction with division of housework CONT>2005
sathhinc Satisfaction with household income CONT
sathous Satisfaction with housing CONT
sathrs Matrix: Satisfaction with working hours CONT>2005
satjob Matrix: Satisfaction with job CONT
satleisu Satisfaction with leisure time CONT
satlife Matrix: Satisfaction with life as-a-whole CONT
satsecur Matrix: Satisfaction with security CONT>2005
satsubor Satisfaction with relationship with workers under your supervision - < 
200801
CONT>2005
satsupvi Matrix: Satisfaction with relationship with your superiors at work CONT>2005
satwelfa Satisfaction with welfare provisions CONT>2005
sea1exam Checkbox: Job search by doing ofﬁ  cial examination for a public post CONT>2005
seaaske4 Checkbox: Job search - was asked to join  CONT>2005
seafamil Checkbox: Ask family and acquaintances CONT>2005
seainter Checkbox: Search a jobsite on the Internet CONT>2005
seajnals Checkbox: Job search by Looking in professional magazines CONT>2005
seanempl Checkbox: Visit a public / national employment agency CONT>2005
seanon4 Checkbox: No search trhough options mentioned CONT>2005
seanwprs Checkbox: Job search via an advertisement / look in newspapers CONT>2005
seapempl Checkbox: Visit a private employment agency CONT>2005
seaphone Checkbox: Job search by phone to employers directly CONT>2005
seapriva Checkbox: HUN job search private recruitment agency/consultants/
blind application 
CONT>2005
seapucon Checkbox: Through public selection CONT>2005
searemp2 Checkbox: Job search via an advertisement / look in newspapers - < 
200801
CONT>2005
searesum Checkbox: Job search by sending CV to employers speculatively CONT>2005
seascho3 Checkbox: Job search via apprenticeship/school CONT>2005
seatemp Checkbox: Job search via temp agency job CONT
seatraun Checkbox: Visit an employment center (trade unions agencies, ONG, 
churches and not-for-proﬁ  t organisations)
CONT>2005
seavaca4 Checkbox: Job search - had heard of the vacancy  CONT>2005
seaweb Checkbox: Job search via Internet CONT
SECTOR_N NLD Main business activity SBI-coding CONT<2010
seekchal When looking for a job: Demanding job important CONT>2005
seekcoll When looking for a job: Nice co-workers important CONT
seekcomb When looking for a job: Combi work family important CONT
seekcomm When looking for a job: Commuting time important CONTPage ● 88
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seekcond When looking for a job: Employment beneﬁ  ts important CONT>2005
seekcult When looking for a job: Company culture important CONT>2005
seekday1 When looking for a job: Employer pays childcare healthcare important CONT>2005
seekday2 When looking for a job: Firms kindergarten / employer contributions 
to child care important
CONT>2005
seekdist When looking for a job: Commuting distance important CONT
seekeasy Matrix: Can easily ﬁ  nd another job CONT
seekfame When looking for a job: Employers reputation important CONT
seekﬂ  ex When looking for a job: ﬂ  exible hours important CONT
seekfrin When looking for a job: Fringe beneﬁ  ts important CONT>2005
seekhisb How long looking for job after break CONT
seekhist How long looking for ﬁ  rst job CONT
seekhrs When looking for a job: Suitable working hours important CONT>2005
seekintc When looking for a job: International career opportunities important CONT>2005
seekjob Has been looking for another job in past 4 weeks CONT
seekjob1 Has been looking for a job in past 4 weeks - if unemployed or disabled CONT>2005
seekjobq When looking for a job: Quality of job important CONT>2005
seekleav When looking for a job: Good leave scheme important CONT
seekpar1 When looking for a job: Part-time hours important  CONT
seekpart When looking for a job: Part-time hours important Y/N < 2007 CONT<2010
seekpens When looking for a job: Pension scheme important CONT
seekperm When looking for a job: Permanent contract important CONT
seekpers When looking for a job: Career prospects / possibilities important CONT>2005
seekrewa When looking for a job: Reward opportunity important CONT>2005
seeksala When looking for a job: Decent salary important CONT
seekstat When looking for a job: Higher social status important CONT>2005
seekstres When looking for a job: Less working pressure important CONT>2005
seektrai When looking for a job: Training opportunities important CONT
seektrav When looking for a job: Opportunities to travel abroad important CONT>2005
seekwage Matrix: Could earn more with other employer CONT
skilla11 Language skill - Abkhazian CONT>2005
skilla12 Language skill - Azerbaijani CONT>2005
skilla13 Language skill - Armenian CONT>2005
skilla14 Language skill - Belarusian CONT>2005
skilla15 Language skill - Georgian CONT>2005
skilla16 Language skill - Kazakh CONT>2005
skilla17 Language skill - Kirghiz CONT>2005
skilla18 Language skill - Latvian CONT>2005
skilla19 Language skill - Estonian CONT>2005
skilla20 Language skill - Tajik CONT>2005
skilla21 Language skill - turkmen CONT>2005
skilla22 Language skill - Uzbek CONT>2005
skilla23 Language skill - Ukrainian CONT>2005
skilla24 Language skill - Lithuanian CONT>2005
skilla25 Language skill - Moldavan CONT>2009
skilla26 Language skill - Serbian CONT>2009
skillan1 Language skill - First language home country CONT>2005
skillan2 Language skill - Russian CONT>2005
skillan3 Language skill - English CONT>2005Page ● 89
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skillan4 Language skill - German CONT>2005
skillan5 Language skill - Spanish CONT>2005
skillan6 Language skill - Chinese CONT>2005
skillan7 Language skill - French CONT>2005
skillan8 Language skill - Second language home country CONT>2009
sollici1 Most irritating aspect of job interviews CONT>2005
sollici2 How treated on job interviews CONT>2005
spvsup61 Matrix agree randomizer: Gets sufﬁ  cient support from supervisor CONT>2005
SUPV Number of persons supervised CONT
supvclo1 Matrix randomizer: Is closely supervised CONT>2005
SUPVDICH Has supervisory position CONT
SUPVWOM Number of women supervised - if supervisees CONT
TENUEXPE Years of service CONT
tiaccoun Matrix: Must account in writing for the hours I work CONT
ticonﬂ  i Matrix: How often working hours conﬂ  ict with family life CONT
tideadli Matrix: How often works to tight deadlines CONT
tievning Works regularly in the evenings CONT
tihomtel Matrix: Teleworks at least one day a week CONT
tijobtim Matrix: Can easily ﬁ  nish my job within the time given CONT
tiregist Matrix: Starting and ﬁ  nishing times are recorded (clocking in and out) CONT
tirosspl Matrix: Has a split working day CONT
tirost10 Matrix: Supervisor asks to change working hours CONT
tiroste1 Works in shifts CONT>2005
tiroste6 Matrix: Working hours vary according to the season CONT
tiroste7 Matrix: Knows working hours at least 1 month in advance CONT
tiroste8 Matrix: Knows working hours at best 1 week in advance CONT
tiroste9 Matrix: Can easily swap shifts with co-workers CONT
tiroster Works shifts or irregular hours CONT
tisatday Works regularly on Saturdays CONT
tishift3 Type of shifts or irregular hours CONT
tisunday Works regularly on Sundays CONT
tiworkr2 Matrix: Has ﬁ  xed starting and ﬁ  nishing times almost every day CONT
trainin1 How much training self paid last year CONT
training How much training received from employer last year CONT
traiww61 Matrix frequency randomizer: Finds training would be worthwile CONT>2005
volchur2 Checkbox: Voluntary work in church, religious organisation (matrix 
2004-05)
CONT<2010
volcultu Checkbox: Voluntary work in charity, ngo (matrix 2004-05) CONT<2010
volnon1 Checkbox: No voluntary work (matrix 2004-05) CONT<2010
volothe1 Checkbox: Other kinds of voluntary work (matrix 2004-05) CONT<2010
volpolit Checkbox: Voluntary works in politics, action group (matrix 2004-05) CONT<2010
volprofo Checkbox: Voluntary work in professional organisation (matrix 2004-
05)
CONT<2010
volscole Checkbox: Voluntary work at school, neighbourhood (matrix 2004-05) CONT<2010
volsport Checkbox: Voluntary work in sports or hobby club (matrix 2004-05) CONT<2010
voltrad1 Checkbox: Voluntary work in trade union (matrix 2004-05) CONT<2010
volyouth Checkbox: Voluntary work in aid, youth work (matrix 2004-05) CONT<2010
wa13mn61 Annual bonus (13th 14th or 15th month) in last wage CONT
wa13mnth Amount: Annual bonus (13th 14th or 15th month) CONTPage ● 90
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waannu61 Annual bonus in last wage CONT>2005
waannual Amount: annual bonus CONT>2005
wacity61 City compensatory allowance in last wage CONT>2005
wacityal Amount: city compensatory allowance CONT>2005
wacomm61 Commuting / public transport allowance in last wage CONT
wacommut Amount: commuting/public transport allowance CONT
wadirt61 Dirty/dangerous work allowance in last wage CONT
wadirty Amount: dangerous work allowance CONT
wageannu How many monthly payments per year CONT>2005
wageask Matrix: Asked for pay raise last year CONT
wageba1 Receives a basic wage CONT
wageba2 Amount basic part of last wage CONT
wagebonu Regular bonus wage in percentage of normal monthly wage CONT>2005
wageboth Knows gross and net wage CONT
WAGECUR Currency for wage - combined currency and umbrella search tree CONT
wageﬂ  e1 Percentage of variable wage CONT
wageﬂ  ex Part of my salary is variable CONT
WAGEGR0 Gross wage in nat. currency, not cleaned, not controlled for pay period 
and hours
CONT>2005
WAGEGR1 Gross wage in nat. currency, not controlled for pay period and hours CONT
wagegr4 Gross income in nat. currency - if self-employed CONT>2005
WAGEGRHR Gross HOURLY wage in nat. currency CONT
WAGEHRPP Wage per hour (gross), controlled for PPP CONT
wageincr Matrix: Received pay raise last year CONT
wagemon6 Number of months in which annual income was earned - if selfem-
ployed
CONT>2005
wagemon7 Number of months in which annual income was earned - if not selfem-
ployed
CONT>2005
WAGENE0 Net wage in nat. currency, not cleaned, not controlled for pay period 
and for hours
CONT>2009
WAGENE1 Net wage in nat. currency, not controlled for pay period and hours CONT
WAGENEHR Net HOURLY wage in nat. currency CONT
wageonti Matrix: Received latest wage on time CONT>2005
wageotim How is overtime paid - if hours agreed CONT
WAGEPER3 Wage period latest wage CONT
wageperf Matrix: Would prefer if wage depended more on performance CONT>2005
wagequa3 Matrix randomizer: Women and men have equal opportunities CONT>2005
wageregu Received last wage by bank or cash in hand CONT
wagesat2 Matrix: Satisfaction with pay CONT
wagetax NLD Tax relief per month in euro on mortgage interest CONT
wagetax1 Contributes to social security CONT>2005
wagetax2 Contribution to social security calculated over whole wage or part CONT>2005
wagetop Matrix: Has reached top of grade CONT
wagevary Matrix: Wage varies from month to month CONT
wagrou61 Group performance allowance in last wage CONT
wagroupb Amount: group performance allowance CONT
waholi61 Holiday allowance in last wage CONT
wahollid Amount: holiday allowance CONT
wamarv62 Market value allowance in last wage CONT>2005Page ● 91
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wamarval Amount: market value allowance CONT
waothe61 Other allowances in last wage CONT
waother Amount: other allowances CONT
waover61 Overtime bonus in last wage CONT
waovrtm Amount: Overtime bonus in last wage CONT
waperf61 Performance allowance or commission in last CONT
waperfom Amount: performance allowance CONT
wapers62 Personal allowance in last wage CONT
waperson Amount: personal allowance CONT
waprof61 Proﬁ  t sharing in last wage CONT
waproﬁ  t Amount: proﬁ  t sharing CONT
waseni61 Seniority bonus in last wage CONT>2005
wasenior Amount: seniority bonus CONT>2005
washif61 Shift / unsocial hours / weekend allowance CONT
washifts Amount: shift unsocial hours / weekend allowance CONT
waskil61 Skill bonus in last wage CONT>2005
waskil63 Amount: skill bonus CONT>2005
waskill Amount: skill bonus CONT>2005
WASUM Sum of beneﬁ  ts in last wage CONT
watarg61 Target-related incentive bonus in last wage CONT
watarget Amount: target-related bonus CONT
watips Amount: tips in last wage CONT
watips61 Tips in last wage CONT
wayear61 End-of-year bonus Christmas bonus in last wage CONT
wayear62 End-of-year bonus Christmas bonus in last wage CONT>2005
wayear64 Amount: end-of-year bonus, xmas bonus CONT>2005
wayearnd Amount: end-of-year bonus CONT
worktigb Individual opt-out European Working Time Directive CONT>2005
yyarriva Year of arrival in country of survey CONT
yybirth Year of birth CONT
yybreak Year starting employment spell CONT
YYCUEMPL Year joining current employer - if > 1 employer CONT
yycuposi Year starting current position - if > 1 position with current employer CONT
YYEDUCA Year ﬁ  nishing full-time education - estimated if student  CONT
YYFSTJO Year starting ﬁ  rst job CONT
yyfullti Year start working full-time - if change part-time > full-time CONT
yynojob Year stopped working in last job - if unemployed CONT
yyolchld Year eldest / only child born CONT
yypartti Year start working part-time - if change full-time > part-time CONT
yyrenter Year ending employment spell CONT
yyyochld Year youngest child born - if > 1 child CONTPage ● 92
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List of all project variables in the 2000-2009 dataset41 (sorted by alfabet)
Variable name Variable label Project name Project 
years
advchld_INP Paper survey: IND B14c Children are not neglected IND Paper 2006
advcomar_INP Paper survey: IND B14g Community feeling and support 
among people working in t
IND Paper 2006
advcomp_INP Paper survey: IND B14i Lack of competition from large 
units and traders
IND Paper 2006
advcompr_INP Paper survey: IND B14h Community feeling and support 
among people working in t
IND Paper 2006
adveawrm_INP Paper survey: IND B14j Low cost of raw materials/fuel/
equipment
IND Paper 2006
advexper_INP Paper survey: IND B14e Few experts in the ﬁ  eld IND Paper 2006
advﬂ  ex_INP Paper survey: IND B14a Flexibility in working (in a year) IND Paper 2006
advmemtr_INP Paper survey: IND B14f Support of trade union IND Paper 2006
advmojob_INP Paper survey: IND B14d Able to work in more than one job 
when required
IND Paper 2006
advopex_INP Paper survey: IND B14b Opportunity to work in and experi-
ence various jobs
IND Paper 2006
advstart_INP Paper survey: IND B14k Low cost of setting up the business IND Paper 2006
bgshif01 NLD Before a very early shift I cannot get to sleep easily NLD-BGT 2010
bgshif02 NLD Ik heb moeite om mijn bed uit te komen bij een ultra-
vroege dienst 
NLD-BGT 2010
bgshif03 NLD Voor een ultravroege dienst slaap ik korter dan nor-
maal
NLD-BGT 2010
bgshif04 NLD Ik ben tijdens een ultravroege dienst minder alert NLD-BGT 2010
bgshif05 NLD Ik kan na een ultralate dienst slecht in slaap komen NLD-BGT 2010
bgshif06 NLD Na een ultralate dienst slaap ik korter dan normaal NLD-BGT 2010
bgshif07 NLD Ik ben tijdens een ultralate dienst minder alert NLD-BGT 2010
bgshif08 NLD Ik slaap niet vast NLD-BGT 2010
bgshif09 NLD Ik wordt wakker tijdens mijn slaap NLD-BGT 2010
bgshif10 NLD Ik voel me vermoeid NLD-BGT 2010
bgshif11 NLD Ik heb maag- en/of darmklachten NLD-BGT 2010
bgshif12 NLD Ultravroege/late diensten voelen hetzelfde als nachtdi-
ensten
NLD-BGT 2010
bgshif13 NLD Ik heb moeite om sociale activiteiten te combineren 
met mijn werktijden
NLD-BGT 2010
bgshif14 NLD Ultravroege/late diensten hebben een negatieve inv-
loed op mijn gezinsleven
NLD-BGT 2010
bgshif15 NLD Vanwege mijn ultravroege/late diensten kom ik te 
weinig aan sporten of bewegen toe
NLD-BGT 2010
bgshif16 NLD Tijdens ultravroege/late diensten zijn de kantinefacili-
teiten in mijn bedrijf voldoende
NLD-BGT 2010
bgshif17 NLD Ultravroege/late diensten leveren problemen op met 
mijn woon-/werkverkeer
NLD-BGT 2010
bgshif18 NLD Het aantal ultravroege/late diensten neemt de laatste 5 
jaar toe
NLD-BGT 2010
bgshif19 NLD Ultravroege diensten beginnen de laatste 5 jaar steeds 
vroeger 
NLD-BGT 2010
bgshif20 NLD Ik werk liever permanent in een ultravroege/late 
dienst dan in steeds wisselende diensten
NLD-BGT 2010
bgshif21 NLD Ik kan geen invloed uitoefenen op de planning van 
ultravroege/late diensten
NLD-BGT 2010
bgshif22 NLD Ik zou graag meer zeggenschap willen over de plan-
ning van mijn rooster
NLD-BGT 2010
bgshif23 NLD Ik zou graag minder ultravroege en/of ultralate dien-
sten willen draaien
NLD-BGT 2010
41  When also asked in 2010, this is indicated.Page ● 93
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bgshif24 NLD Vanaf mijn 55e jaar wil ik geen ultravroege/late dien-
sten meer draaien
NLD-BGT 2010
bgticomp NLD What type of extra compensation is offered for work-
ing early or late shiftst?
NLD-BGT 2010
bgtimor1 NLD Is the beginning time of this early shift always the 
same?
NLD-BGT 2010
bgtimor2 NLD At what time do these early shifts start? NLD-BGT 2010
bgtimor3 NLD How long are these early shifts compared to a regular 
day shift?
NLD-BGT 2010
bgtimorn NLD How many days per month do you start working be-
fore six o’clock in the morning?
NLD-BGT 2010
bgtinig1 NLD Is the ending time of this late shift always the same? NLD-BGT 2010
bgtinig2 NLD At what time do these late shifts start? NLD-BGT 2010
bgtinig3 NLD How long are these late shifts compared to a regular 
day shift?
NLD-BGT 2010
bgtinigh NLD How many days per month do you stop working after 
midnight?
NLD-BGT 2010
breakna2_INP Paper survey: IND C06k Not Applicable IND Paper 2006
breakr Career break > 1 yr + reason NLD-LW 2000-05
caocate3 Occupational category - extended compared to caocateg WOLIWEB 2004-05
caoﬁ  r19 USA Collective bargaining took place between union repre-
sentatives and management
USA_rm 2006-10
caoﬁ  rm9 Are work conditions negotiated in collective agreement - if 
covered
WOLIWEB 2004-05
child_HUP Paper survey: HUN Number of children sum(chldhome, 
chldout)
HUN Paper 2006-07
chldedu1_INP Paper survey: IND F28 Are all children of school-age in 
your household attendi
IND Paper 2006
commfutu NLD-IMR - Beause of commuting time  NLD-IMR 2006-10
commmean NLD-mean of commuting  NLD 2002
comp5hrs Use computer >=5 hours a day NLD-LW 2002
compcour Can have computer training with my employer NLD-LW 2002
conborin Matrix frequency: : Finds job boring WOLIWEB 2004-05
condange Matrix frequency: Works in dangerous conditions WOLIWEB 2004-05
conemoti Job emotionally heavy NLD-LW 2003-04
conhealt Matrix frequency: Works in unhealthy conditions WOLIWEB 2004-05
conment1 Matrix frequency: Job mentally exhausting WOLIWEB 2004-05
conmenta Job mentally exhausting NLD-LW 2003-04
conmothe Prefers Mother contract NLD-LW 2003
conper3a GBR UNS Organisation has deﬁ  ned grades GBR-UNI 2007
conper3b GBR UNS Organisation has uniform structure across or-
ganisation
GBR-UNI 2007
conper3c GBR UNS Organisation has opportunities to review grades GBR-UNI 2007
conper3d GBR UNS Organisation has factor based evaluation scheme GBR-UNI 2007
conper3e GBR UNS Organisation has performance pay GBR-UNI 2007
conperm GBR UNS Basis of terms and conditions - if permanent 
contract
GBR-UNI 2007
conperm1 GBR UNS Spinal point where employed on - if local gov-
ernment conditions 
GBR-UNI 2007
conperm2 GBR UNS Agenda for change pay band - if NHS cia TUPE 
conditions 
GBR-UNI 2007
conphyme_INP Paper survey: IND B24a ... come home from work physically 
or mentally tired
IND Paper 2006
conphys1 Matrix frequency: Job physically exhausting WOLIWEB 2004-05
conphysi Job physically exhausting NLD-LW 2003-04
constres Matrix frequency: Finds your job stressful WOLIWEB 2004-05Page ● 94
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consug4 Matrix: USA Do you (often) make suggestions to your su-
pervisor about improving quality or productivity?
USA_rm 2006-10
consug5 Matrix: USA Does your supervisor usually ﬁ  nd these sugges-
tions useful enough to take steps to implement them?
USA_rm 2006-10
consug6 Matrix: USA Do you (often) get suggestions from the people 
you supervise about improving quality or productivity?
USA_rm 2006-10
consug7 Matrix: USA Do you usually ﬁ  nd these suggestions useful 
enough to take steps to implement them?
USA_rm 2006-10
contrac6_HUP Paper survey: HUN Receives minimum wage HUN Paper 2006-07
contrac9_INP Paper survey: IND E02 What kPaper survey: IND of work 
agreement do you have in your main job
IND Paper 2006
contrbas NLD What is the basis of your tarif? NLD-ZZP 2010
contrtup1 GBR Terms protected by TUPE GBR-UNI 2008-09
contrtup2 GBR Base of terms terms protected by TUPE - if terms 
protected by tupe
GBR-UNI 2008-09
contszzp Before you became self-employed, which situation did apply 
most to you?
NLD-ZZP 2010
conworkl In workplace workload is high NLD-LW 2002-04
crisis_01 NLD+DEU-Crisis in organisation: how has ﬁ  nancial situa-
tion changed since early 2009
NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_02a NLD+DEU-Checkbox: Due to crisis: No reoccupation of 
vacant positions
NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_02b NLD+DEU-Checkbox: Due to crisis: Fewer temp agency 
workers
NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_02c NLD+DEU-Checkbox: Due to crisis: Expiry of temporary 
employment relationships
NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_02d NLD+DEU-Checkbox: Due to crisis: No takeover of 
trainees
NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_02e NLD+DEU-Checkbox: Due to crisis: Lay off of permanent 
staff
NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_02f NLD+DEU-Checkbox: Due to crisis: Redemption offers for 
voluntary dismissal
NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_02g NLD+DEU-Checkbox: Due to crisis: Part-time retirement NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_02h NLD+DEU-Checkbox: Due to crisis: Other measures NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_02i NLD+DEU-Checkbox: Due to crisis: Part-time unemploy-
ment beneﬁ  t
NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_02j NLD+DEU-Checkbox: Due to crisis: No measures NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_03 NLD+DEU-Crisis in organisation: how has staff changed 
since early 2009
NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_04 NLD+DEU-Crisis - if staff change, were mostly women 
affected
NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_05 NLD+DEU-Crisis in organisation: working time reduction 
since early 2009
NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_06a NLD+DEU-Matrix: Due to crisis: Time pressure increases NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_06b NLD+DEU-Matrix: Due to crisis: The working climate is 
deteriorating
NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_06c NLD+DEU-Matrix: Due to crisis: Prospects are worsening NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_06d NLD+DEU-Matrix: Due to crisis: Performance pressure 
increases
NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_07a NLD+DEU-Checkbox: Due to crisis: I am in working time 
reduction
NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_07b NLD+DEU-Checkbox: Due to crisis: I have been dismissed NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_07c NLD+DEU-Checkbox: Due to crisis: My monthly income 
has decreased
NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_07d NLD+DEU-Checkbox: Due to crisis: my allowances and 
beneﬁ  ts have been reduced
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crisis_07e NLD+DEU-Checkbox: Due to crisis: my Christmas bonus 
has been reduced
NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_07f NLD+DEU-Checkbox: Due to crisis: other impact on 
personal life
NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_07g NLD+DEU-Checkbox: Due to crisis: my holiday pay has 
been reduced
NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_07h NLD+DEU-Checkbox: Due to crisis: my annual bonuses 
have been reduced
NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_07i NLD+DEU-Checkbox: Due to crisis: no effects due to crisis 
on personal life
NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_08 Expectancy economic situation company next 6 months NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_09a I have fewer assignments NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_09b I have smaller assignments NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_09c I have less long-term assignments NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_09d I have to lower my rates NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_09e I take assignments that I might otherwise reject NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_09f Clients take longer before they decide on the assignment NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_09g Clients pay later NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_09h I have more assignments NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_09i I try to offer other products / services NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_09j I can barely keep my head above water NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
crisis_10 Do you have the ﬁ  nancial means to a (long) period without 
assignments?
NLD+DEU-CRISIS 2009-10
dadvalte_INP Paper survey: IND B15g Lack of alternative employment IND Paper 2006
dadvavai_INP Paper survey: IND B15k Work available only seasonally IND Paper 2006
dadvbene_INP Paper survey: IND B15c Lack of beneﬁ  ts/social protection IND Paper 2006
dadvburd_INP Paper survey: IND B15o Added burden imposed by licens-
ing requirements
IND Paper 2006
dadvchil_INP Paper survey: IND B15f Children neglected IND Paper 2006
dadvcred_INP Paper survey: IND B15l Lack of capital / credit to sustain 
production
IND Paper 2006
dadvempl_INP Paper survey: IND B15t Harassment from bigger employer 
/ traders, large units
IND Paper 2006
dadvhara_INP Paper survey: IND B15s Harassment by police, etc. IND Paper 2006
dadvhour_INP Paper survey: IND B15b Long hours IND Paper 2006
dadvnpay_INP Paper survey: IND B15d Delayed / no payment (wages or 
customers)
IND Paper 2006
dadvorde_INP Paper survey: IND B15m Few orders/limited work quota IND Paper 2006
dadvsupp_INP Paper survey: IND B15i Inconsistent work supplies / raw 
material
IND Paper 2006
dadvunio_INP Paper survey: IND B15u Imposition by trade union IND Paper 2006
dadvwage_INP Paper survey: IND B15a Low and irregular wages/income IND Paper 2006
daycempl NLD-IMR - Would use daycare more if (partners) company 
would offer good daycare options
NLD-IMR 2007-10
daycprac NLD-IMR - Would use daycare more if there were less prac-
tical objections (distance / ﬂ  exible hours start end time)
NLD-IMR 2007-10
daycprice NLD-IMR - Would use daycare more if cost would be far 
lower
NLD-IMR 2007-10
daycqual NLD-IMR - Would use daycare more if quality of current 
options would be far higher
NLD-IMR 2007-10
daycwait NLD-IMR - Would use daycare more if there were no wait-
ing lists
NLD-IMR 2007-10
daysover More leave days than I can take NLD-LW 2001-04
ddrun01 How often rushing to bring childern NLD-LW 2003-04
ddrun02 How often too late for getting children NLD-LW 2003-04
ddrun03 How often unexpectently daycare not available NLD-LW 2003-04
ddrun04 How often prefers to bring childern to school earlier NLD-LW 2003-04Page ● 96
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ddrun05 How often school or daycare closes earlier than expected NLD-LW 2003-04
ddrun06 How often not at work because of sick child NLD-LW 2003-04
ddrun07 How often have to ga to hospital with child NLD-LW 2003-04
ddrun08 How often children have unexpectedly free NLD-LW 2003-04
ddrun11 How often late at work due to domestic responsibilities NLD-LW 2003-04
ddrun12 How often late at work due to trafﬁ  c congestion NLD-LW 2003-04
ddrun13 How often late at home due to overtime NLD-LW 2003-04
ddrun14 How often late at home due to trafﬁ  c congestion NLD-LW 2003-04
ddwork Worked between surveydd-7 and surveydd-1 NLD-LW 2003-04
depconf2 Matrix randomizer: Conﬂ  icts regularly occur at workplace WOLIWEB 2004-05
depconﬂ   In workplace conﬂ  icts regularly occur NLD-LW 2001-04
depinfog Matrix randomizer: Is informed about whats going on in 
workplace
WOLIWEB 2004-05
depinfow Matrix randomizer: Is informed about the work to be done WOLIWEB 2004-05
depmachi Matrix randomizer: In workplace machines/equipment are in 
a good state of repair
WOLIWEB 2004-05
depstaf2 Matrix randomizer: In workplace stafﬁ  ng levels are sufﬁ  cient WOLIWEB 2004-05
depstaff In workplace stafﬁ  ng levels are insufﬁ  cient NLD-LW 2001-04
depworko Matrix randomizer: In workplace work is well-organised WOLIWEB 2004-05
educapp1 Currently doing an apprenticeship - if student WOLIWEB 2004-05
educavlw Type of education NLD-LW 2000-01
educlevb Job below educational level NLD-LW 2001-03
eduexper In job experience is more important than education NLD-LW 2001-02
edujobt2 NLD - Zelfstandigen - Time needed to train someone to 
replace you
NLD-ZZP 2010
edumore2 NLD-IMR - Who paid for this training? NLD-IMR 2007-10
edumore3 NLD-IMR - I had this education / training... NLD-IMR 2007-10
eduunderq #N/A NLD-LW 2004-05
eduvmbo NLD BETA Previously completed (V)MBO diploma NLD-BETA 2009
equiempl_INP Paper survey: IND B09b Provided by the employer IND Paper 2006
equifami_INP Paper survey: IND B09e Shared within family IND Paper 2006
equifrie_INP Paper survey: IND B09c Shared between friends IND Paper 2006
equine_INP Paper survey: IND B09h Not Applicable IND Paper 2006
equiothe_INP Paper survey: IND B09g Others IND Paper 2006
equirent_INP Paper survey: IND B09f Rented IND Paper 2006
equiself_INP Paper survey: IND B09a Self IND Paper 2006
equisoci_INP Paper survey: IND B09d Co?operative society IND Paper 2006
existuni_INP Paper survey: IND B05 Are you a member of a union/as-
sociation?
IND Paper 2006
fema1_uni NLD-UNI - My organisation should support womens net-
works
NLD-UNI 2007-09
fema2_uni NLD-UNI - My organisation should coach women by an 
external coach
NLD-UNI 2007-09
fema3_uni NLD-UNI - My organisation should organise leadership 
courses for women
NLD-UNI 2007-09
fema4_uni NLD-UNI - My organisation should pay keuro 100 for de-
partments appointing female (assosicate) professors
NLD-UNI 2007-09
fema5_uni NLD-UNI - My organisation should promote parttime jobs 
at the highest levels
NLD-UNI 2007-09
fema6_uni NLD-UNI - My organisation should assign female mentors 
to female staff
NLD-UNI 2007-09
fema7_uni NLD-UNI - My organisation should appoint at least two 
women in every appointment committee
NLD-UNI 2007-09
fema8_uni NLD-UNI - My organisation should create special chairs for 
women only
NLD-UNI 2007-09
ﬁ  naempl_INP Paper survey: IND B11g Employer / labour contractor IND Paper 2006
ﬁ  rmbrok In organisation threat of bankruptcy NLD-LW 2004Page ● 97
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ﬁ  rmcom2 In organisation automated machinery is modern NLD-LW 2004
ﬁ  rmcomp In organisation computerized equipment is modern NLD-LW 2002-04
ﬁ  rmdecl In organisation workforce is declining NLD-LW 2000-04
ﬁ  rmdis3 NLD-IMR - Is afraid to lose job NLD-IMR 2007-10
ﬁ  rmfem2 Percent women in place of work NLD-LW 2000-04
ﬁ  rmgrow Growth in organisation NLD-LW 2000-04
ﬁ  rmhier >= 4 management levels NLD-LW 2000-04
ﬁ  rmjuri NLD Legal status of the company - > 201005 NLD-ZZP 2010
ﬁ  rmpri4_INP Paper survey: IND A05 For whom are you working in your 
ﬁ  rst (main) job?
IND Paper 2006
ﬁ  rmpri5_INP Paper survey: IND A08 For whom are you working in your 
second job?
IND Paper 2006
ﬁ  rmre14 Matrix: USA In workplace there is a formal grievance proce-
dure
USA_rm 2006-10
ﬁ  rmre15 Matrix: USA - In workplace management is in favor of 
unions
USA_rm 2006-08
ﬁ  rmre16 Matrix: USA - In workplace would vote for union USA_rm 2006-08
ﬁ  rmre17 Matrix: USA - In workplace colleagues would vote for union USA_rm 2006-08
ﬁ  rmre18 Matrix: USA - Importance union cares about setting pay, 
bonuses or perks
USA_rm 2006-08
ﬁ  rmre19 Matrix: USA - Importance union cares about protecting 
existing jobs
USA_rm 2006-08
ﬁ  rmre20 Matrix: USA - Importance union cares about promoting 
equal opportunities women and ethnic minorities
USA_rm 2006-08
ﬁ  rmre21 Matrix: USA - Importance union cares about working with 
management to improve quality or productivity
USA_rm 2006-08
ﬁ  rmre22 Matrix: USA - Importance union cares about organizing 
more workers
USA_rm 2006-08
ﬁ  rmre23 Matrix: USA - Importance union cares about protecting 
workers against unfair treatment   par
USA_rm 2006-08
ﬁ  rmreo3 NLD-IMR - Chance losing job in a coming reorganisation NLD-IMR 2007-10
ﬁ  rmreor Reorganisations NLD-LW 2000-04
FIRMSIZ1 Firm size place of work NLD-LW 2000-01
ﬁ  rmsiz4 USA Company size in country of survey - if > 1 location USA_rm 2006-08
ﬁ  rmsiz6 USA Firm size workplace -< 200802 USA_rm 2006-08
fr13mnth Recieved annual bonus NLD-LW 2000-04
frbonus Recieved bonus incentive NLD-LW 2000-04
frcar67 NLD Value of company car NLD-IMR 2007-10
frcommut Recieved commuting allowance NLD-LW 2000-04
frconsig Recieved reachability or consignment allowance NLD-LW 2000-04
frﬁ  xedb Recieved ﬁ  xed bonus NLD-LW 2000-04
frgroupb Recieved group performance allowance NLD-LW 2000-04
frhollid Recieved holiday allowance NLD-LW 2000-04
frincove Recieved inconvenience or hardship allowance NLD-LW 2000-04
frmarval Recieved market value allowance NLD-LW 2000-04
frmeritb Recieved merit bonus NLD-LW 2000-04
frmobi61 Schemes in past 12 months YN: Arrangement regarding 
your mobile phone
WOLIWEB 2004-05
frnone No fringe beneﬁ  ts in list without wages NLD-LW 2000-02
frpen654 Checkbox: USA Deﬁ  ned Beneﬁ  t Plan - if participation in 
pension scheme
USA_rm 2009-10
frpen655 Checkbox: USA Deﬁ  ned Contribution Plan - if participation 
in pension scheme
USA_rm 2009-10
frpensi2 Recieved contribution to company pension scheme WOLIWEB 2004-05
frperfom Recieved performance allowance or commission NLD-LW 2000-04
frperson Recieved personal allowance NLD-LW 2000-04
frproﬁ  t Recieved proﬁ  t sharing staff bonus NLD-LW 2000-04Page ● 98
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frputr61 Schemes in past 12 months YN: Arrangements regarding 
public transport
WOLIWEB 2004-05
frsaye61 CHECKBOX GBR Have you been a participant in a SAYE 
scheme?
GBR-UNI 2006-07
frsaye65 GBR On what percentage of your wage is your SAYE pre-
mium set?
GBR-UNI 2007
frsaye66 GBR How much does your employer contribute to this 
premium?
GBR-UNI 2007
frshifts Recieved shift or unsocial hours allowance NLD-LW 2000-04
frstud61 Schemes in past 12 months YN: Contribution in education 
cost self
WOLIWEB 2004-05
frstud62 Schemes in past 12 months YN: Contribution in education 
cost children
WOLIWEB 2004-05
frtele61 Schemes in past 12 months YN: Phone cost at home WOLIWEB 2004-05
frtips Recieved tips NLD-LW 2000-04
frwanone No fringe beneﬁ  ts in list with wages NLD-LW 2000-02
frwphm61 Schemes in past 12 months YN: Expenses paid for home 
furnishing
NLD+WOLIWEB <2006
fryearnd Recieved year end bonus NLD-LW 2000-04
helpacci_INP Paper survey: IND B23 Type of help you received during 
this period?
IND Paper 2006
hhbaby2 Expecting a child NLD-LW 2001-02
hhcombis Does only paid work when work and family life can be 
combine
NLD-LW 2000-04
hhhhimp Home more important than job NLD-LW 2000-04
hhhomeh2 Paid and unpaid domestic help NLD-LW 2000-04
hhhrsp2 Working hours partner in categories NLD-LW 2000-04
HHINCOM2 Grouped net household income per month in euro, until 2 NLD-LW 2000-04
hhowninc Insists on having own income NLD-LW 2000-04
hhparac1 Principal activity partner NLD-LW 2000-04
hhprefev Would not run out of time if shops were open in the even-
ing
NLD-LW 2003-04
hhprefhh Would not run out of time if I had a paid domestic help NLD-LW 2003-04
hhprefpa Would not run out of time if partner did more housekeeping NLD-LW 2003-04
hhprefpl Would not run out of time if I could schedule my tasks bette NLD-LW 2003-04
hhprefsu Would not run out of time if shops were open Sundays NLD-LW 2003-04
hhpreftr Would not run out of time if commuting time was shorter NLD-LW 2003-04
hhshotim Has insufﬁ  cient time for household duties NLD-LW 2003-04
hhsoccon Works primarily for social contacts NLD-LW 2001-03
HHSTAT4 Household composition NLD-LW 2002-03
hhstate9 Living with other persons NLD-LW 2002-03
hhtimefa Sufﬁ  cient time left for household and family NLD-LW 2000-02
hhwgearn_INP Paper survey: IND How many of the members are wage 
earners?
IND Paper 2006
hhwofat1 Finds combining work and family tough (slightly different q) NLD-LW 2001-03
hrsdaypw Working days a week NLD-LW 2000-04
hrsﬁ  rm2 Standard full-time working week in categories NLD-LW 2000-04
hrshel1 Hours of paid domestic help per week (categories) NLD-LW 2000-02
hrspart Job can easily be performed in part-time hours NLD-LW 2004
hrsslepb Starting hours sleep last day NLD-LW 2003-04
hrsslepe Ending hours sleep last day NLD-LW 2003-04
HRSSTART Starting hours last working day WOLIWEB 2004-05
HRSSTOP Ending hours last working day WOLIWEB 2004-05
hrsvolun Hours of voluntary work per week WOLIWEB 2004-05
ILC001 NLD-ILC - Looking at your present job, do you think your 
organisation wants to keep you or rather get rid of you?
NLD-ILC 2008-10
ILC002 NLD-ILC - In comparison to others I have .. knowledge NLD-ILC 2008-10Page ● 99
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ILC003 NLD-ILC - In comparison to others I have ... experinece NLD-ILC 2008-10
ILC004 NLD-ILC - In comparison to others I perform NLD-ILC 2008-10
ILC005 NLD-ILC - In comparison to others I cost my organisation NLD-ILC 2008-10
ILC006 NLD-ILC - In comparison to others I am mentally  NLD-ILC 2008-10
ILC007 NLD-ILC - In comparison to others I am physically … NLD-ILC 2008-10
ILC008 NLD-ILC - Comparing elderly workers: training courses NLD-ILC 2008-10
ILC009 NLD-ILC - Comparing elderly workers: work load NLD-ILC 2008-10
ILC010 NLD-ILC - Comparing elderly workers: working pace NLD-ILC 2008-10
ILC011 NLD-ILC - Comparing elderly workers: In terms of pay NLD-ILC 2008-10
ILC012 NLD-ILC - Comparing elderly workers: leisure time NLD-ILC 2008-10
ILC014a NLD-ILC - Matrix: Compare own age to age distribution in 
workplace
NLD-ILC 2008-10
ILC014b NLD-ILC - Matrix: Compare own age to age distribution in 
your family
NLD-ILC 2008-10
ILC014c NLD-ILC - Matrix: Compare own age to age distribution in 
social environment
NLD-ILC 2008-10
ILC014d NLD-ILC - Matrix: Compare own age to age distribution in 
the street where you live
NLD-ILC 2008-10
ILC015 NLD-ILC - Thinks organisation would like them to continue 
working till 65
NLD-ILC 2008-10
ILC016a NLD-ILC - Matrix: Continue working after age 65 if: Work-
ing less hours
NLD-ILC 2008-10
ILC016b NLD-ILC - Matrix: Continue working after age 65 if: Work-
ing ﬂ  exible hours
NLD-ILC 2008-10
ILC016c NLD-ILC - Matrix: Continue working after age 65 if: Pro-
vided training courses
NLD-ILC 2008-10
ILC016d NLD-ILC - Matrix: Continue working after age 65 if: A 
higher salary
NLD-ILC 2008-10
ILC016e NLD-ILC - Matrix: Continue working after age 65 if: A 
higher pension
NLD-ILC 2008-10
ILC016f NLD-ILC - Matrix: Continue working after age 65 if: Physi-
cally less exhausting work
NLD-ILC 2008-10
ILC016g NLD-ILC - Matrix: Continue working after age 65 if: Better 
working conditions
NLD-ILC 2008-10
ILC016h NLD-ILC - Matrix: Continue working after age 65 if: Less 
responsiblity
NLD-ILC 2008-10
ILC016i NLD-ILC - Matrix: Continue working after age 65 if: Tasks 
as a mentor
NLD-ILC 2008-10
ILC016j NLD-ILC - Matrix: Continue working after age 65 if: None 
at all
NLD-ILC 2008-10
ILC018 NLD-ILC - Rating own health NLD-ILC 2008-10
im_agree1 NLD-IMR - A pay rise I have to fend for myself, these few 
percent from the collective agreement is too little for me
NLD-IMR 2007-10
im_agree2 NLD-IMR - The mortage discount has to be eliminated NLD-IMR 2007-10
im_agree3 NLD-IMR - Elderly workers who earn twice the modal sal-
ary or more, have to contribute to the state pension scheme
NLD-IMR 2007-10
im_agree4 NLD-IMR - Social security had to be cut back NLD-IMR 2007-10
im_agree5 NLD-IMR - We will only be able to compete internationally 
by cutting back holidays and work longer days
NLD-IMR 2007-10
im_agree6 NLD-IMR - We all work hard enough NLD-IMR 2007-10
im_agree7 NLD-IMR - The cabinets policies have not affected our 
ﬂ  ourishing economy
NLD-IMR 2007-10
im_agree8 NLD-IMR - I feel I am up to a radical career switch NLD-IMR 2007-10
infoaraw Checkbox: Found WageIndicator through: USA American 
Rights at Work (ARAW)
USA_rm 2006-08
infobwee Checkbox: Found WageIndicator through: USA Business-
Week Online
USA_rm 2006-08Page ● 100
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infoharv Checkbox: Found WageIndicator through: USA A Harvard 
website
USA_rm 2006-08
infomons Checkbox: Found WageIndicator through: Monster.com USA_rm 2006-08
infophds Checkbox: Found WageIndicator through: USA Phds.org USA_rm 2006-08
infowame Checkbox: Found WageIndicator through: USA Working 
America
USA_rm 2006-08
item_82_INP Paper survey: IND F29 Why not? IND Paper 2006
jobatmos In workplace there is a pleasant atmosphere NLD-LW 2004
jobauton Matrix frequency: Organises own tasks WOLIWEB 2004-05
jobchan1 Matrix agree: Job is sufﬁ  ciently varied WOLIWEB 2004-05
jobchan2 USA Over the past 12 months, has your company changed 
your job duties and how does it feel?
USA_rm 2006-10
jobchan3 USA Were you consulted about these changes of job duties? USA_rm 2006-10
jobchan4 USA Would you prefer greater employee involvement in 
determining these types of changes?
USA_rm 2006-10
jobchang Job is sufﬁ  ciently varied NLD-LW 2004
jobcolle In workplace I have nice co-workers NLD-LW 2004
jobener1 Matrix agree: Has sufﬁ  cient energy to do the job WOLIWEB 2004-05
jobenerg Has sufﬁ  cient energy NLD-LW 2002-04
jobexpe1 NLD-IMR - Job status in a year time: Your employer NLD-IMR 2007-10
jobexpe2 NLD-IMR - Job status in a year time: Your position NLD-IMR 2007-10
jobexpe3 NLD-IMR - Job status in a year time: Your ﬁ  eld of work NLD-IMR 2007-10
jobexpe4 NLD-IMR - Job status in a year time: Your position level NLD-IMR 2007-10
jobfun10 NLD BGN  Performance talk: Do you know on what crite-
ria your pay depends?
NLD-BGN 2007-09
jobfun11 NLD BGN  Performance talk: Can you inﬂ  uence the choice 
of these criteria?
NLD-BGN 2007-09
jobfun12 NLD BGN  Performance talk: Does your assessor supports 
you in achieving the criteria?
NLD-BGN 2007-09
jobfun13 NLD BGN  Performance talk: Are you assessed on the same 
criteria every year?
NLD-BGN 2007-09
jobfun14 NLD BGN  Performance talk: Are you informed about your 
performance in between performance talks?
NLD-BGN 2007-09
jobfun15 NLD BGN  Performance talk: If your assessor qualiﬁ  ed to 
assess your performance?
NLD-BGN 2007-09
jobfun16 NLD BGN  Performance talk: If you ssessor able to give a 
fair assessment?
NLD-BGN 2007-09
jobfun17 NLD BGN  Performance talk: Did you agree on the assess-
ment?
NLD-BGN 2007-09
jobfun18 NLD BGN  Performance talk: What percentage of your sal-
ary depends on the assessment?
NLD-BGN 2007-09
jobfunc NLD BGN  In the past year have you had a performance 
talk
NLD-BGN 2007-09
jobfunc1 NLD BGN  Performance talk: Was talk with your supervisor NLD-BGN 2007-09
jobfunc2 NLD BGN  Performance talk: Was talk about your perfor-
mance in the past year
NLD-BGN 2007-09
jobfunc3 NLD BGN  Performance talk: Have you greements were 
made about your future work?
NLD-BGN 2007-09
jobfunc4 NLD BGN  Performance talk: Does your pay depends on 
the talk?
NLD-BGN 2007-09
jobfunc5 NLD BGN  Performance talk: Do you know the criteria for 
the performance rating?
NLD-BGN 2007-09
jobfunc6 NLD BGN  Performance talk: Do you have talks more than 
1x a year?
NLD-BGN 2007-09
jobfunc7 NLD BGN  Performance talk: Wa a written report made of 
the performance talk?
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jobfunc8 NLD BGN  Performance talk: Has the talk been helpful for 
your performance?
NLD-BGN 2007-09
jobhist3 How often changed employer NLD-LW 2003-04
jobimp2 NLD-IMR -  Which aspect of your job has become more 
important in the past year
NLD-IMR 2007-10
jobimp3 NLD-IMR -  Which aspect of your job has become less 
important in the past year
NLD-IMR 2007-10
jobimp4 NLD-IMR -  Which aspect of your job has improved most 
in the past year
NLD-IMR 2007-10
jobimp6 NLD-IMR -  Which aspect of your job has worsened most 
in the past year
NLD-IMR 2007-10
jobinte1 Matrix agree: Job has become more interesting in past year WOLIWEB 2004-05
jobinter Job has become more interesting in the past year NLD-LW 2000-04
jobpatie In workplace regularly aggressive patients NLD-LW 2002-04
jobpleas Usually enjoys the job NLD-LW 2002-04
jobprom1 Has worked in >1 jobs with current employer NLD-LW 2000-04
jobprom2 How many promotions with current employer NLD-LW 2000-02
jobprom4 How many jobs with current employer NLD-LW 2000-04
jobrota2 Matrix frequency: How often take over tasks assigned to 
co-workers
WOLIWEB 2004-05
jobrotat Often takes over tasks of co-workers NLD-LW 2001-04
jobrout1 Matrix agree: Job envolves monotonous tasks WOLIWEB 2004-05
jobrouti Job involves monotonous tasks NLD-LW 2001-04
jobsecu1 Worries about my job security Y/N NLD-LW 2001-04
jobsecu2 Matrix agree: Worries about job security WOLIWEB 2004-05
jobtaoth Often assigned tasks from other position NLD-LW 2001-03
jobtempo Can decide about the way how to do the job NLD-LW 2004
jobtr3_INP Paper survey: IND B24c ... fPaper survey: IND training for 
your job would be worthwhile
IND Paper 2006
lccafte1 Outschool service took care of child NLD-LW 2001-03
lccbetwe Inschool service took care of child workday NLD-LW 2004
lccchmi1 Babysitter or guest parent took care of child NLD-LW 2001-03
lccdayc1 Daycare centre took care of child NLD-LW 2001-03
LISS_jobadv NLD-LISS - Matrix: Importance for job: Good opportuni-
ties for advancement
NLD-LISS 2009-10
LISS_jobhelp NLD-LISS - Matrix: Importance for job: A job that allows 
one to help others
NLD-LISS 2009-10
LISS_jobhigh NLD-LISS - Matrix: Importance for job: A high income NLD-LISS 2009-10
LISS_jobindep NLD-LISS - Matrix: Importance for job: A job that allows 
one to work independently
NLD-LISS 2009-10
LISS_jobint NLD-LISS - Matrix: Importance for job: An interesting job NLD-LISS 2009-10
LISS_jobsec NLD-LISS - Matrix: Importance for job: A permanent 
contract
NLD-LISS 2009-10
LISS_jobuse NLD-LISS - Matrix: Importance for job: A job that is useful 
to society
NLD-LISS 2009-10
LISS_lifehappy NLD-LISS - Matrix: Importance for quality of life: Have a 
happy relationship
NLD-LISS 2009-10
LISS_lifeinvol NLD-LISS - Matrix: Importance for quality of life: Be politi-
cally and socially involved
NLD-LISS 2009-10
LISS_lifeoth NLD-LISS - Matrix: Importance for quality of life: Be there 
for others
NLD-LISS 2009-10
LISS_lifeself NLD-LISS - Matrix: Importance for quality of life: Be self-
fulﬁ  lled
NLD-LISS 2009-10
LISS_lifesport NLD-LISS - Matrix: Importance for quality of life: doing 
sports and live health-conscious
NLD-LISS 2009-10
LISS_lifesucc NLD-LISS - Matrix: Importance for quality of life: Be suc-
cessful on the job
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LISS_lifetravel NLD-LISS - Matrix: Importance for quality of life: See the 
world and travel extensively
NLD-LISS 2009-10
LISS_lifewage NLD-LISS - Matrix: Importance for quality of life: Have an 
income from work
NLD-LISS 2009-10
membcom_INP Paper survey: IND B07 Can you become member of a un-
ion/association, if you des
IND Paper 2006
mempro41 Of which professional organization are you a member? NLD-BETA 2008-09
memzzp 0 NLD-ZZP 2010
nmemchan_INP Paper survey: IND B08f My place of work goes on changing IND Paper 2006
nmemfami_INP Paper survey: IND B08l Family pressure IND Paper 2006
nmemfear_INP Paper survey: IND B08g Fear of losing the job IND Paper 2006
nmemimag_INP Paper survey: IND B08b Poor image of the trade union/
association
IND Paper 2006
nmemlocc_INP Paper survey: IND B08j Threat from local community or 
others
IND Paper 2006
nmemnhel_INP Paper survey: IND B08c Union/association is not helpful IND Paper 2006
nmemnlik_INP Paper survey: IND B08d Union/association membership not 
liked by the employer
IND Paper 2006
nmemnnee_INP Paper survey: IND B08i Feel no need for joining union/as-
sociation
IND Paper 2006
nmemnuni_INP Paper survey: IND B08a There is no union/association IND Paper 2006
nmemothe_INP Paper survey: IND B08n Others IND Paper 2006
nmempay_INP Paper survey: IND B08e Cannot pay subscription IND Paper 2006
nmemreli_INP Paper survey: IND B08m Religious/social pressure IND Paper 2006
nmemthre_INP Paper survey: IND B08h Physical threat from the employer IND Paper 2006
nrofjob3 NLD Has additional job job besides own business - if 
selfemployed - > 201006
NLD-ZZP 2010
occchoic Is happy with choice of occupation WOLIWEB 2004-05
occhisto Industry and occupation work history NLD-LW 2001-04
occquala NLD - Zelfstandigen - Checkbox: Has improved knowledge 
via : Vakbeurs
NLD-ZZP 2010
occqualb NLD - Zelfstandigen - Checkbox: Has improved knowledge 
via : Cursus
NLD-ZZP 2010
occqualc NLD - Zelfstandigen - Checkbox: Has improved knowledge 
via : Workshop
NLD-ZZP 2010
occquald NLD - Zelfstandigen - Checkbox: Has improved knowledge 
via : Training
NLD-ZZP 2010
occquale NLD - Zelfstandigen - Checkbox: Has improved knowledge 
via : Congres
NLD-ZZP 2010
occqualf NLD - Zelfstandigen - Checkbox: Has improved knowledge 
via : Seminar
NLD-ZZP 2010
occqualg NLD - Zelfstandigen - Checkbox: Has improved knowledge 
via : Schooling
NLD-ZZP 2010
occqualh NLD - Zelfstandigen - Checkbox: Has improved knowledge 
via : Leveranciersbijeenkomsten
NLD-ZZP 2010
occquali NLD - Zelfstandigen - Checkbox: Has improved knowledge 
via : Visiting factory plants
NLD-ZZP 2010
occqualj NLD - Zelfstandigen - Checkbox: Has improved knowledge 
via : Other >> textbox
NLD-ZZP 2010
occtyp1 Position in occupational hierarchy, voluntary NLD-LW 2000-03
occubeta NLD-BETA Aggregate occupational group NLD-BETA 2009
occumana NLD-BETA Percentage of managerial duties in job NLD-BETA 2009
orgcare2 My workplace has a sufﬁ  cient career policy NLD-LW 2000-01
orgcaree My workplace has a sufﬁ  cient career policy NLD-LW 2002-03
orgcommu In workplace communication and atmosfere is open NLD-LW 2002-03
orgjobcl Satisfaction with job classiﬁ  cation in workplace NLD-LW 2002-03
orgmanag Satisfaction with management in workplace NLD-LW 2002-03Page ● 103
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orgmerge In my workplace have been too many mergers NLD-LW 2002-03
orgrecru In workplace labor scarcity will lead to recruiting unqualif NLD-LW 2002-03
pacomput Participates in PC scheme NLD-LW 2002-04
pacredit Checkbox: Participates in preferential credits WOLIWEB 2004-05
pahouse Checkbox: Free housing WOLIWEB 2004-05
pahrsre2 Checkbox: Participates in arrangement to work shorter hours WOLIWEB 2004-05
pahrsred Uses the right to adjust working hours NLD-LW 2002-04
paocsic2 GBR How many weeks full sick pay do you receive? GBR-UNI 2007
paocsick Checkbox: GBR Occupational sick pay GBR-UNI 2007
papleav1 Checkbox: Participates in parental leave scheme WOLIWEB 2004-05
papubtra Participates in public transport scheme NLD-LW 2002-04
pasaving Participates in savings scheme NLD-LW 2002-04
pasport Schemes in past 12 months YN: Sports facilities WOLIWEB 2004-05
pastuapp Checkbox: Participates in a apprenticeship / sandwich course WOLIWEB 2004-05
payatta1_INP Paper survey: IND E08e Occasional food or refreshments IND Paper 2006
payatta2_INP Paper survey: IND E08e Occasional food or refreshments IND Paper 2006
payclo_a_INP Paper survey: IND E08g Clothing IND Paper 2006
paycloth_INP Paper survey: IND E08g Clothing IND Paper 2006
payhousi_INP Paper survey: IND E08i Housing IND Paper 2006
paymeal1_INP Paper survey: IND E08a Cooked meal IND Paper 2006
paymeal2_INP Paper survey: IND E08a Cooked meal IND Paper 2006
payna2_INP Paper survey: IND E08k Not Applicable IND Paper 2006
payoth_a_INP Paper survey: IND E08l Not Applicable IND Paper 2006
payothe1_INP Paper survey: IND E08k Other IND Paper 2006
payothe2_INP Paper survey: IND E08k Other IND Paper 2006
payrice1_INP Paper survey: IND E08b Rice/paddy/wheat/atta IND Paper 2006
payrice2_INP Paper survey: IND E08b Rice/paddy/wheat/atta IND Paper 2006
paytime_INP Paper survey: IND E10b I am conﬁ  dent that I will get my 
money on time
IND Paper 2006
payvegi1_INP Paper survey: IND E08f Vegetables/Fruits or both IND Paper 2006
payvegi2_INP Paper survey: IND E08f Vegetables/Fruits or both IND Paper 2006
pensaow When I am retired I will have an old age pension only NLD-LW 2003
penshous When I am retired I will have an income from property NLD-LW 2003
pensinsu LW03 when I am retired I will have income from koopsom-
poliss
NLD-LW 2003
pensjoy When I am retired I will have sufﬁ  cient pension NLD-LW 2003
postcowp Postal code workplace NLD-LW 2000-02
postcusa USA Postal code - 5 digit USA_rm 2006-09
prefatmo Pleasant working environment more important than high 
wage
NLD-LW 2000-04
prefcar Prefers a career NLD-LW 2001-04
prefcar2 Is eager to have a supervisory position NLD-LW 2000-02
prefcont Permanent contract more important than high wage NLD-LW 2000-04
preftel2 Prefers to work at home NLD-LW 2000-01
preftele Prefers to work at home (telework) NLD-LW 2002-04
preftrai Prefers to attend training course NLD-LW 2000-01
probcomp_INP Paper survey: IND B15f Competition from large units and 
traders
IND Paper 2006
probmark_INP Paper survey: IND B15d Lack of marketing / other infra-
structural facilities
IND Paper 2006
probmate_INP Paper survey: IND B15i Cost of Raw materials/fuel IND Paper 2006
probpowe_INP Paper survey: IND B15c Problem of power?cut IND Paper 2006
rawmcust_INP Paper survey: IND B10c Customer IND Paper 2006
rawmempl_INP Paper survey: IND B10b Employer IND Paper 2006
rawmna_INP Paper survey: IND B10e Not Applicable IND Paper 2006
rawmothe_INP Paper survey: IND B10d Others IND Paper 2006
rawmself_INP Paper survey: IND B10a Self IND Paper 2006Page ● 104
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regimove_INP Paper survey: IND F07 Have you moved from your state of 
birth to your present
IND Paper 2006
RELEASE Release NLD+WOLIWEB <2006
remoinco_INP Paper survey: IND Checkbox: Reason moving to current 
work region: Income disparities/wage differentials between 
regions
IND Paper 2006
remojob_INP Paper survey: IND Checkbox: Reason moving to current 
work region: For better job opportunities
IND Paper 2006
remomarr_INP Paper survey: IND Checkbox: Reason moving to current 
work region: Because of marriage
IND Paper 2006
remonatu_INP Paper survey: IND Checkbox: Reason moving to current 
work region: Natural degradation, including loss of farm-
land, forests and pastures at my birthplace/region/state
IND Paper 2006
remoothe_INP Paper survey: IND Checkbox: Reason moving to current 
work region: Any other
IND Paper 2006
remopare IND Checkbox: Reason moving to current work region: 
parents/guardian moved here
IND Paper 2006
remoplac_INP Paper survey: IND Checkbox: Reason moving to current 
work region: Due to historical/religious importance of the 
current place
IND Paper 2006
remopove_INP Paper survey: IND Checkbox: Reason moving to current 
work region: Poverty/Exploitation at my birth place/region/
state
IND Paper 2006
remoprod_INP Paper survey: IND Checkbox: Reason moving to current 
work region: For personal productivity
IND Paper 2006
remoqual_INP Paper survey: IND Checkbox: Reason moving to current 
work region: To gain high professional expertise or technical 
qualiﬁ  cations
IND Paper 2006
remotemp_INP Paper survey: IND Checkbox: Reason moving to current 
work region: For seasonal/temporary work
IND Paper 2006
rm_b04 USA - Is your direct supervisor male or female? USA_rm 2009-10
rm_b05 USA - Prefered percent female devision USA_rm 2009-10
rm_b07 USA - Prefered gender of your supervisor USA_rm 2009-10
rm_uni_b01a Matrix: GBR-UNI - Impact of union on negotiations GBR-UNI 2007
rm_uni_b01b Matrix: GBR-UNI - Impact of union on consultation GBR-UNI 2007
rm_uni_b01c Matrix: GBR-UNI - Impact of union on advising GBR-UNI 2007
rm_uni_b01d Matrix: GBR-UNI - Impact of union on campaigning GBR-UNI 2007
rm_uni_b01e Matrix: GBR-UNI - Impact of union on protecting/extend-
ing TUPE
GBR-UNI 2007
rm_uni_b02a Matrix: GBR-UNI - Importance union campaign on Annual 
leave
GBR-UNI 2007
rm_uni_b02b Matrix: GBR-UNI - Importance union campaign on Pay GBR-UNI 2007
rm_uni_b02c Matrix: GBR-UNI - Importance union campaign on Pen-
sions
GBR-UNI 2007
rm_uni_b02d Matrix: GBR-UNI - Importance union campaign on Health 
and safety
GBR-UNI 2007
rm_uni_b02e Matrix: GBR-UNI - Importance union campaign on Sick pay GBR-UNI 2007
rm_uni_b02f Matrix: GBR-UNI - Importance union campaign on TUPE - 
extending its scope
GBR-UNI 2007
rm_uni_b02g Matrix: GBR-UNI - Importance union campaign on Work-
ing hours
GBR-UNI 2007
rm_uni_b02h Matrix: GBR-UNI - Importance union campaign on Work/
life balaance
GBR-UNI 2007
rm_uni_b02i Matrix: GBR-UNI - Importance union campaign on Dis-
crimination at work
GBR-UNI 2007
rm_uni_b03 GBR-UNI - How relevant is the union seen by other mem-
bers of staff
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rm_uni_e03 GBR-UNI - Own contribution to pension scheme GBR-UNI 2007
rm_uni_e04 GBR-UNI - Employers contribution to pension scheme GBR-UNI 2007
rm_uni_f03 GBR-UNI - Has a disability GBR-UNI 2007
satcare Satisfaction with taking days off for sick relatives NLD-LW 2003-04
sathhtim Satisfaction with time left for family NLD-LW 2002-04
satholli Satisfaction with taking holidays NLD-LW 2002-04
satjob1 Has sufﬁ  cient job satisfaction NLD-LW 2002-04
satleave Satisfaction with taking days off NLD-LW 2002-04
satnetw Matrix: Satisfaction with Contacts within your network - if 
selfemployed
NLD-ZZP 2010
satsethr Satisfaction with setting hours NLD-LW 2002-04
sattimi2 Prefers to work on other hours NLD-LW 2000-01
sattimin Satisfaction with timing of work NLD-LW 2002-04
sattrain Satisfaction with training opportunities NLD-LW 2002-04
satwload Satisfaction with workstress NLD-LW 2002-04
SEA1EMPL Job search via employment agency NLD+WOLIWEB <2006
SEA1FAMI Job search via family or friends NLD+WOLIWEB <2006
SEA1INTE Job search via vacancy websites NLD+WOLIWEB <2006
SEA1JNAL Job search via trade journals NLD+WOLIWEB <2006
SEA1NWPR Job search via newspapers NLD+WOLIWEB <2006
SEA1OTHE Job search otherwise NLD+WOLIWEB <2006
SEA1PEMP Job search via private empl agency NLD+WOLIWEB <2006
SEA1PHON Job search via phone NLD+WOLIWEB <2006
SEA1RESU Job search via sending cv to employers NLD+WOLIWEB <2006
SEA1SITE Job search via company website NLD+WOLIWEB <2006
SEA1TEMP Job search via temp agency NLD+WOLIWEB <2006
SEAASKE Found employer because they asked me to join WOLIWEB 2004-05
SEAEMPL Found employer via employment agency WOLIWEB 2004-05
SEAFAMI Found empl via family or acquaintances WOLIWEB 2004-05
seanone None of these search channels NLD-LW 2003
SEANWPR Job search via newspapers WOLIWEB 2004-05
SEAOTHE Found employer other reasons WOLIWEB 2004-05
SEASCHO Found employer via apprenticeship/school WOLIWEB 2004-05
seatelet Job search via teletext NLD-LW 2002-03
SEAVACA Found employer because I had heard of the vacancy WOLIWEB 2004-05
SECTOR_D DEU Main business activity DEU 2004-10
sectorn1 NLD Main business activity - Step 1 of 3 NLD-LW 2004-05
seekcare Career opportunities important if new job NLD-LW 2000-02
seekcha1 Challenging job important if new job Y/N NLD-LW 2000-02
seekcol1 Nice colleagues important if new job NLD-LW 2000-02
seekcom1 Short commuting time important if new job NLD-LW 2000-02
seekdayc Employer pays childcare imp if new job WOLIWEB 2004-05
seekﬂ  e1 Flexible working hours important if new job NLD-LW 2000-02
seekjob2 Looking for other job in last 6 months NLD-LW 2000-02
seekjob3 Looking for other job actively NLD-LW 2000-02
seeksal1 High salary important if new job NLD-LW 2000-02
seekseco Good secundary working conditions important if new job NLD-LW 2000-02
seekstim Stimulating workplace important if new job NLD-LW 2000-02
seektele Opportunity for telework NLD-LW 2002-04
seektra1 Good training opportunities important if new job NLD-LW 2000-02
seekwhen When do you want to change jobs NLD-LW 2000-01
skilcomm NLD-IMR - Commercial skills NLD-IMR 2007-10
skiljobt NLD-IMR - Job related knowledge and skills NLD-IMR 2007-10
skilmana NLD-IMR - Management skills NLD-IMR 2007-10
skilothe NLD-IMR - Other skills and knowledge NLD-IMR 2007-10
skilpres NLD-IMR - Presentation and conference skills NLD-IMR 2007-10
skilsoci NLD-IMR - Social skills NLD-IMR 2007-10Page ● 106
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skilteam NLD-IMR - Team building NLD-IMR 2007-10
SLEEP Hours sleeping (mins) NLD-LW 2003-04
SPARE Hours for leisure time (mins) NLD-LW 2003-04
SPARE01 Hours (tele)working at home (mins) NLD-LW 2003-04
SPARE02 Hours for traveling other than commuting (mins) NLD-LW 2003-04
SPARE03 Hours for food and drinking (mins) NLD-LW 2003-04
SPARE04 Hours for coooking and preparing food (mins) NLD-LW 2003-04
SPARE05 Hours for personal care (mins) NLD-LW 2003-04
SPARE06 Hours for taking care of children (mins) NLD-LW 2003-04
SPARE07 Hours for housekeeing and shopping (mins) NLD-LW 2003-04
SPARE08 Hours for watching tv, internet, reading (mins) NLD-LW 2003-04
SPARE09 Hours for having a night out (mins) NLD-LW 2003-04
SPARE10 Hours for hobby, odd jobs, leisure, sports (mins) NLD-LW 2003-04
SPARE11 Hours for study (mins) NLD-LW 2003-04
SPARE12 Hours for social or religious work (mins) NLD-LW 2003-04
SPARE13 Hours quality time with partner (mins) NLD-LW 2003-04
SPARE14 Hours quality time with other individuals (mins) NLD-LW 2003-04
SPARE15 Hours for other purposes (mins) NLD-LW 2003-04
ssecacci_INP Paper survey: IND B12f Accident beneﬁ  t scheme IND Paper 2006
ssecempl_INP Paper survey: IND B12b Employment Guarantee Scheme of 
Government
IND Paper 2006
ssecinsu_INP Paper survey: IND B12a Insurance / Group insurance IND Paper 2006
ssecothe_INP Paper survey: IND B12h Any other IND Paper 2006
ssecpens_INP Paper survey: IND B12c Pension IND Paper 2006
ssecunem_INP Paper survey: IND B12e Unemployment beneﬁ  ts IND Paper 2006
ssecunio_INP Paper survey: IND B12g Trade union / association run 
beneﬁ  ts
IND Paper 2006
ssecwelf_INP Paper survey: IND B12d Welfare funds IND Paper 2006
stopwor1 NLD Preferred retirement age NLD-ILC+IMR 2006-10
stopwor2 NLD Expected retirement age NLD-ILC+IMR 2006-10
sufunct1 NLD-IMR - Supervisor has positive effect on performance 
self
NLD-IMR 2007-10
sufunct2 NLD-IMR - Supervisor has positive effect on performance 
of team
NLD-IMR 2007-10
suplvlem NLD-IMR - Average educational level of employees super-
vised
NLD-IMR 2007-10
SUPV1GR5 Number of people supervised in 5 gr NLD-LW 2000-04
supvage NLD-IMR - Year of birth of supervisor NLD-IMR 2007-10
supvclos Matrix randomizer: Is closely supervised WOLIWEB 2004-05
supvcmp1 NLD-IMR - Matrix: Giving compliments NLD-IMR 2007-10
supvcmp2 NLD-IMR - Matrix: Judgement of skills supervisor: Giving 
compliments
NLD-IMR 2007-10
supvcoa1 NLD-IMR - Matrix: Coaching NLD-IMR 2007-10
supvcoa2 NLD-IMR - Matrix: Judgement of skills supervisor: Coach-
ing
NLD-IMR 2007-10
supvcom1 NLD-IMR - Matrix: Communicating NLD-IMR 2007-10
supvcom2 NLD-IMR - Matrix: Judgement of skills supervisor: Com-
municating
NLD-IMR 2007-10
supvcri1 NLD-IMR - Matrix: Ability to deal with criticism about the 
way you perform your tasks
NLD-IMR 2007-10
supvcri2 NLD-IMR - Matrix: Judgement of skills supervisor: Ability 
to deal with criticism about his/her performance
NLD-IMR 2007-10
supvdel1 NLD-IMR - Matrix: Delegating NLD-IMR 2007-10
supvdel2 NLD-IMR - Matrix: Judgement of skills supervisor: Delegat-
ing
NLD-IMR 2007-10
supveduc NLD-IMR - Highest level of education of supervisor NLD-IMR 2007-10Page ● 107
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supveval NLD-IMR - Is involved in evaluation performance of super-
visor?
NLD-IMR 2007-10
supvexp1 NLD-IMR - Matrix: Telling employees what you expect 
them to do
NLD-IMR 2007-10
supvexp2 NLD-IMR - Matrix: Judgement of skills supervisor: Telling 
employees what he/she expects them to do
NLD-IMR 2007-10
supvfai1 NLD-IMR - Matrix: Treating all employees that work for you 
equally
NLD-IMR 2007-10
supvfai2 NLD-IMR - Matrix: Judgement of skills supervisor: Treating 
all employees that work for him/her equally
NLD-IMR 2007-10
supvfdb1 NLD-IMR - Matrix: Giving feedback NLD-IMR 2007-10
supvfdb2 NLD-IMR - Matrix: Judgement of skills supervisor: Giving 
feedback
NLD-IMR 2007-10
supvfema NLD-IMR - In workplace supervisor is woman NLD-IMR 2007-10
supvgra1 NLD-IMR - Rate own supervisory skills NLD-IMR 2007-10
supvgra2 NLD-IMR - Rating supervisor NLD-IMR 2007-10
supvlis1 NLD-IMR - Matrix: Listening NLD-IMR 2007-10
supvlis2 NLD-IMR - Matrix: Judgement of skills supervisor: Listen-
ing
NLD-IMR 2007-10
supvmlvl NLD-IMR - Level of supervision self NLD-IMR 2007-10
supvmot1 NLD-IMR - Matrix: Motivating NLD-IMR 2007-10
supvmot2 NLD-IMR - Matrix: Judgement of skills supervisor: Motivat-
ing
NLD-IMR 2007-10
supvrel1 NLD-IMR - Matrix: Keeping promises NLD-IMR 2007-10
supvrel2 NLD-IMR - Matrix: Judgement of skills supervisor: Keeping 
promises
NLD-IMR 2007-10
supvrep1 NLD-IMR - Matrix: Representing your department NLD-IMR 2007-10
supvrep2 NLD-IMR - Matrix: Judgement of skills supervisor: Repre-
senting your department
NLD-IMR 2007-10
supvsex NLD-IMR - Gender direct supervisor NLD-IMR 2007-10
supvsup3 Matrix agree: Gets sufﬁ  cient support from supervisor WOLIWEB 2004-05
supvsupp Has sufﬁ  cient support from supervisor NLD-LW 2002-04
supvtyp NLD-IMR - Method of supervision NLD-IMR 2007-10
supvvis1 NLD-IMR - Matrix: Having a clear vision on management 
issues
NLD-IMR 2007-10
supvvis2 NLD-IMR - Matrix: Judgement of skills supervisor: Having 
clear vision on management issues
NLD-IMR 2007-10
SUPVWOGR6 Number of women supervised in 6 gr NLD-LW 2001-04
surveafr Completed questionnaire, is dreaming to win the prize WOLIWEB 2004-05
surveem1 Completed the questionnaire last year NLD-LW 2003-04
surveema Completed the questionnaire last year NLD-LW 2004-05
surveneg Completed questionnaire, is involved in wage negotiations WOLIWEB 2004-05
survenew Completed questionnaire, is looking for a new job WOLIWEB 2004-05
surveoth Completed questionnaire for other reasons WOLIWEB 2004-05
tenure_DEU Work experience in current occupation DEU 2009-10
tihome Works at home now and then NLD-LW 2001-03
tihomepc Works >= 1 day pw with a computer at home NLD-LW 2002-03
timeacci_INP Paper survey: IND B22 For how long? IND Paper 2006
timornin NLD In the past month, I have began with my working day 
before six o’clock in the morning
NLD-BGT 2010
tinight2000 NLD Works regularly at night NLD 2002-03
tirosten I work shifts NLD-LW 2003-04
tiweeked Works regularly in the weekend NLD-LW 2001-03
tiworkri Can decide own start ﬁ  nish tim NLD-LW 2000-04
trainin2 Attended training courses NLD-LW 2001-04
training_HUP Paper survey: HUN Is presently taking part in any training HUN Paper 2006-07
trainiww Matrix frequency: Finds training would be worthwile WOLIWEB 2004-05Page ● 108
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trexpect NLD-IMR - Did you gain the skills or knowledge you had 
expected?
NLD-IMR 2007-10
trgrade NLD-IMR - How would you rate the education/training you 
had in the past year?
NLD-IMR 2007-10
trinvest NLD-IMR - Do you think that the education/training 
contributes enough to your knowledge and skills for your 
employer to justify the investment?
NLD-IMR 2007-10
trposeff NLD-IMR - Does it have a positive effect on the way you 
perform your tasks?
NLD-IMR 2007-10
volcare Voluntary work for sick relatives NLD+WOLIWEB <2006
volchld1 Cares for own children or grantchildren WOLIWEB 2004-05
volchld2 Cares for own disabled/sick children WOLIWEB 2004-05
volchld3 Cares for children, non-relatives WOLIWEB 2004-05
volchld4 Cares for sick children non-relatives WOLIWEB 2004-05
volelde1 Cares for elderly/sick relatives WOLIWEB 2004-05
volelde2 Cares for elderly/sick non-relatives WOLIWEB 2004-05
volelder Voluntary work in elderly care NLD-LW 2003-04
volnon2 No unpaid care WOLIWEB 2004-05
volothe2 Other kinds of unpaid care work WOLIWEB 2004-05
wafamil Amount: KOR - Family allowance KOR 2008
wageﬂ  e2 Piece work payment NLD-LW 2002-04
wagegr10 NLD Wat was je bruto belastbaar inkomen in het afgelopen 
jaar?
NLD-ZZP 2010
wagegr3 BEL Gross ANNUAL wage in nat. currency WOLIWEB 2004-05
wagegr9 NLD Wat was je omzet in het afgelopen jaar? NLD-ZZP 2010
wagegro1_INP Paper survey: IND E03 What is your monthly total income 
in your main job?
IND Paper 2006
wagegro5_INP Paper survey: IND E04 What is your monthly total income 
in your second job?
IND Paper 2006
wagelvl USA Compared to someone with similar job in similar com-
pany, feels being paid 
USA_rm 2009-10
wagemon8_INP Paper survey: IND E12 How are you paid in your second 
job?
IND Paper 2006
wageneed Job is ﬁ  nancially necessary NLD-LW 2001-03
wageoti4 Overtime paid excl overtime bonus NLD-LW 2000-02
wagequa1 In workplace genders have equal opportunities NLD-LW 2004
wagequa2 Matrix randomizer: Women and men have equal opportuni-
ties
WOLIWEB 2004-05
wagequal In workplace genders are paid equally NLD-LW 2000-03
wagere_a_INP Paper survey: IND E07 How are you paid in your second 
job...
IND Paper 2006
wagereg1_INP Paper survey: IND E07 How are you paid in your ﬁ  rst 
(main) job...
IND Paper 2006
wagesati Satisfaction with wage NLD-LW 2000-04
wagesiz1 NLD Indien wagesize > 0 Are your clients … NLD-ZZP 2010
wagesize NLD Hoeveel verschillende opdrachtgevers had je in het 
afgelopen jaar?
NLD-ZZP 2010
wageslip_DEU DEU Wageslip used while ﬁ  lling in survey DEU 2009-10
wagesuff Wage is sufﬁ  cient for my job NLD-LW 2003-04
wageto10 NLD-BGN Size of usual pay increase in percentages with 
positive evaluation
NLD-BGN 2007-09
wagetop1 NLD-BGN Is er in je schaal nog een prestatieafhankelijke 
uitloopmogelijkheid?
NLD-BGN 2007-09
wagetop2 NLD-BGN Krijg je na verloop van tijd een ancienniteitspe-
riodiek?
NLD-BGN 2007-09
wagetop3 NLD-BGN Heb je een mogelijkheid om in een hogere 
schaal te komen, anders dan door promotie?
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wagetop4 NLD-BGN Is het toekennen van de jaarlijkse loonronde 
afhankelijk van je prestaties?
NLD-BGN 2007-09
wagetop5 NLD-BGN Krijg je in je schaal automatisch een periodiek 
toegekend?
NLD-BGN 2007-09
wagetop6 NLD-BGN Hangt de toekenning van periodieken af van je 
prestaties?
NLD-BGN 2007-09
wagetop7 NLD-BGN Has possibility to reach higher pay grade apart 
form promotion
NLD-BGN 2007-09
wagetop8 NLD-BGN applying annual wage raise depends on personal 
performance
NLD-BGN 2007-09
wagetop9 NLD-BGN Size of pay increase in past 12 monts in percent-
ages
NLD-BGN 2007-09
wagevar1 NLD-BGN Waarom verschilt je loon van maand tot maand? 
- if wagevar1=99
NLD-BGN 2007-09
wagevar3 NLD-BGN Welk percentage van je loon hangt af van je 
omzet?
NLD-BGN 2007-09
wagoodik Amount of goods or wages in kind NLD-LW 2000-04
wamarv61 Market value allowance in last wage NLD+WOLIWEB <2006
waperd1 NLD-BGN Did performance bonus or 13th month depend 
on - waperf61=1 or wa13mn61=1 
NLD-BGN 2007-09
waperd2 NLD-BGN Percentage of maximum bonus received NLD-BGN 2007-09
wastoc61 Stock options in last wage WOLIWEB 2004-05
wastock Amount: Stock options in last wage WOLIWEB 2004-05
waxmas Amount: Christmas bonus WOLIWEB 2004-05
waxmas61 Christmas bonus in last wage WOLIWEB 2004-05
welfchil_INP Paper survey: IND B13i Childcare / crèche IND Paper 2006
welfclot_INP Paper survey: IND B13c Clothing IND Paper 2006
welfhous_INP Paper survey: IND B13d Accommodation / housing 
(puckka structure)
IND Paper 2006
welﬂ  ibr_INP Paper survey: IND B13j Library IND Paper 2006
welfmeal_INP Paper survey: IND B13b Meals and canteens IND Paper 2006
welfothe_INP Paper survey: IND B13k Other IND Paper 2006
welfrecr_INP Paper survey: IND B13f Recreation and cultural activities IND Paper 2006
welfscho_INP Paper survey: IND B13h Scholarship / schooling for chil-
dren
IND Paper 2006
welfshel_INP Paper survey: IND B13a Shelter (kachha / temporary struc-
ture)
IND Paper 2006
welftran_INP Paper survey: IND B13g Transportation facilities IND Paper 2006
welfwash_INP Paper survey: IND B13e Washing and sanitary facilities IND Paper 2006
workacci_INP Paper survey: IND B21 In the previous year, have you been 
out of work because
IND Paper 2006
workmont_INP Paper survey: IND A16 How many months a year do you 
work typically?
IND Paper 2006
zzpaans NLD - ZZP : Assurances / reservations reﬂ  ected in tariff - 
Professional Liability
NLD-ZZP 2010
zzpacqu NLD - ZZP : Other costs included in tariff - Acquisition 
and mediation
NLD-ZZP 2010
zzpaove NLD - ZZP : Assurances / reservations reﬂ  ected in tariff - 
Disability Insurance
NLD-ZZP 2010
zzpbela NLD - ZZP : Exemptions in past year - Tax refund NLD-ZZP 2010
zzpbero NLD - ZZP : Other costs included in tariff - Obligatory 
costs related to occupation
NLD-ZZP 2010
zzpbijs NLD - ZZP : Assurances / reservations reﬂ  ected in tariff - 
Insurance Legal Assistance
NLD-ZZP 2010
zzpbijst NLD - ZZP : Exemptions in past year - Social security ben-
eﬁ  t for selfemployed
NLD-ZZP 2010
zzpboek NLD - ZZP : Other costs included in tariff - Bookkeeping NLD-ZZP 2010Page ● 110
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zzpbran NLD - ZZP : Other costs included in tariff - Obligatory 
costs related to indsutry
NLD-ZZP 2010
zzpbtwk NLD - ZZP : Legal payments are included in tariff - VAT NLD-ZZP 2010
zzpbuff NLD - ZZP : Assurances / reservations reﬂ  ected in tariff - 
Reservation for idle hours
NLD-ZZP 2010
zzpcosot NLD - ZZP : Other costs included in tariff - Other costs NLD-ZZP 2010
zzpener NLD - ZZP : Other costs included in tariff - Energy NLD-ZZP 2010
zzpexeot NLD - ZZP : Exemptions in past year - Other exemptions NLD-ZZP 2010
zzpgemb NLD - ZZP : Legal payments are included in tariff - Munici-
pal tax
NLD-ZZP 2010
zzphuis NLD - ZZP : Other costs included in tariff - Housing NLD-ZZP 2010
zzpictk NLD - ZZP : Other costs included in tariff - IT costs NLD-ZZP 2010
zzpinko NLD - ZZP : Legal payments are included in tariff - Income 
tax
NLD-ZZP 2010
zzpinsot NLD - ZZP : Assurances / reservations reﬂ  ected in tariff - 
Other assurances / reservations
NLD-ZZP 2010
zzpinve NLD - ZZP : Exemptions in past year - Investment deduc-
tion
NLD-ZZP 2010
zzpjuri NLD - ZZP : Other costs included in tariff - Legal assis-
tance / collection / advice
NLD-ZZP 2010
zzpkapi NLD - ZZP : Other costs included in tariff - Capital NLD-ZZP 2010
zzpkvkk NLD - ZZP : Legal payments are included in tariff - Costs 
Chambre of Commerce
NLD-ZZP 2010
zzplepot NLD - ZZP : Legal payments are included in tariff - Other 
legal payments
NLD-ZZP 2010
zzplidm NLD - ZZP : Other costs included in tariff - Memberships NLD-ZZP 2010
zzplokb NLD - ZZP : Legal payments are included in tariff - Other 
local tax
NLD-ZZP 2010
zzpmate NLD - ZZP : Other costs included in tariff - Material NLD-ZZP 2010
zzpmicro NLD - ZZP : Exemptions in past year - Micro loan NLD-ZZP 2010
zzpmkbv NLD - ZZP : Exemptions in past year - SME exemption NLD-ZZP 2010
zzpople NLD - ZZP : Other costs included in tariff - Training NLD-ZZP 2010
zzpopsl NLD - ZZP : Other costs included in tariff - Storage NLD-ZZP 2010
zzppens NLD - ZZP : Assurances / reservations reﬂ  ected in tariff - 
Pension
NLD-ZZP 2010
zzprese NLD - ZZP : Other costs included in tariff - Reservations 
(debit, credit, cost of shooting)
NLD-ZZP 2010
zzpstakr NLD - ZZP : Exemptions in past year - Starters loan NLD-ZZP 2010
zzpstar NLD - ZZP : Exemptions in past year - Starters Deduction NLD-ZZP 2010
zzpsubs NLD - ZZP : Exemptions in past year - Grants NLD-ZZP 2010
zzpvaka NLD - ZZP : Assurances / reservations reﬂ  ected in tariff - 
Vacation / holiday payments
NLD-ZZP 2010
zzpverv NLD - ZZP : Other costs included in tariff - Transport NLD-ZZP 2010
zzpvolk NLD - ZZP : Legal payments are included in tariff - Pre-
mium volksverzekering
NLD-ZZP 2010
zzpzakn NLD - ZZP : Other costs included in tariff - Business 
Network
NLD-ZZP 2010
zzpzelf NLD - ZZP : Exemptions in past year - Self-employed 
deduction
NLD-ZZP 2010
zzpzorg NLD - ZZP : Legal payments are included in tariff - Pre-
mium zorgverzekeringswet
NLD-ZZP 2010Page ● 111
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Apendix 2 . No of observations for continuous 
variables 
No of observations for the Netherlands 2000-2005 (sorted by alfabet)
Variable name 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005
AGE 13935 14212 11353 13356 34895 55562
break1 0 0 0 0 2607 4579
break11 0 0 0 0 2678 4579
break12 0 0 0 0 2678 4579
break13 0 0 0 0 2678 4579
break14 0 0 0 0 2698 4545
break15 0 0 0 0 2698 4545
break16 0 0 0 0 2698 4545
break17 0 0 0 0 2698 4545
break18 0 0 0 0 2698 4545
break19 0 0 0 0 2556 4300
BREAK1YR 13784 14261 11346 13288 32278 663
break2 0 0 0 0 3594 4579
break3 0 0 0 0 3603 4579
break4 0 0 0 0 3591 4579
break5 0 0 0 0 3592 4579
break6 0 0 0 0 2678 4579
break7 0 0 0 0 2678 4579
break8 0 0 0 0 2678 4579
CAOFIRM 13442 12712 9916 11628 28118 43063
caoimpo1 12806 12538 9762 11795 31436 34367
CAONAME 9357 8719 7351 8928 22932 33357
chld 13519 14223 11353 13264 35024 55462
chldhome 7798 5491 4662 5478 14838 24645
chldout 7798 5491 4662 5478 14839 24645
cobfath1 0 0 2635 13069 34285 55096
cobfathe 0 0 2635 13069 34285 55096
coblang1 0 0 0 0 11576 55027
cobmoth1 0 12547 11006 13048 34137 55236
cobmothe 0 12547 11006 13048 34137 55236
cobreaso 0 542 591 770 1984 3140
cobself 0 12721 11171 13276 34595 55618
cobself1 0 12721 11171 13276 34595 55618
combike 0 0 2680 13131 23216 0
combus 0 0 2680 13131 23216 0
comcar 0 0 2680 13131 23216 0
comcomt 0 0 2680 13131 23216 0
comfoot 0 0 2680 13131 23216 0
comhome 0 0 2680 13131 23526 0
commdist 0 12131 11249 12838 32373 53774
commoped 0 0 2680 13131 23216 0
commsat 0 0 9966 12394 28984 50758Page ● 112
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commtime 0 12397 11294 13090 32812 54335
comother 0 0 2680 13131 23216 0
compequi 0 0 0 0 10896 51246
compinet 0 0 2533 11860 28547 51968
compjob 0 12127 10480 12295 32743 52503
comptrai 0 0 9434 11650 22957 728
comtrain 0 0 2680 13131 23216 0
conﬁ  chi 0 0 0 0 255 8108
conﬁ  emp 0 0 0 0 268 8974
conﬁ  exp 0 0 0 0 780 9726
conﬁ  hou 0 0 0 0 712 8817
conﬁ  par 0 0 0 0 263 8233
conﬁ  pen 0 0 0 0 750 9274
conﬁ  per 0 0 0 0 279 9151
conﬁ  ski 0 0 0 0 776 9582
conﬁ  xe1 0 0 0 0 1647 8431
conﬁ  xed 0 0 0 0 1907 9716
conspeed 0 0 0 0 10873 50385
CONTR7 13942 14287 11363 13458 34243 52811
contrac4 0 0 0 0 1047 2461
contract 5427 3150 2686 3385 7882 11090
controth 0 0 0 11109 32361 51225
CONTST 13986 14290 11363 13512 35139 55682
CONTSTRO 13986 14290 11363 13512 35139 0
ddrun15 0 0 0 246 22866 16188
ddrun16 0 0 0 249 32842 49739
ddrun17 0 0 0 234 22169 15148
ddrun18 0 0 0 223 31667 48115
ddwordis 0 0 0 0 1474 2323
ddworedu 0 0 0 0 1474 2323
ddworfam 0 0 0 0 1474 2323
ddworill 0 0 0 0 1474 2323
ddwork1 0 0 0 0 11229 53054
ddworlea 0 0 0 0 1474 2323
ddworloo 0 0 0 0 1474 2323
ddworoth 0 0 0 0 1476 2323
ddworsea 0 0 0 0 1474 2323
ddworsen 0 0 0 0 1474 2323
ddworsho 0 0 0 0 1476 2323
ddworvac 0 0 0 0 1474 2323
ddworvar 0 0 0 0 1474 2323
ddworwea 0 0 0 0 1474 2323
depdisc 0 0 0 0 10608 49924
dephisto 0 11534 9937 12143 31595 47918
depmale 12623 13331 10500 12433 32302 49291
depteam 0 0 0 0 29226 48866
EDUCALMH 13481 14237 11352 13318 35042 55375
EDUCAORI 13481 14237 11352 13318 35042 55375
educappr 0 0 0 0 10866 51898Page ● 113
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EDUCAT1 13481 14237 11352 13318 35042 55375
EDUCATY3 13481 14237 11352 13318 35042 55561
EDUCATYR 13481 14237 11352 13318 35042 55375
educhanc 0 0 0 0 6513 31072
educlevl 0 0 0 228 31120 47500
eduexpe 0 00002141
EDUISCED 13481 14237 11352 13318 35042 55375
EDUJOBT 0 12300 10530 13459 34477 52486
edumore 0 0 0 0 10344 49532
EDUOUTDA 13481 14237 11352 13318 35042 726
EDUOUTDY 0 000055375
ﬁ  rmbro1 0 0 0 0 9686 45964
ﬁ  rmbro2 0 0 0 0 3277 445
ﬁ  rmcom1 0 0 0 0 10177 48124
ﬁ  rmcom3 0 0 0 0 3412 462
ﬁ  rmcou1 0 0 0 0 28506 48252
ﬁ  rmdis1 0 0 0 0 10382 48441
ﬁ  rmdism 0 0 9584 12041 24338 229
ﬁ  rmequ1 0 0 0 0 9126 42862
ﬁ  rmfem1 0 0 0 0 5998 9951
ﬁ  rmfema 0 12896 11352 13450 34865 54688
ﬁ  rmgro1 0 0 0 0 10538 49841
ﬁ  rmgro2 0 0 0 0 10420 32488
ﬁ  rmhie1 0 0 0 0 8213 39195
ﬁ  rmhie2 0 0 0 0 8088 38555
ﬁ  rmloca 0 0 10467 13364 34376 52480
ﬁ  rmmer2 0 0 0 0 3345 460
ﬁ  rmmerg 0 0 0 0 10037 47288
ﬁ  r m o w 0 1 0000055096
ﬁ  rmowne 0 0 0 0 10968 34222
FIRMPRI 0 0 0 0 11277 35210
ﬁ  rmpri2 0 0 0 0 9521 44376
ﬁ  rmpri3 0 0 0 0 2791 221
ﬁ  rmreo1 0 0 0 0 10521 49471
ﬁ  rmreo2 0 0 0 0 2920 233
ﬁ  rmsiz2 0 0 0 6799 21250 11571
ﬁ  rmsize 0 12901 11353 13450 34583 55033
ﬁ  rmstr2 0 0 0 0 2866 386
ﬁ  rmstra 0 0 0 0 8152 39783
ﬁ  rmtra2 0 0 0 0 2890 234
ﬁ  rmtrai 0 0 0 0 10670 50074
frcar61 12312 11778 9386 11855 26798 17383
frdayc61 12312 11778 9386 11855 26798 17383
frexpe61 12312 11778 9386 11855 26798 17383
frgdik61 12312 11778 9386 11855 26798 17383
frlapt61 0 0 0 0 5500 17383
frmedi61 12312 11778 9386 11855 26798 17383
frn12m61 0 0 0 0 9696 32296
frnend61 0 0 0 0 9696 32296Page ● 114
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frnhol61 0 0 0 0 9696 32296
frnoth61 0 0 0 0 9696 32296
frnpro61 0 0 0 0 9696 32296
frnxma61 0 0 0 0 9696 32296
frpens61 12312 11778 9386 11855 26798 17383
frsavs61 12312 11778 9386 11855 26798 17383
frshar61 12312 11778 9386 11855 26798 17383
frunem61 0 0 0 0 5500 17383
GENDER 13984 14274 11353 13425 34977 55547
hhargume 0 7323 5980 7371 20998 31727
hhbaby 0 0 2254 11792 11554 18366
hhbaby1 0 0 0 0 157 4390
hhchild 13503 14223 11260 12930 34038 54198
hhchildp 0 0 0 0 11387 54184
hhgchild 0 0 0 0 11387 54185
hhgrowfo 0 0 0 0 9691 46248
hhhomehe 13271 13087 7516 9100 30411 46275
hhhrspa 9459 8340 6398 7429 16162 49341
hhincom1 10766 10525 9844 11943 31951 46746
hhincome 0 0 0 0 9912 46648
hhmarry 0 0 0 0 397 1726
hhownho2 0 0 0 0 11550 54794
HHOWNHOU 13986 14272 10552 12835 34505 54916
hhparact 0 0 0 0 7229 34336
hhpartn1 0 0 10993 12930 34038 54217
hhresphh 13120 10720 8145 9918 30660 47421
hhrespin 12775 10446 409 240 30825 48042
hhshoti1 0 0 0 0 9475 45400
HHSTAT 13531 13232 11030 13162 34765 55435
hhstat10 0 0 0 0 11387 54183
hhstat11 0 0 0 0 470 2117
hhstate4 0 0 2628 12930 34038 54188
hhstate7 0 0 2628 12930 34038 54184
hhstate8 0 0 2628 12930 34038 54183
hhtimere 12045 10004 7436 9153 29212 45178
hhwofato 11232 1110 7606 9781 29857 46253
hrscare 0 0 0 0 222 4939
hrschan1 0 0 0 0 361 2872
hrschan2 0 0 0 0 601 5173
hrschan3 0 0 0 0 314 2968
hrschang 0 0 0 0 5022 45395
hrscont3 0 0 0 0 29398 50554
hrscont4 0 0 0 0 10198 47965
hrscont5 0 0 0 0 124 514
hrscont6 0 0 0 0 30 3171
hrscont7 0 0 0 0 16 588
hrscont8 0 0 0 0 8 910
hrscontr 13857 14257 11360 13109 31396 49527
hrsdayp2 13726 1300 0 0 11552 54472Page ● 115
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hrsﬁ  rm 0 0 0 0 11279 54186
hrshelp 2810 176 0 0 1144 5663
hrshist1 5904 10572 7941 9650 24895 38290
hrshist2 7760 3678 3414 3789 9866 15661
HRSHISTO 13664 14250 11355 13439 34956 55129
hrshkeep 0 0 0 0 10724 40998
hrspref 13046 12895 10392 12409 33189 52959
hrsptchl 0 0 0 0 3515 15755
hrsptdem 0 0 0 0 3515 15755
hrsptedu 0 0 0 0 3515 15755
hrspthea 0 0 0 0 3515 15755
hrspthou 0 0 0 0 3515 15755
hrsptnof 0 0 0 0 3515 15755
hrsptret 0 0 0 0 3495 15755
hrsptsec 0 0 0 0 3515 15755
hrspttim 0 0 0 0 3515 15755
hrsreal 13857 14258 11357 13437 34518 54750
hrsreal0 0 0 0 0 9047 652
hrssecon 0 0 0 0 391 2323
HRSWAG1 13857 14258 11357 13499 34174 54953
ISCO0801 8593 10069 8455 9921 27011 40998
ISCO0802 8593 10069 8455 9921 27011 40998
ISCO0803 8593 10069 8455 9921 27011 40998
ISCO0804 8593 10069 8455 9921 27011 40998
ISCO0813 8168 9683 8096 9663 26666 40229
ISCO08lv 8593 10069 8455 9921 27011 40998
ISCO8801 5136 5967 5220 6358 19312 30267
ISCO8802 5136 5967 5220 6358 19312 30267
ISCO8803 5136 5967 5220 6358 19312 30267
ISCO8804 5136 5967 5220 6358 19312 30267
ISCO8809 5136 5967 5220 6358 19312 30267
ISCO88lv 5136 5967 5220 6358 19312 30267
ISCOISEI 8593 10069 8455 9921 27011 40998
jobalone 0 0 0 0 10776 51091
jobfamil 0 0 0 0 29065 49517
jobfrien 0 0 0 0 684 73
jobfutu1 11775 10827 9018 10449 19408 10370
jobfutu2 0 0 0 0 258 1243
jobfutu3 0 0 0 0 354 2129
jobfutu4 0 7984 7339 8226 14970 0
jobfutu5 0 0 0 0 191 2459
jobhist2 0 0 0 0 11136 52291
jobloss 12140 12840 9777 11207 28916 44119
jobnocow 0 0 0 0 1970 76
jobpersp 12524 12614 9754 11590 30871 47291
jobprom3 0 0 0 0 9192 42726
jobpromo 13607 13517 10557 12407 32180 48309
jobtasks 0 0 9593 12072 31051 44717
LASTVAR 13986 14290 11363 13512 35139 55682Page ● 116
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lccafter 0 0 0 0 3751 448
lccdayca 0 0 0 0 3905 448
lccexcha 0 0 0 0 3640 448
lccfamil 0 0 0 0 2760 448
lccgrndp 0 0 0 0 3151 448
lccguest 0 0 0 0 3695 448
lccminde 0 0 0 0 0 448
lccnone 0 0 0 0 0 448
lccnurse 0 0 0 0 3731 448
lccother 0 0 0 0 0 448
lccpartn 0 0 0 0 3355 448
lccplayg 0 0 0 0 3679 448
lccschoo 0 0 0 0 0 448
lccsiste 0 0 0 0 0 448
memdele1 0 0 0 0 11683 37623
memnone 0 0 0 0 0 15150
memproff 0 0 0 0 4769 27942
memstaff 0 0 0 0 11721 37623
MEMTRAD 0 0 0 0 11721 53375
memtrad2 0 0 0 0 11683 37623
MEMTRAD4 0 0 0 0 2799 10151
mofstjob 7 91 115 139 11280 9349
monojob 0 0 0 0 265 1286
NACE1100 13508 14220 11312 13275 34725 55432
NACE1101 13508 14220 11312 13275 34725 55432
NACE1102 13508 14220 11312 13275 34725 55432
NACE1103 13508 14220 11312 13275 34725 55432
NACE1104 13986 14254 11343 13468 35100 55432
NACE2000 13508 14220 11312 13275 34725 55432
NACE2001 13508 14220 11312 13275 34725 55432
NACE2002 13508 14220 11312 13275 34725 55432
NACE2004 13508 14220 11312 13275 34725 55432
nrofjob1 0 0 0 0 587 2639
nrofjobs 0 12931 10562 13460 34313 53217
occhist1 0 10871 10340 12206 16482 17369
occhist2 0 0 0 0 11620 55029
occtype 0 0 0 7370 28351 48470
OCCUPA_N 8754 10395 8764 10603 28471 43487
overtime 0 11711 2986 11995 32121 47028
pachoice 0 0 7353 10061 21927 16488
padaycre 0 0 7353 10061 21927 16488
paearlyr 0 0 7353 10061 21927 16488
pahrsre1 0 0 0 0 5279 16488
paleasav 0 0 7353 10061 21927 16488
papensio 6531 8129 7678 10061 21927 16488
papleave 0 0 7353 10061 21927 16488
pastudys 0 0 7353 10061 21927 16488
patelewo 0 0 7353 10061 21927 16488
pawotime 0 0 0 0 5279 16488Page ● 117
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paycost 0 0 0 0 10555 34978
paydiscu 0 0 0 0 10114 33460
payhilow 0 0 0 0 9629 31994
payitime 0 0 0 0 10713 35490
paymore 0 0 0 0 1824 59
paypolic 0 0 0 0 10642 35318
payrise 0 0 0 0 9797 45408
payunsta 0 0 0 0 2516 784
pensworr 0 0 0 0 10299 34414
POSTCOD2 12322 1228 9476 11952 21760 100
PPP 0 0 0 0 10811 52756
prefjob 0 0 0 0 2544 823
preﬂ  ott 0 0 0 0 2608 819
preftel1 0 0 0 0 8699 40922
PROPERTY_nex-
tyear 0 0 2593 12544 34760 35736
regibir0 0 0 0 0 11157 52574
REGIBIRT 0 0 0 0 11157 52574
regicity 0 0 0 0 11576 54910
REGIHOM1 12322 13663 11013 13339 34580 52872
REGIHOME 12322 13663 11013 13339 34580 52872
regiwor0 13986 14290 10938 13250 34201 51482
REGIWORK 12322 13663 10938 13239 33363 51482
satbonus 0 0 0 0 820 54
satcombi 0 0 0 0 10861 51250
satcontr 0 0 0 0 10694 33567
sathealt 0 0 0 0 11216 52508
sathhinc 0 0 0 0 10353 48628
sathous 0 0 0 0 11153 52155
satjob 0 0 0 0 10539 50051
satleisu 0 0 0 249 32897 51288
satlife 0 0 0 0 11374 54426
seatemp 38 149 0 0 10833 52369
s e a w e b 000009 7
SECTOR_N 13986 14254 11343 13468 35100 55432
seekcoll 0 0 0 263 34300 53815
seekcomb 0 0 0 0 2969 455
seekcomm 0 0 0 0 11338 53596
seekdist 0 0 0 0 11324 53700
seekeasy 0 11514 10336 12329 23483 225
seekfame 0 0 0 0 11137 53070
seekﬂ  ex 0 0 10103 12863 33952 53260
seekhisb 0 0 403 1746 5223 4267
seekhist 0 11541 10078 12882 33869 53080
seekjob 0 12931 10887 13502 15059 55001
seekleav 0 0 10086 12867 25776 468
seekpar1 0 0 0 0 2965 2664
seekpart 6382 00000
seekpens 0 0 10706 12681 1047 7607Page ● 118
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seekperm 0 0 10125 12927 34192 53795
seeksala 0 0 10166 12994 34321 54074
seektrai 0 0 10079 12845 33747 52702
seekwage 0 10134 8939 10479 19732 24
SUPV 0 0 0 0 11457 54685
SUPVDICH 13614 14279 11361 13343 34786 54686
SUPVWOM 0 0 0 0 4994 8905
TENUEXPE 13964 14282 11361 13394 35030 55512
tiaccoun 0 0 0 251 31780 47944
ticonﬂ  i 0 0 0 0 10436 48195
tideadli 0 0 0 0 10299 47732
tievning 0 11860 3014 11863 10030 47524
tihomtel 0 0 0 184 25716 42455
tijobtim 13135 13023 3055 12289 30634 47222
tiregist 0 0 0 245 31111 49188
tirosspl 0 0 0 0 8589 40673
tirost10 0 0 0 0 8916 42525
tiroste6 0 0 0 0 8528 40709
tiroste7 0 0 0 0 9372 43993
tiroste8 0 0 0 0 8751 41573
tiroste9 0 0 0 0 7081 34194
tiroster 0 11887 2991 12154 30905 45296
tisatday 0 0 0 0 9974 47287
tishift3 0 0 0 0 2999 13877
tisunday 0 0 0 0 9773 46524
tiworkr2 0 0 0 0 10522 49094
trainin1 0 0 0 0 33 16561
training 0 0 0 11273 32851 50636
volchur2 0 0 0 0 29605 32668
volcultu 0 0 0 0 10510 32668
volnon1 0 0 0 0 29605 32668
volothe1 0 0 0 0 29605 32668
volpolit 0 0 0 0 29605 32668
volprofo 0 0 0 0 10510 32668
volscole 0 0 0 0 29605 32668
volsport 0 0 0 0 29605 32668
voltrad1 0 0 0 0 29605 32668
volyouth 0 0 0 0 29605 32668
wa13mn61 0 0 0 0 5217 16830
wa13mnth 0 0 0 0 5217 16830
wacomm61 0 0 0 0 5217 17112
wacommut 0 0 0 0 5217 17112
wadirt61 13986 14290 8639 11599 28635 16776
wadirty 13986 14290 8639 11599 28635 16776
wageask 0 0 0 249 31941 33892
wageba1 0 0 0 0 2007 184
wageba2 0 0 0 0 910 78
wageboth 0 0 0 0 11032 52908
WAGECUR 13986 14290 11363 13512 35139 55682Page ● 119
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wageﬂ  e1 0 0 0 0 1918 140
wageﬂ  ex 0 0 0 0 11240 35136
wagegr1 12957 14158 11311 12820 29603 45392
WAGEGRHR 12821 14049 11233 12775 25624 52756
WAGEHRPP 12821 14049 11233 12775 25624 52756
wageincr 0 11670 10157 12155 31179 34201
wagene1 10793 13829 11268 12507 29597 42422
WAGENEHR 10682 13735 11159 12493 23629 41152
wageotim 0 0 9828 12470 29448 34900
WAGEPER3 13788 14198 11294 13258 28267 54235
wageregu 0 0 0 0 29131 52686
wagesat2 0 0 0 0 10903 51542
wagetax 13984 14272 10551 12831 28293 17438
wagetop 0 10769 9390 11133 28316 30778
wagevary 0 0 0 0 10464 34753
wagrou61 0 0 0 0 5217 16768
wagroupb 0 0 0 0 5217 16768
waholi61 0 0 0 0 5217 17041
wahollid 0 0 0 0 5217 17041
wamarval 13986 14290 8639 11599 28635 16761
waothe61 0 0 0 0 5217 16851
waother 0 0 0 0 5217 16851
waover61 0 0 0 0 5217 16824
waovrtm 0 0 0 0 5217 16824
waperf61 13986 14290 8639 11599 28635 16804
waperfom 13986 14290 8639 11599 28635 16804
wapers62 13986 14290 8639 11599 28635 16787
waperson 13986 14290 8639 11599 28635 16787
waprof61 0 0 0 0 5217 16785
waproﬁ  t 0 0 0 0 5217 16785
washif61 13986 14290 8639 11599 28635 16898
washifts 13986 14290 8639 11599 28635 16898
WASUM 13986 14290 11363 13512 26839 12205
watarg61 13986 14290 8639 11599 23418 0
watarget 13986 14290 8639 11599 23418 0
watips 13986 14290 8639 11599 28635 16773
watips61 13986 14290 8639 11599 28635 16773
wayear61 0 0 0 0 5217 16821
wayearnd 0 0 0 0 5217 16821
yyarriva 0 0 573 770 1931 2904
yybirth 13935 14212 11353 13356 34895 55562
yybreak 3949 2753 2141 1797 5243 4598
yycuempl 13801 14246 11355 13384 32114 42531
yycuposi 0 0 0 0 10898 7351
yyeduca 0 0 0 0 10543 49551
YYFSTJO 13963 14280 11358 13391 34945 55000
yyfullti 0 0 0 0 1121 5772
yynojob 0 0 0 0 265 1290
yyolchld 7332 5456 4446 5345 14693 24096Page ● 120
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yypartti 0 0 0 0 1965 9273
yyrenter 4709 2830 2141 1799 5240 4602
yyyochld 4873 3972 3231 3952 10810 17715
No of observations in 2004-05, excluding the Netherlands (sorted by alfab.)
Note that this table does not report observations for Brazil (12 obs. in 2005), India (97), and Italy (30).  
Note that this table does not report variables with 0 observations for the years at stake 
Note that the questionnaires in BEL, DEU, POL, ESP and GBR started late 2004, and DNK, FIN in 2005.
Var name BEL DNK FIN DEU POL ESP GBR
AGE 14312 152 4709 44245 4696 9649 10009
break1 1442 23 370 0 553 193 9
break11 1442 23 370 0 553 193 9
break12 1442 23 370 0 553 193 9
break13 1442 23 370 0 553 193 9
break14 1421 25 365 0 538 192 0
break15 1421 25 365 0 538 192 0
break16 1421 25 365 0 538 192 0
break17 1421 25 365 0 538 192 0
break18 1421 25 365 0 538 192 0
break19 0 22 0 0 0 192 0
break2 1442 23 370 0 553 193 9
break3 1442 23 370 0 553 193 9
BREAK3MO 1547 0 0 0 0 335 645
break4 1442 23 370 0 553 193 9
break5 1442 23 370 0 553 193 9
break6 1442 23 370 0 553 193 9
break7 1442 23 370 0 553 193 9
break8 1442 23 370 0 553 193 9
caocate4 13146 0 0 0 0 0 0
CAOFIRM 9506 127 2867 36270 2011 7214 8259
caoﬁ  rm8 0 0 0 20468 0 0 0
caoimpo1 12050 116 3216 38295 0 8175 7682
CAONAME 7038 0 0 0 0 0 0
chld 14282 150 4699 44158 4688 9616 9995
chldhome 8353 93 2544 19135 1872 3365 4672
chldout 8354 93 2544 19135 1872 3365 4672
COBETHG 0 0 0 0 0 0 9941
cobfath1 14117 0 3459 172 0 9518 65
cobfathe 14166 0 3459 172 0 9562 65
coblang1 14156 126 3413 0 2888 9551 9848
cobmoth1 14117 0 3459 1676 4703 9518 582
cobmothe 14117 0 3459 1676 0 9518 582
cobreaso 719 13 68 0 16 612 1111
cobself 14331 152 4709 44301 4703 9666 10000
cobself1 14331 152 4709 44301 4703 9666 10000
combike 0 0 4605 0 0 0 0
combus 0 0 4605 0 0 0 0
comcar 0 0 4612 0 0 0 0
comcomt 0 0 4605 0 0 0 0
comfoot 0 0 4605 0 0 0 0
comhome 0 0 4605 0 0 0 0
commdis2 9 0 0 18 0 0 9695
commdist 14012 122 4591 43360 0 9354 0
commoped 0 0 4605 0 0 0 0
commsat 13393 120 3265 41860 0 9014 9343Page ● 121
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commtime 14092 126 4627 43959 0 9498 9935
comother 0 0 4605 0 0 0 0
compequi 4218 120 3158 0 0 9048 0
compinet 13775 123 4328 0 523 9388 0
compjob 13897 124 3608 0 526 9442 0
comptrai 3594 0 0 1698 0 1142 640
comtrain 0 0 4605 0 0 0 0
conﬁ  chi 675 9 441 10 0 1521 0
conﬁ  emp 712 8 494 7 0 1580 0
conﬁ  exp 805 11 512 22 0 69 35
conﬁ  hou 745 9 474 21 0 72 31
conﬁ  par 679 9 443 9 0 1597 0
conﬁ  pen 764 9 496 24 0 67 32
conﬁ  per 743 10 497 9 0 1647 0
conﬁ  ski 789 10 503 41 0 68 35
conﬁ  xe1 794 11 629 5293 1213 1846 593
conﬁ  xed 859 10 719 5660 1171 2113 613
conspeed 13372 119 3307 1937 0 8848 361
CONTR7 14090 151 4649 42786 4277 9319 9645
contrac4 366 4 201 1246 595 364 262
contrac6 0 0 0 42444 0 0 0
contract 1012 12 744 6456 1373 2260 934
controth 13970 148 4570 42335 4142 9190 9636
CONTST 14393 152 4709 44332 4703 9669 10083
contstno 170 2 72 436 123 117 54
CONTSTRO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
COUNTRYW 13218 100 3909 41966 3125 8331 9452
ddrun15 4192 68 0 285 0 1377 0
ddrun16 13196 117 3219 1927 0 1750 360
ddrun17 3709 67 0 7586 0 1328 48
ddrun18 12955 122 3071 40042 0 8608 231
ddwordis 664 7 0 0 0 101 0
ddworedu 664 7 0 0 0 101 0
ddworfam 664 7 0 0 0 101 0
ddworill 664 7 0 0 0 101 0
ddwork1 13946 124 3340 0 2807 9413 0
ddworlea 664 7 0 0 0 101 0
ddworloo 664 7 0 0 0 101 0
ddworoth 664 7 0 0 0 101 0
ddworsea 664 7 0 0 0 101 0
ddworsen 664 7 0 0 0 101 0
ddworsho 664 7 0 0 0 101 0
ddworvac 664 7 0 0 0 101 0
ddworvar 664 7 0 0 0 101 0
ddworwea 664 7 0 0 0 101 0
depdisc 13321 118 4237 0 514 8241 0
dephisto 12957 125 4223 41721 3763 9099 9224
depmale 13018 135 4356 41800 3967 9207 8777
depteam 13137 124 4270 40062 3726 8912 8547
EDUCALMH 14287 151 4686 44096 4683 9595 9950
EDUCAORI 14287 151 4686 44096 4195 7045 9950
educappr 3950 124 3291 42467 2765 9369 9744
EDUCAT1 14287 151 4686 44096 4683 9595 9950
EDUCATY3 14287 151 4686 44096 4195 7045 9950
EDUCATYR 14201 151 4686 44096 4195 7045 9950
educhanc 8053 80 2125 0 1898 6366 0
educlevl 12668 110 3217 0 0 9164 0
eduexpe 7 1 0 0 0 101 0Page ● 122
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EDUISCED 14287 151 4686 44096 4683 9595 9950
EDUJOBT 13753 117 3175 0 0 8267 0
edumore 13750 114 3219 0 2639 9020 0
EDUOUTDA 10 1 22 6 0 138 1
EDUOUTDY 14287 151 4686 44096 4195 7045 9950
ﬁ  rmbro1 12682 111 3142 0 0 0 0
ﬁ  rmbro2 643 0 0 1866 0 98 619
ﬁ  rmcom1 13009 112 3230 0 0 0 0
ﬁ  rmcom3 641 0 0 1888 0 106 620
ﬁ  rmcou1 12672 0 0 0 0 8682 0
ﬁ  rmcou2 8 0 0 42015 0 0 9038
ﬁ  rmdis1 13183 119 3211 40645 0 69 664
ﬁ  rmdism 540 0 0 1857 0 134 226
ﬁ  rmequ1 7 0 0 0 0 0 0
ﬁ  rmfem1 1209 32 0 8540 0 1070 1990
ﬁ  rmfema 14185 152 4662 43997 4568 9460 9972
ﬁ  rmgro1 12636 114 3142 17 0 8347 0
ﬁ  rmgro2 8398 47 3122 0 0 0 0
ﬁ  rmhie1 3045 106 2887 0 0 0 0
ﬁ  rmhie2 2957 105 2873 0 0 1054 0
ﬁ  rminﬂ  12292 0 0 0 0 0 0
ﬁ  rmloca 13965 126 4593 42514 4160 9241 9585
ﬁ  rmmer2 638 0 0 1857 0 97 588
ﬁ  rmmerg 12879 112 3221 0 0 0 0
ﬁ  rmow01 14166 0 3459 172 0 9562 65
ﬁ  rmowne 7555 52 2984 0 2171 7419 0
FIRMPRI 9715 55 3427 35048 2677 7835 6695
ﬁ  rmpri2 12344 117 3170 39357 0 68 666
ﬁ  rmpri3 540 0 0 1819 0 138 252
ﬁ  rmreo1 13264 118 3245 41068 0 67 683
ﬁ  rmreo2 536 0 0 1869 0 138 251
ﬁ  rmrep1 13241 0 0 0 2500 8759 8954
ﬁ  rmsiz2 4305 38 877 9835 922 1333 2565
ﬁ  rmsize 14259 152 4702 44016 4652 9476 9900
ﬁ  rmstr2 594 0 0 1775 0 96 565
ﬁ  rmstra 11833 0 2798 0 0 0 0
ﬁ  rmtra2 522 0 0 1872 0 146 254
ﬁ  rmtrai 13231 121 3289 41309 0 69 694
frcar61 8393 72 1912 20571 2040 2590 3979
frdayc61 2611 72 1912 20571 2040 2590 3979
frexpe61 8393 72 1912 20571 2040 2590 3979
frfree61 2611 37 483 3688 2040 359 1219
frgdik61 8393 72 1912 20571 2040 2590 3979
frhous61 2611 72 1912 20571 2040 2590 3979
frlapt61 8393 72 1912 20571 2040 2590 3979
frmedi61 8393 72 1912 3688 2040 2590 3979
frn12m61 12741 82 3758 32274 2556 4 4524
frncoo61 3961 42 1021 5725 2556 0 1436
frnend61 12741 82 3758 5725 2556 4 4524
frnfes61 24 0 3 0 4 0 3
frnhol61 12741 82 3758 32274 2556 0 4524
frnoth61 12741 82 3758 32274 2556 0 4524
frnper61 24 0 3 31 4 0 3
frnpro61 12741 82 3758 32274 2556 0 4524
frnxma61 3961 82 3758 32274 2556 0 4524
frothe61 2611 37 483 3688 2040 359 1219
frpen652 2611 37 483 3688 690 359 3979
frpens61 8393 72 1912 3688 2040 2590 1219Page ● 123
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frsavs61 2611 72 1912 20571 2040 2590 1219
frshar61 8393 72 1912 3688 2040 2590 3979
frunem61 8393 72 1912 3688 2040 2590 1219
GENDER 14331 152 4706 44259 4692 9638 10014
hhargume 9695 90 2418 52 0 5187 80
hhbaby 4876 66 216 90 110 773 40
hhbaby1 840 9 0 124 0 12 19
hhchild 14198 145 4685 43922 4644 9595 9920
hhchildp 14193 145 4683 43909 4639 9595 9920
hhgchild 14191 145 4683 43910 4639 9595 9919
hhgrowfo 12600 0 3091 0 0 0 0
hhhomehe 12302 110 3061 0 1659 8022 0
hhhrspa 13015 118 3227 610 806 8800 8811
hhincom1 12193 0 4245 39888 0 8147 0
hhincome 12184 113 4241 39865 4195 8123 6893
hhmarry 51 3 60 0 48 39 0
hhownho2 13920 127 3374 41626 0 8922 9757
HHOWNHOU 13920 127 3374 41626 0 8922 9757
hhparact 7093 93 2518 181 1781 4880 0
hhpartn1 14204 145 4687 43926 4648 9596 9923
hhresphh 12449 115 3125 361 2347 8015 0
hhrespin 12377 116 3116 375 2284 8116 0
hhshoti1 11982 112 3170 367 0 7912 0
HHSTAT 14296 152 4697 44166 4683 9622 10001
hhstat10 14191 145 4683 43910 4639 9595 9919
hhstat11 71 2 50 0 61 54 61
hhstate4 14190 145 4683 43912 4639 9595 9919
hhstate7 14191 145 4683 43909 4641 9595 9919
hhstate8 14190 145 4683 43908 4639 9595 9919
hhtimere 12189 113 3107 67 0 7699 97
hhwofato 12373 107 3076 69 2337 8052 98
hrscare 435 0 559 0 603 1138 0
hrschan1 358 3 64 989 0 412 310
hrschan2 657 11 158 3963 0 565 566
hrschan3 607 8 320 1675 0 218 449
hrschang 8795 109 2880 36306 0 7397 8065
hrscont3 12871 146 4430 42160 4063 8970 9449
hrscont4 10337 128 4103 39791 3642 7901 8933
hrscont5 41 3 47 843 14 229 120
hrscont6 830 19 352 3881 0 1022 920
hrscont7 431 7 135 1243 0 339 284
hrscont8 239 3 87 0 0 337 0
hrscontr 12692 131 3952 38811 4112 8483 8703
hrsdayp2 14132 125 4608 43995 4536 9552 9939
hrsﬁ  rm 14175 148 4649 43833 4526 9525 9944
hrshelp 1844 5 101 0 0 1419 0
hrshist1 12066 112 3048 305 2556 8817 281
hrshist2 2004 14 346 24 264 643 19
hrshisto 14265 151 4688 44091 4644 9606 9991
hrshkeep 10377 98 3606 36875 3492 7985 6003
hrslunch 0 0 0 8 0 0 47
hrsovert 7 0 2940 0 0 0 0
hrspref 13907 125 3339 43394 1 9397 9863
hrsptchl 1979 15 380 3799 456 650 765
hrsptdem 1979 15 380 3799 456 650 765
hrsptedu 1979 15 380 3799 456 650 765
hrspthea 1979 15 380 3799 456 650 765
hrspthou 1979 15 380 3799 456 650 765Page ● 124
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hrsptnof 1979 15 380 3799 456 650 765
hrsptret 1979 15 380 3799 456 650 765
hrsptsec 1979 15 380 3799 456 650 765
hrspttim 1979 15 380 3799 456 650 765
hrsreal 14250 150 4685 44127 4550 9574 9986
hrsreal0 1103 0 4 5765 4 274 825
hrssecon 336 4 0 2 333 333 248
HRSWAG1 14291 151 4695 44207 4554 9625 10003
ISCO0801 10377 98 3606 36875 3492 7985 6003
ISCO0802 10377 98 3606 36875 3492 7985 6003
ISCO0803 10377 98 3606 36875 3492 7985 6003
ISCO0804 10377 98 3606 36875 3492 7985 6003
ISCO0813 10377 98 3606 36875 3492 7985 6003
ISCO08lv 10377 98 3606 36875 3492 7985 6003
ISCO8801 11497 150 4313 39358 4425 9203 8189
ISCO8802 11497 150 4313 39358 4425 9203 8189
ISCO8803 11497 150 4313 39358 4425 9203 8189
ISCO8804 11497 150 4313 39358 4425 9203 8189
ISCO8809 11497 150 4313 39358 4425 9203 8189
ISCO88lv 11497 150 4313 39358 4425 9203 8189
ISCOISEI 10377 98 3606 36875 3492 7985 6003
jobalone 13606 124 3342 40727 0 9102 8897
jobfamil 13370 125 3279 41517 0 9105 9264
jobfrien 194 0 3294 279 0 0 0
jobfutu1 3697 55 127 3050 176 176 2569
jobfutu2 146 1 61 281 69 88 45
jobfutu3 152 1 42 1184 267 259 295
jobfutu4 430 0 0 829 0 32 61
jobfutu5 424 13 0 388 0 1 482
JOBHIST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
jobhist2 13619 124 3365 656 0 9169 268
jobloss 11939 100 3055 1724 0 7719 7628
jobnocow 315 0 3315 0 0 0 0
jobpersp 12668 113 4202 36955 3842 8394 8904
jobprom3 11640 96 2765 1639 0 7693 7400
jobpromo 13055 123 4276 40756 3765 9015 9181
jobtasks 12248 101 3080 1806 0 7951 8473
LASTVAR 14393 152 4709 44332 4703 9669 10083
lccafter 111 0 0 0 0 0 0
lccdayca 111 0 0 0 0 0 0
lccexcha 111 0 0 0 0 0 0
lccfamil 111 0 0 0 0 0 0
lccgrndp 111 0 0 0 0 0 0
lccguest 111 0 0 0 0 0 0
lccminde 111 0 0 0 0 0 0
lccnanny 111 0 0 0 0 0 0
lccnone 111 0 0 0 0 0 0
lccnurse 111 0 0 0 0 0 0
lccother 111 0 0 0 0 0 0
lccpartn 111 0 0 0 0 0 0
lccplayg 111 0 0 0 0 0 0
lccschoo 111 0 0 0 0 0 0
lccsiste 111 0 0 0 0 0 0
memdele1 10954 0 3803 3058 0 7631 0
memnone 4168 65 1087 7199 1468 1344 2381
memproff 9428 106 3803 17474 1813 3967 9
memstaff 10954 106 3803 36 2574 7631 9
MEMTRAD 14084 105 4555 43530 4480 9479 3654Page ● 125
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memtrad2 10954 0 0 36 2574 7631 9
MEMTRAD4 137 0 3452 10301 0 0 168
mofstjob 1183 41 0 0 0 166 0
monojob 42 2 50 418 55 114 47
NACE1100 13686 85 4586 43982 4415 9223 9284
NACE1101 13686 85 4586 43982 4415 9223 9284
NACE1102 13686 85 4586 43982 4415 9223 9284
NACE1103 13686 85 4586 43982 4415 9223 9284
NACE1104 14134 87 4705 43982 4516 9344 9741
NACE2000 13694 85 4587 43982 4419 9223 9292
NACE2001 13694 85 4587 43982 4419 9223 9292
NACE2002 13694 85 4587 43982 4419 9223 9292
NACE2004 13694 85 4587 43982 4419 9224 9293
nrofjob1 87 4 144 642 139 74 72
nrofjobs 14074 127 4595 43462 4400 9276 9855
occhist1 4605 61 0 247 0 1430 435
occhist2 14196 126 3429 43982 1 9560 9939
occtype 4085 102 0 38272 2519 8695 8416
OCCUPA_D 0 0 0 44099 0 0 0
overtime 12623 113 2987 1533 0 8543 646
pacante 4108 0 1383 13425 2185 2091 4542
pachoice 4108 0 1383 13425 2185 2091 4542
padaycre 4108 0 1383 13425 2185 2091 4542
paearlyr 4108 0 1383 13425 2185 2091 4542
pahrsre1 4108 0 1383 13425 2185 2091 4542
paleasav 4108 0 1383 13425 2185 2091 4542
papensic 4108 0 1383 13425 2185 2091 4542
papensio 4108 0 1383 13425 2185 2091 4542
papleave 4108 0 1383 13425 2185 2091 4542
paretire 4108 0 1383 13425 2185 2091 4542
pastudys 4108 0 1383 13425 2185 2091 4542
patelewo 4108 0 1383 13425 2185 2091 4542
pawotime 4108 0 1383 13425 2185 2091 4542
paycost 13141 114 3259 439 0 8727 0
paydiscu 3771 51 1901 14964 0 4289 3557
payhilow 11924 93 3164 377 2245 8191 0
payitime 12701 121 3287 447 0 8871 0
paymore 11153 0 0 729 0 93 0
paypolic 13049 113 3288 422 2415 8718 0
payrise 6801 69 1215 332 0 3316 6303
payunsta 498 0 0 522 0 257 114
pensworr 12450 109 3262 13 0 8225 51
PPP 14018 145 4636 43154 4323 9314 9601
prefjob 3602 0 0 1731 0 1124 676
preﬂ  ott 3679 0 0 1705 0 1119 610
preftel1 11592 113 3010 38687 0 8007 202
PROPERTY_nex-
tyear
9666 57 3388 35611 2871 7966 6772
regibir0 13131 100 3902 41933 3125 8317 9428
REGIBIRT 13131 100 3902 41933 3125 8317 9428
regicity 14122 125 3414 2593 2881 9557 217
regihom1 13218 100 3909 41966 3125 8331 9452
REGIHOME 13218 100 3909 41966 3125 8331 9452
regiwor0 12956 77 3278 41383 3427 8085 9276
REGIWORK 12956 77 3277 41383 2985 8067 9276
satbonus 8361 0 0 230 0 0 0
satcombi 13538 119 4327 40743 12 8955 9346
satcontr 9142 52 3287 33334 0 7452 0Page ● 126
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sathealt 13680 122 4531 42230 14 9141 9543
sathhinc 12988 118 4418 41523 14 8842 9179
sathous 13610 121 3335 42273 0 9075 9489
satjob 13495 119 4451 40901 12 8789 9394
satleisu 13504 121 4472 41955 14 9033 9515
satlife 14044 149 4445 7213 15 9431 9775
seatemp 13951 125 4595 284 1505 9243 274
seaweb 26 0 3 0 9 7 0
seekcoll 13846 123 3016 48 2784 9381 18
seekcomb 574 0 0 1629 0 58 480
seekcomm 13733 123 3022 344 2757 9403 64
seekdist 13861 123 3018 346 2763 9395 67
seekeasy 10011 0 0 561 0 0 138
seekfame 13748 122 3016 48 2790 9247 18
seekﬂ  ex 10774 0 3006 0 2695 533 67
seekhisb 427 21 0 0 0 191 7
seekhist 14014 114 3330 523 2802 9184 119
seekjob 14120 125 3397 72 0 9542 0
seekleav 613 0 0 1594 0 56 489
seekpar1 545 0 0 1587 0 0 476
seekpens 10709 0 2994 0 0 0 0
seekperm 13881 123 3024 48 2810 9385 18
seeksala 13949 123 3027 0 2815 9453 0
seektrai 13634 123 3005 336 2767 9298 63
seekwage 9247 0 0 173 0 0 0
SUPV 14177 152 4583 43784 4587 9573 9932
SUPVDICH 14177 152 4583 43785 4587 9573 9932
SUPVWOM 2473 22 0 6717 0 849 0
TENUEXPE 14326 152 4703 44180 4660 9659 10011
tiaccoun 12615 121 3202 1569 0 8531 646
ticonﬂ  i 13011 119 3220 40814 0 8819 238
tideadli 13106 121 3294 1929 0 8775 361
tievning 12765 116 3148 1411 0 8389 8254
tihomtel 12072 115 3104 1374 1859 8301 7633
tijobtim 12485 114 3144 1465 0 8206 622
tiregist 13225 120 3259 1635 0 8773 650
tirosspl 10626 112 2884 1996 1926 8190 629
tirost10 10526 113 2775 299 0 7736 26
tiroste6 10830 116 2933 2054 1813 8040 643
tiroste7 9825 116 2989 328 0 8375 31
tiroste8 9265 112 2515 303 0 7467 23
tiroste9 8503 97 1993 195 0 5482 16
tiroster 12788 150 3287 2367 2225 9171 775
tisatday 12712 114 3143 1404 0 8535 8213
tishift3 3704 17 866 109 0 1454 20
tisunday 12593 114 3146 1393 0 8523 8033
tiworkr2 12971 116 3124 2193 2357 8589 753
trainin1 4258 65 7 0 0 1248 0
training 13742 125 3334 0 0 8888 0
volchur2 3883 50 3154 30365 2180 7020 19
volcultu 3883 50 3154 30365 2180 7020 19
volnon1 3883 50 3154 30365 2180 7020 19
volothe1 3883 50 3154 30365 2180 7020 19
volpolit 3883 50 3154 30365 2180 7020 19
volprofo 3883 50 3154 30365 2180 7020 19
volscole 3883 50 3154 30365 2180 7020 19
volsport 3883 50 3154 30365 2180 7020 19
voltrad1 3883 50 3154 30365 2180 7020 19Page ● 127
Codebook and explanatory note on the WageIndicator dataset
Var name BEL DNK FIN DEU POL ESP GBR
volyouth 3883 50 3154 30365 2180 7020 19
wa13mn61 5753 14 1469 11059 1134 3215 1156
wa13mnth 5753 14 1469 11059 1134 3215 1156
waannu61 4875 14 1444 10694 1037 3168 1156
waannual 4875 14 1444 10694 1037 3168 1156
wacomm61 5788 14 1507 10800 1129 3316 1229
wacommut 5788 14 1507 10800 1129 3316 1229
wadirt61 5061 21 1469 10533 1169 3214 1200
wadirty 5061 21 1469 10533 1169 3214 1200
wageannu 0 0 0 0 0 9161 0
wageask 12537 125 3356 38975 2304 8351 8303
wageba1 718 0 0 1209 0 70 118
wageba2 510 0 0 0 0 51 76
wageboth 14109 151 4653 42739 4280 9324 9666
WAGECUR 14393 152 4709 44332 4703 9669 10083
wageﬂ  e1 641 0 0 5 0 65 101
wageﬂ  ex 9698 56 3425 35032 2665 7830 6702
WAGEGR1 12896 143 4492 40766 3994 6886 8579
WAGEGRHR 14018 145 4636 43154 4323 9314 9601
WAGEHRPP 14018 145 4636 43154 4323 9314 9601
wageincr 12723 123 3390 39520 2448 8406 8859
WAGENE0 14287 152 4678 43833 4658 9435 9883
WAGENE1 12981 130 4214 38233 3653 8156 6861
WAGENEHR 12804 127 4178 37711 3574 8011 6688
wageotim 8726 94 3472 31254 2563 3424 5795
WAGEPER3 14204 151 4678 43789 4368 9480 9898
wageregu 14063 151 4650 42566 4280 9298 9616
wagesat2 13609 118 4479 41950 4335 9054 9603
wagetop 11141 114 3109 35356 0 7707 7570
wagevary 13043 121 3230 39003 0 8654 8357
wagrou61 5005 21 1444 10486 1154 3208 1212
wagroupb 5005 21 1444 10486 1154 3208 1212
waholi61 6021 22 1499 10923 1159 3267 1214
wahollid 6021 22 1499 10923 1159 3267 1214
wamarval 4979 14 1444 10364 1115 3190 1203
waothe61 5291 25 1568 10977 1216 3304 1289
waother 5291 25 1568 10977 1216 3304 1289
waover61 5136 25 1517 10711 1187 3257 1335
waovrtm 5136 25 1517 10711 1187 3257 1335
waperf61 5069 21 1479 10582 1160 3238 1156
waperfom 5069 21 1479 10582 1160 3238 1156
wapers62 5028 22 1596 10744 1201 3248 1210
waperson 5028 22 1596 10744 1201 3248 1210
waprof61 5034 20 1464 10547 1118 3220 1212
waproﬁ  t 5034 20 1464 10547 1118 3220 1212
washif61 5275 23 1622 10853 1189 3267 1313
washifts 5275 23 1622 10853 1189 3267 1313
waskil61 5262 28 1514 10588 1275 3402 1209
waskill 5262 28 1514 10588 1275 3402 1209
WASUM 4040 47 1465 38817 3669 2808 7502
watarg61 4875 14 1444 10362 1037 3168 1248
watarget 4875 14 1444 10362 1037 3168 1248
watips 5008 20 1462 10462 1121 3197 1206
watips61 5008 20 1462 10462 1121 3197 1206
wayear61 5138 21 1444 10362 1142 3234 1236
wayearnd 5138 21 1444 10362 1142 3234 1236
yyarriva 677 9 0 0 13 549 998
yybirth 14312 152 4709 44245 4696 9649 10009Page ● 128
K.G. Tijdens, S. van Zijl, M. Hughie-Williams, M. van Klaveren, S. Steinmetz
Var name BEL DNK FIN DEU POL ESP GBR
yybreak 1429 34 377 0 586 194 0
yycuempl 10663 116 3534 27997 3422 7543 7864
yycuposi 2202 15 0 240 0 665 44
yyeduca 13896 103 3065 0 0 9080 0
YYFSTJO 14247 128 4682 43852 4474 9601 9950
yyfullti 1314 20 699 47 678 2068 22
yynojob 159 2 68 427 116 114 49
yyolchld 8184 78 2356 140 1705 3333 117
yypartti 1638 9 190 18 136 364 7
yyrenter 1432 34 377 0 586 195 0
yyyochld 5784 69 1729 95 778 1969 85Page ● 129
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